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Abstract
M-theory is well-known but not well-understood. It arises as an umbrella theory that unifies the
various perturbative string theories into a single nonperturbative theory. In its strong coupling
phase M-theory does not possess string states but rather M2-branes and M5-branes. The purpose
of this thesis is to explore the properties of multiple coincident M2- and M5-branes. It is based on
the author’s papers [1, 2] (in collaboration with Neil Lambert), [3] (in collaboration with Imtak
Jeon and Neil Lambert) and [4].
We begin with a review of the construction of three-dimensional N = 8 and N = 6 super-
symmetric Chern-Simons-matter theories. These include the BLG and ABJM models of multiple
M2-branes and our focus will be on their formulation in terms of 3-algebras.
We then examine the coupling of multiple M2-branes to the background 3-form and 6-form
gauge fields of eleven-dimensional supergravity. In particular we show in detail how a natural
generalisation of the Myers flux-terms, along with the resulting curvature of the background metric,
leads to mass terms in the effective field theory.
Working to lowest nontrivial order in fermions, we demonstrate the supersymmetric invariance
of the four-derivative order corrected Lagrangian of the Euclidean BLG theory and determine the
theory’s higher derivative corrected supersymmetry transformations. The supersymmetry algebra
is also shown to close on the scalar and gauge fields.
We also consider periodic arrays of M2-branes in the ABJM model in the spirit of a circle
compactification to D2-branes in type IIA string theory. The result is a curious formulation of
three-dimensional maximally supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory. Upon further T-duality on a
transverse torus we obtain a non-manifest-Lorentz-invariant description of five-dimensional maxi-
mally supersymmetric Yang-Mills which can be viewed as an M-theory description of M5-branes
on T3.
After reviewing work to describe multiple M5-branes using 3-algebras we show how the re-
sulting novel system of equations reduces to one-dimensional motion on instanton moduli space.
Quantisation leads to the previous light-cone proposal of the (2,0) theory, generalised to include a
potential that arises on the Coulomb branch as well as couplings to background gauge and self-dual
2-form fields.
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1 Introduction
The search for a unified theory of quantum gravity has lead to the development of string theory.
Here the point particles of the familiar four-dimensional world are replaced by one-dimensional
vibrating strings. For a consistent, anomaly free, theory of supersymmetric strings one must make
the conceptual leap to a world which is ten-dimensional. Once this leap has been made it is a
simple matter to accept the possibility of even higher dimensional spacetime and the extended
string-like objects known as branes. We now know of the existence of five string theories each with
its own idiosyncrasies. It is astonishing that these seemingly disparate string theories are actually
all interconnected via dualities.
Branes have become an essential part of string theory. The Dirichlet boundary conditions
imposed on open strings imply that the string end points are fixed to a D-brane embedded in
the ten-dimensional spacetime. The open strings ending on D-branes carry U(1) charges. When
N parallel D-branes become coincident the open strings stretching between them become light
and the U(1)N symmetry is enhanced to U(N). At low energy the dynamics of N Dp-branes
is described by a non-Abelian gauge theory which is simply the dimensional reduction of ten-
dimensional supersymmetric U(N) Yang-Mills to p+ 1 dimensions [5].
String interactions are described by an infinite perturbative expansion in the string self-coupling
parameter gs. That this expansion is UV finite is a great success and one of the main reasons for the
adoption of string theory. A priori, there is no need for gs to be small and therefore because gs could
be large, the perturbative expansion cannot tell us everything about string theory. The masses of
D-branes are proportional to 1/gs so that in the perturbative regime where the string coupling is
small, the D-branes are energetically unfavourable and they can be neglected. Alternatively, as gs
is increased the perturbative string expansion becomes less well behaved but the D-branes are now
light and their effects dominate. Therefore the properties of D-branes give us an understanding
of string theory beyond its perturbative expansion. The discovery of D-branes has revolutionised
string theory, allowing for a refined understanding of how non-Abelian gauge theories may be
incorporated into it and other important advances such as the AdS/CFT conjecture [6].
Another way to explore the string theories is to examine their low energy limits which are the
ten-dimensional supergravity theories. Here, only the massless fields in the string spectrum are
considered and the theories are not UV finite. In this way we can think of the string theories as
being the UV completion of the appropriate ten-dimensional supergravity. There also exists a su-
pergravity theory in eleven dimensions [7]. Under a small set of assumptions, this theory is unique
and in keeping with other non-topological gravity theories it has UV divergences. Just as the
various ten-dimensional supergravity theories are the low energy limits of the UV complete string
theories, eleven-dimensional supergravity is the low energy limit of an eleven-dimensional UV com-
plete theory dubbed M-theory. Beyond eleven dimensions there are no interacting supersymmetric
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theories without including unwanted massless fields of spin greater than two [8]. We now consider
M-theory to be the unique umbrella theory that unifies the various perturbative string theories
[9] but its specific formulation is not well understood. Of particular relevance to this thesis is the
connection between type IIA string theory and M-theory. Quite simply, the value of the string
coupling constant in type IIA string theory is given by the radius of an additional circular spatial
dimension
R11 = lsgs , (1.1)
where ls is the string length. In the infinite coupling limit this M-theory circle decompactifies into
a genuine non-compact dimension which is indistinguishable from all the others. As gs was the only
coupling parameter in type IIA string theory it implies that M-theory does not have a continuous
coupling parameter. Hence it is necessarily strongly coupled and nonperturbative.
Despite being strongly coupled, we may still learn some of the features of M-theory from its
low energy limit because of supersymmetry. The superalgebra associated with eleven-dimensional
supergravity is
{Qα, Qβ} = (ΓMC−1)αβPM + 1
2!
(ΓMNC−1)αβZMN +
1
5!
(ΓMNOPQC−1)αβZMNOPQ , (1.2)
where we have chosen the Majorana representation for which C = Γ0. The right hand side of
Eq. (1.2) exhausts the possible central charges that my be added. There are two ways of seeing this.
Firstly, the left hand side is symmetric in the α, β spinor indices and on the right hand side, ΓMC−1,
ΓMNC−1 and ΓMNOPQC−1 are the only matrices with the same property.1 Secondly, the number
of independent charge components on each side matches: 528 from the anti-commutator of the
32×32 Majorana supercharges and 528 = 11+55+462 from the eleven-dimensional vector, 2-form
and 5-form. From the superalgebra in Eq. (1.2) we can identify the objects which exist in eleven-
dimensional supergravity. For example, the spatial components of the 2-form and 5-form central
charges are associated with three-dimensional and six-dimensional hypersurfaces respectively. The
existence of these branes can also be deduced from the presence of the background 3-form in the
field content of eleven-dimensional supergravity. These branes are examples of an important class
of states called BPS states. To see how these states are important we can take PM = (E, 0, . . . , 0),
where the energy E is the product of the brane’s tension Tq and its spatial volume. The central
charge ZM1···Mq is the product of the brane’s charge Qq and its spatial volume. The left hand side
of the supersymmetry algebra is positive definite and consequently from Eq. (1.2) can be deduced
a relationship of the form
Tq ≥ |Qq| . (1.3)
1The matrix ΓMNOPQRC−1 is also symmetric but in eleven dimensions it is dual to ΓMNOPQC−1.
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BPS states saturate this bound i.e.
Tq = |Qq| . (1.4)
The maximally supersymmetric 2- and 5-brane of eleven-dimensional supergravity are BPS states
and so are D-branes in string theory. The critical feature of BPS states is that generically the
relation in Eq. (1.4) is not altered by quantum effects. Hence we may make claims about BPS
states in a low energy effective theory and these claims almost always hold true at strong coupling.
This argument shows us that the 2- and 5-brane in eleven-dimensional supergravity also exist in
M-theory. These are the M2-brane and the M5-brane, collectively known as M-branes, and it is
hoped that a thorough understanding of their properties and dynamics will illuminate M-theory
beyond its eleven-dimensional supergravity approximation.2 The eleven-dimensional superalgebra
in Eq. (1.2) also allows for M2- and M5-brane intersections and shows, perhaps surprisingly, that
M-theory does not contain strings.
As both M-branes and type IIA D-branes are BPS objects we can make precise statements about
the relation between them [10]. If the M-theory circle is transverse to the M2-brane worldvolume
then in the low energy limit, R11 → 0, it becomes a D2-brane. An M5-brane whose worldvolume
wraps around the M-theory circle becomes a D4-brane in type IIA string theory. We can therefore
use D2- and D4-branes as a guide to M-brane physics by uplifting to eleven dimensions.
A single instance of either type of M-brane is fairly well understood, both from the worldvol-
ume action perspective and their behaviour as charged blackhole solutions of supergravity. We can
then imagine N parallel M2- or M5-branes becoming coincident and interacting. The supergrav-
ity description of these systems is again straightforward because they behave as single M-brane
blackhole solutions but with N units of charge. The worldvolume perspective is easy to state:
the worldvolume field theory on N M2- or M5-branes is the strong coupling limit of three- or
five-dimensional supersymmetric U(N) Yang-Mills respectively. The lack of a continuous coupling
parameter in M-theory implies these strong coupling limits are conformal fixed points of the three-
and five-dimensional theories. Whilst it is a simple matter to claim what the worldvolume M-brane
theories should be, finding an explicit mathematical description of them is not straightforward and
in the case of multiple M5-branes remains elusive.
The blackhole entropy of N M2- or M5-branes may be calculated in supergravity and the
results show that it scales like N3/2 and N3 respectively. The analogous calculation for D-branes
yields N2 which are the U(N) matrix degrees of freedom arising from the open string end points.
The M-brane scalings are unusual although in the case of the M2-branes it could in principle be
understood as arising from an N ×N matrix with constraints removing some degrees of freedom.
The M5-brane scaling is particularly perplexing as additional degrees of freedom are gained going
to strong coupling. Recently there has been work which claims to see the N3 scaling from five-
2Other components of the central charges give the Kaluza-Klein monopole and M9-brane, whereas the momentum
leads to the M-wave. In this thesis we will focus exclusively on the M2- and M5-brane.
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dimensional supersymmetric Yang-Mills. Uplifting the open string ending on a D-brane system to
eleven dimensions suggests that the degrees of freedom of M-theory may be explained by looking
at the M2-brane ending on an M5-brane.
By considering a configuration in which multiple coincident D1-branes end on a D3-brane in
type IIB string theory and lifting to eleven dimensions, Basu and Harvey [11] were able to propose
a BPS equation for multiple M2-branes ending on an M5-brane. In a paper motivated by this work,
Bagger and Lambert [12] constructed non-gauged supersymmetry transformations from which the
Basu-Harvey BPS equation can be derived but which also indicated the presence of a novel gauge
symmetry. In a follow-up paper [13] they successfully incorporated gauge fields and demonstrated
that the supersymmetry transformations closed provided the fields satisfied certain equations of
motion.3 These field equations were then used to deduce a candidate Lagrangian for multiple
M2-branes, the striking feature of which was the appearance of an algebraic structure christened
a 3-algebra. The discovery of this three-dimensional, interacting, non-Yang-Mills type Lagrangian
prompted a cascade of research. Bagger and Lambert’s pioneering work has now largely been
superseded by the ABJM/ABJ [16, 17] model of multiple M2-branes. The usual description of
ABJM/ABJ is as a bifundamental Chern-Simons-matter theory but there is also a formulation in
terms of 3-algebras [18].
The remainder of this thesis is as follows: in chapter 2 we review the construction of theories
of multiple M2-branes and some of their properties. In chapter 3 we determine the coupling of
multiple M2-branes to the background 3-form field, as reported in [1]. In chapter 4 we determine
the four-derivative order corrections to the Bagger-Lambert Lagrangian and supersymmetry trans-
formations, as reported in [4]. In chapter 5 we consider a different way to compactify multiple
M2-branes on a circle to multiple D2-branes, as reported in [3]. In chapter 6 we review the proper-
ties of M5-branes and an attempt to describe their dynamics with a non-Abelian representation of
the (2, 0) tensor multiplet constructed using 3-algebras. In chapter 7 we determine the solutions to
the 3-algebra (2,0) equations of motion for the case of a null vacuum expectation value assigned to
the auxiliary field and find they give one-dimensional quantum mechanics on the instanton moduli
space as reported in [2]. Finally, in chapter 8 we offer some concluding remarks and an outlook for
further work. Also included are appendices which provide further details of the higher derivative
calculations featured in the main body of this work.
3Independently, Gustavsson [14] also suggested a set of multiple M2-brane supersymmetry transformations using
an algebraic structure seemingly different to Bagger and Lambert’s. However, the two proposals were shown to be
equivalent in [15].
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2 Multiple M2-branes and 3-algebras
In this chapter we will review the construction of models of coincident multiple M2-branes. The
subject has enjoyed remarkable attention in the last five years and because of this we will only be
able to provide a small glimpse of the progress that has been made. A thorough review of multiple
M2-branes can be found in [19]. The rest of this chapter is as follows. In section 2.1 we will look at
the 3-algebra construction of the Bagger-Lambert-Gustavsson (BLG) model closely following the
presentation in [12, 13, 15] (the supersymmetry algebra was independently shown to close in [14]).
We will also mention the interpretation of the BLG model given by the moduli space of the theory
and the ‘novel Higgs mechanism’. We also briefly discuss a wider class of non-Euclidean 3-algebra
BLG theories and their drawbacks. In section 2.2 we will discuss the ABJM model [16] and its
formulation in terms in complex 3-algebras [18].
2.1 BLG and Real 3-algebras
The field content of a theory describing multiple M2-branes should possess eight scalar fields,
parametrising directions transverse to the worldvolume, as well as their fermionic superpartners
which correspond to broken supersymmetries. The presence of one or more branes breaks the
Poincare´ symmetry from SO(1, 10) to SO(1, 2)× SO(8) with SO(8) being the R-symmetry which
acts on the fields. The M2-branes also preserve/break one-half of the background supersymmetry.
This manifests itself as a projection condition on the supersymmetry parameter  and fermion ψ:
Γ012 = + , (2.1)
Γ012ψ = −ψ , (2.2)
where the first condition corresponds to the preserved supersymmetries and the second to the
broken supersymmetries. The fermion ψ is a Majorana spinor in eleven dimensions and as such
has 12 · 2[11/2] = 32 real components. The second projection condition reduces the number of
spinor components to 16 and this is further reduced to 8 real components once we are on-shell.
Supersymmetry dictates that the on-shell degrees of freedom contributed by the bosonic fields must
equal those contributed by the fermionic fields. We see that this is the case for the field content of
multiple M2-branes and therefore precludes the addition of degrees of freedom from other fields for
example, from gauge fields. Nevertheless, we can proceed by focusing solely on the scalar-spinor
sector.
The supersymmetry transformations for a free M2-brane are [20]
δXI = i¯ΓIψ , (2.3)
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2.1 BLG and Real 3-algebras
δψ = ∂µX
IΓµΓI , (2.4)
where µ, ν, . . . = 0, 1, 2 are the M2-brane worldvolume coordinates and I, J, . . . = 3, 4, . . . , 10 label
the eight directions transverse to the worldvolume. In order to construct an interacting M2-brane
theory involving the scalar and fermion fields, we assume that they take values in some real vector
space A. This is analogous to the multiple D-brane situation where the fields are valued in a
non-Abelian Lie-algebra. However, in the multiple M2-brane case we make no assumptions on the
form of the real vector space A. A set of multiple M2-brane supersymmetry transformations must
respect the symmetries of the theory and this places restrictions on the possible additions to the
free-field terms in Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4). Assuming canonical kinetic terms for the fields we know
that in three dimensions the mass dimensions of the fields are
[X] = +
1
2
, [ψ] = +1 , [] = −1
2
. (2.5)
In fact, the scalar variation must have the same form as the free theory as this is the only trans-
formation consistent with mass dimensions. Furthermore, we know that ψ and  have opposite
chirality with respect to Γ012 and the fermion supersymmetry transformation should respect this.
This constrains the Γ-matrix structure in the δψ term to contain an odd number of transverse
indices. Dimensional analysis dictates that δψ can contain only a derivative of a scalar field,
which is simply the free-field term (2.4), and a cubic scalar term. With these considerations the
supersymmetry transformations must be of the form
δXI = i¯ΓIψ , (2.6)
δψ = ∂µX
IΓµΓI+ κ[XI , XJ , XK ]ΓIJK , (2.7)
where the triple product [XI , XJ , XK ] is antisymmetric and linear in each of the fields and κ
is a dimensionless constant. We note that there could be other cubic terms that are not totally
antisymmetric in I, J,K, and will return to this point later in this section. There is another reason
for the presence of the cubic scalar term. Setting δψ = 0 gives rise to a BPS equation akin to that
proposed by Basu and Harvey [11] as we now show. If we take an M2-M5 brane configuration in
which multiple M2-branes lie in the x0, x1, x2 plane and an M5-brane in the x0, x1, x3, x4, x5, x6
directions then the preserved supersymmetries satisfy Γ012 =  and Γ013456 = . It follows
that the common preserved supersymmetries in the M2-M5 system satisfy Γ2 = Γ3456. The
fluctuations of the M2-branes that lie along the M5-brane are Xi with i ∈ {3, 4, 5, 6}. We look for
solutions in which only Xi are nonzero and moreover they depend solely on x2 which is the M2-
brane worldvolume direction orthogonal to the M5-brane. The condition Γ2 = Γ3456 is equivalent
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to Γijk = εijklΓ2Γl. The BPS equation for this configuration is [13, 15]
dXi
d(x2)
= κ εijkl[Xj , Xk, X l] , (2.8)
and is essentially the Basu-Harvey equation [11].
Commuting the proposed supersymmetry transformations in (2.6) and (2.7) on the scalar fields
gives
[δ1, δ2]X
I = 2i¯2Γ
µ1∂µX
I + 6κi¯2ΓJK1[X
J , XK , XI ] . (2.9)
The first term in Eq. (2.9) is a translation. The second term
δXI ∝ i¯2ΓJK1[XJ , XK , XI ] , (2.10)
can be viewed as a gauged version of the global symmetry transformation
δX = [α, β,X] , (2.11)
where α, β ∈ A. It is useful to introduce a basis for the algebra A involving some generators T a
where a = 1, . . . , N and N is the dimension of A. The structure constants associated with this
algebra are defined by
[T a, T b, T c] = fabcdT
d (2.12)
and they inherit the total antisymmetry of the triple product which immediately implies
fabcd = f
[abc]
d . (2.13)
In this case, the symmetry transformation (2.11) can be expressed generally as
δXIa = f
cdb
aΛcdX
I
b ≡ Λ˜baXIb , (2.14)
with Eq. (2.10) corresponding to the choice Λ˜ba ∝ i¯2ΓJK1XJc XKd f cdba. In order to promote this
global symmetry to a local symmetry a covariant derivative is defined such that
δ(DµX) = δ(Dµ)X +Dµ(δX) . (2.15)
Due to the form of the local transformation in Eq. (2.14), a natural choice for the covariant deriva-
tive is
(DµX)a = ∂µXa − A˜µbaXb , (2.16)
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with A˜µ
b
a = f
cdb
aAµcd. The gauge field strength is defined as
([Dµ, Dν ]X)a = F˜µν
b
aXb , (2.17)
from which it follows
F˜µν
b
a = ∂νA˜µ
b
a − ∂µA˜νba + A˜νbcA˜µca − A˜µbcA˜νca . (2.18)
The associated Bianchi identity is D[µF˜νλ]
b
a = 0. Having introduced the gauge field A˜µ
b
a we can
write down the following set of supersymmetry transformations
δXIa = i¯Γ
Iψa , (2.19)
δψa = DµX
I
aΓ
µΓI− 1
6
XIbX
J
c X
K
d f
bcd
aΓ
IJK , (2.20)
δA˜µ
b
a = i¯ΓµΓ
IXIcψdf
cdb
a . (2.21)
The form of the gauge field transformation is fixed by dimensional analysis. Let us make some
comments on the fermion transformation. There are two additional types of term that could be
included. The first type which is cubic in scalars but not totally antisymmetric in the gauge indices
leads to either mixed internal/R-symmetries or gauged R-symmetries both of which are not allowed
in rigid supersymmetry. The second type is linear in the scalar field and leads to mass deformations
of the theory as we will see in chapter 3. Closing on the scalar and fermion fields leads to
[δ1, δ2]X
I
a =− 2i(¯2Γµ1)DµXIa − i(¯2ΓJK1)XJc XKd XIb f cdba , (2.22)
[δ1, δ2]ψa =− 2i(¯2Γµ1)Dµψa − i(¯2ΓIJ1)XIcXJd ψbf cdba
+ i(¯2Γν1)Γ
ν
(
ΓµDµψa +
1
2
ΓIJX
I
cX
J
d ψbf
cdb
a
)
− i
4
(¯2ΓKL1)Γ
KL
(
ΓµDµψa +
1
2
ΓIJX
I
cX
J
d ψbf
cdb
a
)
, (2.23)
where two terms involving ¯2ΓµΓIJKL1 in the fermion closure cancel only if the 3-bracket coeffi-
cient in δψ is −1/6. The gauge field closure is
[δ1, δ2]A˜µ
b
a = + 2i(¯2Γ
ν1)εµνλ
(
XIcD
λXId +
i
2
ψ¯cΓ
λψd
)
f cdba
− 2i(¯2ΓIJ1)XIcDµXJd f cdba
− i
3
(¯2ΓµΓIJKL1)X
I
cX
J
e X
K
f X
L
g f
efg
df
cdb
a . (2.24)
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The final term must be zero for the superalgebra to close and this happens if the structure constants
satisfy the ‘fundamental identity’
f [efgdf
c]db
a = 0 , i.e. f
efg
df
abc
g = f
efa
gf
bcg
d + f
efb
gf
cag
d + f
efc
gf
abg
d . (2.25)
Hence the supersymmetries close on to translations and gauge transformations after imposing the
following equations of motion
EAλab =
1
2
εµνλF˜µν
b
a −
(
XIcD
λXId +
i
2
ψ¯cΓ
λψd
)
f cdba = 0 , (2.26)
Eψ¯a = Γ
µDµψa +
1
2
ΓIJX
I
cX
J
d ψbf
cdb
a = 0 , (2.27)
The scalar equation of motion:
EXIa = D
2XIa −
i
2
ψ¯cΓ
IJXJd ψbf
cdb
a +
1
2
f bcdaf
efg
dX
J
b X
K
c X
I
eX
J
fX
K
g = 0 , (2.28)
can be identified by taking the supervariation of the fermion equation of motion. The fundamental
identity ensures that the gauge symmetry acts as a derivation
δ([X,Y, Z]) = [δX, Y, Z] + [X, δY, Z] + [X,Y, δZ]. (2.29)
This is analogous to the Jacobi identity for Lie-algebras where the Jacobi identity arises from
demanding that the transformation δX = [α,X] acts as a derivation.4 It is possible to construct a
gauge invariant Lagrangian by defining an inner product on the algebra A. This acts as a bilinear
map Tr : A×A → C which is symmetric and invariant
Tr(XY ) = Tr(Y X) , (2.30)
Tr([V,X, Y ]Z) = −Tr(V [X,Y, Z]) . (2.31)
The inner product provides a notion of metric
hab = Tr(T aT b) , (2.32)
which can be used to raise and lower the gauge indices. The invariance relation (2.31) on the inner
4Note that if the fields XI took values in the Lie-algebra u(N) (as with the D2-brane theory) then [XI , XJ , XK ]
would be given by a nested commutator [XI , XJ , XK ] = 1
3!
[[XI , XJ ], XK ]± cyclic and would vanish by the Jacobi
identity.
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product together with antisymmetry of the triple-bracket implies
fabcd = f [abcd] . (2.33)
With the notion of a gauge invariant metric we see that the equations of motion can be obtained
from the following Lagrangian
L =− 1
2
DµX
aIDµXIa +
i
2
ψ¯aΓµDµψa +
i
4
ψ¯bΓ
IJXIcX
J
d ψaf
abcd − V + LCS , (2.34)
where the bosonic potential is
V =
1
12
fabcdfefgdX
I
aX
J
b X
K
c X
I
eX
J
fX
K
g (2.35)
and
LCS = +1
2
εµνλ
(
fabcdAµab∂νAλcd +
2
3
f cdagf
efgbAµabAνcdAλef
)
. (2.36)
Alternatively written in terms of the Tr, (2.34) is
L = Tr
(
− 1
2
DµX
IDµXI +
i
2
ψ¯ΓµDµψ +
i
4
ψ¯ΓIJ [XI , XJ , ψ]− 1
12
[XI , XJ , XK ][XI , XJ , XK ]
)
+
1
2
εµνλ
(
fabcdAµab∂νAλcd +
2
3
f cdagf
efgbAµabAνcdAλef
)
. (2.37)
The gauge potential has no canonical kinetic term, but only a Chern-Simons term as suggested
in [21], and hence it has no propagating degrees of freedom. The BLG Lagrangian is the first
example of an interacting gauge theory with maximal supersymmetry in three dimensions that is
not of Yang-Mills type.
2.1.1 Interpreting the BLG Theory
Eleven-dimensional supergravity is parity conserving and M2-branes are expected to inherit this
property. In [13] the BLG theory was shown to be parity conserving despite the presence of
Chern-Simons terms which are usually parity violating. Further, in [22] it was verified that the
theory possesses OSp(8|4) superconformal symmetry. Thus it would seem that the BLG theory
has all the expected properties of a theory describing an arbitrary number of coincident M2-branes.
Unfortunately, this turns out not to be the case.
As constructed above, the BLG theory is classical. Ultimately one is interested in unitary
QFTs built from classical Lagrangians. With this in mind, the 3-algebra inner product is taken to
have Euclidean signature so that the quantum theory has observables with positive probabilities
etc. It turns out that for finite-dimensional representations with Euclidean metric the fundamental
identity is a very strong condition and there is a unique 3-algebra (up to direct sums) [23–25] for
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which
fabcd =
2pi
k
εabcd , (2.38)
with a, b, c, d ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} and k ∈ Z. The factor 2pi/k in Eq. (2.38) is required because the
coefficient of the Chern-Simons action is subject to a quantisation condition which ensures that
the path integral is well-defined. The integer k is known as the Chern-Simons level. This unique 3-
algebra is the so-called A4 3-algebra which is simply so(4) ∼= su(2)⊕su(2). Whilst there is a single
3-algebra and Lagrangian associated with the Euclidean BLG theory there are two inequivalent
gauge groups given by either SO(4) ∼= (SU(2) × SU(2))/Z2 or Spin(4) ∼= SU(2) × SU(2) [26].
The restricted nature of the gauge algebra is something of a disappointment. One might have
hoped that the rank of the gauge algebra could be freely chosen and was related to the number of
M2-branes in analogy with D-branes. This rather begs the question what is the Euclidean BLG
theory describing?
To answer this we must look to the vacuum moduli space of the theory as in [15, 26–28]. This
is the space of gauge inequivalent configurations which minimise the potential. With Euclidean
signature for the 3-algebra inner product, the potential is positive definite and minimised when
V (X) = 0 i.e. [XI , XJ , XK ] = 0. This occurs when the scalar field takes the form
XI =

vI1
vI2
0
0
 , (2.39)
for any two vectors vI1 , v
I
2 ∈ R8. Since the two eight-dimensional vectors are arbitrary the starting
point for the moduli space is M = R8 × R8. We must now identify the gauge transformations
which leave the form of XI in (2.39) unaffected but have a nontrivial action on vI1 , v
I
2 . There is a
discrete symmetry whose action is
g
 vI1
vI2
 =
 vI2
vI1
 . (2.40)
This is simply a Z2 identification of vI1 and vI2 . There is also a continuous SO(2) symmetry which
rotates vI1 and v
I
2
gθ
 vI1
vI2
 =
 vI1 cos θ − vI2 sin θ
vI1 sin θ + v
I
2 cos θ
 . (2.41)
By introducing the complex vector zI = vI1 + iv
I
2 , we can see the continuous symmetry in its U(1)
form: gθ(z
I) = eiθzI . Determining the effect on the moduli space due to this continuous symmetry
is subtle. A careful treatment [26–28] shows that gθ can be gauged by the Chern-Simons terms
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that survive on the moduli space. This leads to the identification
zI → eiσ/kzI . (2.42)
The U(1) gauge field σ is periodic due to flux quantisation and the period is dependent upon which
of the two BLG gauge groups is chosen. For the choice SO(4) ∼= (SU(2) × SU(2))/Z2 the period
was found to be 2pi whereas for Spin(4) ∼= SU(2)×SU(2) it is pi [26]. The periodicity of σ together
with the gauge fixed value σ = 0, leads to
zI →

e2pii/kzI for SO(4) ,
epii/kzI for Spin(4) .
(2.43)
These are respectively a Zk and Z2k identification of the moduli fields. We must quotient by these
discrete and continuous symmetries, which generally do not commute, thereby introducing into the
moduli space a dependence on the Chern-Simons level. Consequently the moduli space of the A4
BLG theory is [26]
Mk =

R8 × R8
D2k
for SO(4) ,
R8 × R8
D4k
for Spin(4) .
(2.44)
Where D2k = Z2 nZk is the dihedral group, k is the usual Chern-Simons level and D4k = D2n for
n = 2k.
Let us examine the moduli space for specific values of k. For k = 1 we have
M1 =

R8 × R8
D2
∼= R
8 × R8
S2
for SO(4) ,
R8 × R8
D4
for Spin(4) .
(2.45)
Likewise, for k = 2 we have
M2 =

R8 × R8
D4
for SO(4) ,
R8 × R8
D8
∼= R
8/Z2 × R8/Z2
S2
for Spin(4) .
(2.46)
Here S2 ∼= Z2 is the symmetric group with two elements. The moduli space of N M2-branes in
flat transverse spacetime is (R8)N/SN , where the SN permutes the N indistinguishable branes.
It follows that at level k = 1 the SO(4) theory describes two M2-branes in flat transverse space
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whereas the Spin(4) theory does not have an M2-brane interpretation. For k = 2 the Spin(4)
theory describes two M2-branes propagating in an R8/Z2 orbifold but now the SO(4) theory does
not have an M2-brane interpretation. Although we have not explicitly written it, the moduli space
of the k = 4, SO(4) theory [29] is the same as M2 for Spin(4) and also has the interpretation of
two M2-branes propagating in an R8/Z2 orbifold. Beyond the cases we have just outlined, the A4
BLG theory has no spacetime interpretation in terms of M2-branes. In this thesis it is implicit
that we are referring to the interpretation given above when we state the BLG theory is a theory
of multiple M2-branes.
If Euclidean BLG describes two M2-branes then via the M-theory/IIA duality it should be
related to two D2-branes at strong coupling. This presents a puzzle: how is the nondynamical
Chern-Simons gauge field living on M2-branes related to the dynamical Yang-Mills gauge field on
D2-branes? The answer to this puzzle is given by the ‘novel Higgs mechanism’ [30] as follows. A
large vacuum expectation value (vev), v, is given to one of the scalar fields and zero vevs to all other
fields. The symmetries of the theory ensure that we can always arrange for the vev to be assigned
to X8φ where φ labels the 4 direction in gauge space. For the gauge sector the nondynamical field
Aµab can be split into
Aµa′ = Aµa′φ , Bµa′ =
1
2
εa′b′c′Aµ
b′c′ =
k
4pi
A˜µa′φ , (2.47)
where a′, . . . = 1, 2, 3 and εa′b′c′ := εa′b′c′φ. The form of the Chern-Simons term in the BLG
Lagrangian is such that the derivative of Bµa′ does not appear, nor can it appear from the covariant
derivatives in the kinetic terms. Consequently, Bµa′ acts only as an auxiliary field and can be
removed by using its equation of motion. The Bµ field equation has to be found recursively and
can be shown to be equal to the field strength of Aµa′ plus infinite corrections [31]. Remarkably on
replacing Bµa′ , its quadratic mass term is converted into a Yang-Mills kinetic term for Aµa′ . The
nondynamical gauge field has absorbed the degree of freedom from the veved scalar field and has
become dynamical as a result. This should be contrasted with the usual Higgs mechanism where
a massless, but dynamical, gauge field absorbs a scalar degree of freedom and becomes massive.
Ultimately after some redefinitions the BLG Lagrangian with a single scalar vev 〈X8φ〉 = v yields
L = LSYM + Ldecoupled + Lhigher , (2.48)
where
LSYM = k
2piv2
(
− 1
4
Fµνa′F
µνa′ − 1
2
DµX
m
a′D
µXma
′ − 1
4
εb
′c′a′εd
′e′
a′X
m
b′ X
n
c′X
m
d′X
n
e′
+
i
2
ψ¯a′Γ
µDµψ
a′ +
i
2
εa
′b′c′ ψ¯a′Γ
mΓ8Xmb′ , ψc′
)
, (2.49)
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Ldecoupled =− 1
2
∂µX
8
φ∂
µX8φ − 1
2
∂µX
m
φ ∂
µXmφ +
i
2
ψ¯φΓ
µ∂µψ
φ , (2.50)
Lhigher =kO
(
1
v3
)
+ . . . . (2.51)
Here
Fµνa′ = ∂µAνa′ − ∂νAµa′ − εa′b′c′Ab′µAc
′
ν , DµX
m
a′ = ∂µX
m
a′ − εa′b′c′Ab
′
µX
mc′ , (2.52)
where εa′b′c′ are the structure constants of su(2) and the transverse indices are now m,n = 1, . . . , 7.
In three dimensions a scalar is dual to an Abelian 2-form. Consequently the first term in Ldecoupled
may be dualised to give
Ldecoupled = −1
4
FµνφF
µνφ − 1
2
∂µX
m
φ ∂
µXmφ +
i
2
ψ¯φΓ
µ∂µψ
φ , (2.53)
so that it describes an Abelian multiplet. Uniquely in three dimensions we have [X] = 1/2 (before
any field redefinitions) and [gYM ] = 1/2. This allows for the identification
v = gYM
√
k
2pi
. (2.54)
The leading term in the Lagrangian (2.48) is then simply three-dimensional maximally supersym-
metric Yang-Mills with gauge algebra su(2). Together with the Abelian multiplet (2.53), the full
gauge symmetry is su(2) ⊕ u(1) ∼= u(2) and the Lagrangian is invariant under U(2) i.e. it is the
theory describing the dynamics of a pair of D2-branes in type IIA string theory. However, the
theory is more than just three-dimensional supersymmetric U(2) Yang-Mills because of the addi-
tional presence of higher order corrections in inverse powers of v. For finite k, sending v → ∞
results in Lhigher tending towards zero but also means gYM → ∞ and therefore strongly coupled
Yang-Mills. However, if we send v → ∞ and k → ∞ with gYM ∝ k/v2 fixed and finite then the
Lhigher corrections in (2.48) are suppressed as kO
(
1/v3
)→ 0 and we are left precisely with finitely
coupled supersymmetric U(2) Yang-Mills.
2.1.2 Non-Euclidean Real 3-algebras
As we have mentioned the 3-algebra which underpins the Euclidean BLG model is severely re-
stricted so that the theory describes at most a pair of M2-branes. To avoid having such a re-
stricted theory we can consider infinite-dimensional 3-algebras or those with non-Euclidean metrics.
Infinite-dimensional representations exist and such algebras may have some relevance to infinite
arrays of M2-branes as considered in chapter 5 but are otherwise not needed for this thesis. Re-
laxing the assumption that the metric on the 3-algebra is positive definite leads to an infinite set
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of 3-algebras [32–37]. Following [33] we start by taking any ordinary Lie-algebra G with basis Tα,
α = 1, . . . ,dim(G) and structure constants fαβγ . To this vector space we add a pair of time-like
generators T± so that the basis is now given by T a = {T+, T−, Tα} and has dimension dim(G)+2.
One can then use the Lie-algebra to build structure constants with four indices:
f+αβγ = −fα+βγ = fαβ+γ = fαβγ , fαβγ− = fαβγ , all other components of fabcd = 0 .
(2.55)
It is clear from Eq. (2.55) that fabcd is totally antisymmetric in the a, b, c indices. Moreover, it can
be verified that the choice Eq. (2.55) satisfies the fundamental identity. Hence we have constructed
a 3-algebra from an ordinary Lie-algebra. An invariant metric for this 3-algebra can be given in
terms of the standard metric hαβ on G
Tr(T+T−) =− 1 , (2.56)
Tr(TαT β) =hαβ , (2.57)
with all other components of hab vanishing. This metric is clearly not positive definite, having
signature (dim(G) + 1, 1) if G is semi-simple. We will refer to this class of 3-algebras as Lorentzian
3-algebras. By continuing to add a further t− 1 pairs of time-like generators, one can construct a
class of 3-algebras whose metric has (dim(G) + t, t) signature.
It is straightforward to form BLG Lagrangians based on these non-Euclidean 3-algebras, the
hope being that for G = su(N) they are capable of describing N M2-branes. However, for the
Lorentzian theories the fields have the following basis expansion
φ = φaT
a = φ+T
+ + φ−T− + φαTα . (2.58)
After expanding the terms in the BLG Lagrangian the following ghost terms can be identified
Lghost = +∂µXI+∂µXI− −
i
2
ψ¯+Γ
µ∂µψ− − i
2
ψ¯−Γµ∂µψ+ . (2.59)
Consequently it is not obvious that these Lorentzian 3-algebra theories are unitary. Of course this
potential problem carries over to the multiple time-like case as well. In [38, 39] it was demonstrated
that for the Lorentzian theories these ghost terms can be removed resulting in well-defined theories.
The key observation of [38, 39] is that there is a global shift symmetry associated with the fields
in the ‘−’ direction which can be gauged. The new gauge symmetry allows for the choice XI− =
0 = ψ− which eliminates Lghost. Furthermore, the full analysis shows that XI+ is constant and
ψ+ = 0. Choosing X
I
+ = 0 preserves the SO(8) R-symmetry but results in a free theory. On the
other hand, choosing XI+ 6= 0 breaks the SO(8) R-symmetry to SO(7) as well as breaking the
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conformal symmetry. In particular setting XI+ = vδ
I8 reproduces three-dimensional maximally
supersymmetric Yang-Mills with fields in the adjoint of G and coupling parameter v. This is an
exact result, there are no O (1/v3) corrections present which is in contrast to what occurred in
using the ‘novel Higgs mechanism’. As shown in [40], it is also possible to start from multiple
D2-branes and rewrite the theory in terms of Lorentzian 3-algebras. Therefore it seems that the
Lorentzian 3-algebras theories are a reformulation of the worldvolume theory of multiple D2-branes
rather than bona fide M2-branes. For the multiple time-like case the story is somewhat similar.
Once again there is a global shift symmetry associated with the T− analogues that upon gauging
allows the ghost terms to be removed. Fields in the T+-like directions are constant and can be
identified with Fourier modes of multiple D(t+ 1)-branes wrapping Tt−1 [36, 41].
2.2 ABJM and Complex 3-algebras
We now give an alternative, but equivalent, formulation of Euclidean BLG due to van Raamsdonk
[42] who used the relation so(4) ∼= su(2) ⊕ su(2) to show that the theory can be cast as an
ordinary gauge theory with matter in the bifundamental representation of the gauge group i.e. a
Chern-Simons-matter theory. Under the su(2) ⊕ su(2) decomposition, a vector of so(4) i.e. Va,
a = 1, 2, 3, 4 becomes a 2 × 2 matrix in the bifundamental of su(2) ⊕ su(2) i.e. Vαβ˙ , α = 1, 2,
β˙ = 1, 2 and obeys the reality condition
Vαβ˙ = εαβεβ˙α˙(V
†)α˙β . (2.60)
Explicitly, we can write
XI =

XI1
XI2
XI3
XI4
 → X
I =
1
2
(XI4 + iX
I
mσ
m) =
1
2
 XI4 + iXI3 XI2 + iXI1
−XI2 + iXI1 XI4 − iXI3
 , (2.61)
ψ =

ψ1
ψ2
ψ3
ψ4
 → ψ =
1
2
(ψ4 + iψmσ
m) =
1
2
 ψ4 + iψ3 ψ2 + iψ1
−ψ2 + iψ1 ψ4 − iψ3
 , (2.62)
with m = 1, 2, 3 and the Pauli matrices σm are normalised so that tr(σmσn) = 2δmn and
tr(σ1σ2σ3) = 2i, where tr is now the usual matrix trace. The gauge field Aµab can be separated
into self-dual and anti-self-dual parts
Aµab = − k
4pi
(A+µab +A
−
µab) , A
±
µab = ±
1
2
εabcdA
±cd
µ , (2.63)
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so that
A˜µ
cd = −A+cdµ +A−cdµ . (2.64)
The duality conditions reduce the number of independent components of A±µab from six to three,
which we can take to be A±µ14, A
±
µ24, A
±
µ34. From these components we can define
ALµ = A
+
µ4mσ
m , ARµ = A
−
µ4mσ
m . (2.65)
The gauge covariant derivatives are now
DµX
I = ∂µX
I − iALµXI + iXIARµ , Dµψ = ∂µψ − iALµψ + iψARµ . (2.66)
After substituting all these replacements the 3-algebra based Lagrangian given in Eq. (2.37) be-
comes
L = tr
(
− (DµXI)†DµXI + iψ¯†ΓµDµψ
− 2i
3
(
2pi
k
)
ψ¯†ΓIJ(XIXJ†ψ +XJψ†XI + ψXI†XJ) +
8
3
(
2pi
k
)2
X [IXJ†XK]XI†XJXK†
+
k
4pi
µνλ
(
ALµ∂νA
L
λ −
2i
3
ALµA
L
νA
L
λ
)
− k
4pi
µνλ
(
ARµ ∂νA
R
λ −
2i
3
ARµA
R
ν A
R
λ
))
. (2.67)
The N = 8 supersymmetry transformations may also be decomposed in this way.
In [16] Aharony, Bergman, Jafferis and Maldacena (ABJM) constructed an infinite class of
brane configurations whose low energy effective Lagrangian is a Chern-Simons-matter theory with
an SO(6) R-symmetry, manifest N = 6 supersymmetry and conformal invariance. The gauge group
is U(N)×U(N) for arbitrary N and matter is in the bifundamental representation, (N, N¯).5 The
moduli space of the U(N) × U(N) ABJM theory is Mk = (C4/Zk)N/SN and consequently the
theory has a clear spacetime interpretation - it describes N M2-branes propagating in a C4/Zk
orbifold background where once again k is the integer level of the Chern-Simons action.6 One
advantage of the ABJM construction is that it is possible to define a ’t Hooft coupling parameter,
λ = N/k. In the limit in which both the number of branes and the Chern-Simons level are large,
with λ fixed, the theory admits a dual geometric description given by AdS4 × S7/Zk.
As the U(N)× U(N) ABJM theory describes N M2-branes it should exhibit the famous N3/2
scaling behaviour for large N . By considering so-called localisation techniques the authors of [45]
were able compute the free energy of an ABJM matrix model in the large ’t Hooft limit. This free
5The original ABJM paper examines gauge groups of the form U(N)×U(N) and SU(N)×SU(N) but subsequent
work in [26] shows that they are related. There are also the N = 6 ABJ models [17] with gauge groups of the form
U(M)× U(N).
6The interpretation in terms of N M2-branes can also be found from the ‘novel Higgs mechanism’ for ABJM
[43, 44].
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energy was found to be proportional to N2/
√
λ which indeed scales like N3/2 for large N .
The ABJM theory as originally conceived did not use 3-algebras. However in [16] it was also
argued that for k = 1, 2 the manifest N = 6 supersymmetry is enhanced to N = 8. For the case
of two M2-branes the ABJM theory at levels k = 1, 2 is then equivalent to the BLG theory as
written in (2.67), also at k = 1, 2. We can then reverse the process at the beginning of this section
and write this instance of the ABJM theory as a 3-algebra theory. Given this connection, it is of
interest to generalise the construction of the BLG model, based on 3-algebras, to the case of N = 6
supersymmetry for arbitrary number of M2-branes.
Reduced (super-)symmetry implies that there are fewer constraints placed on the theory and
for a 3-algebra this can manifest itself as a relaxation of the total antisymmetry condition on the
triple product. Another distinction between the 3-algebra BLG and ABJM models is that in the
former the fields took values in a real vector space whilst in the latter theory the fields are complex
matrices. In [18], Bagger and Lambert introduced the concept of a complex 3-algebra which they
defined as follows. A complex 3-algebra is a complex vector space with basis T a, a = 1, . . . , N ,
endowed with a triple product,
[T a, T b;T
c¯
] = fabc¯d T
d . (2.68)
The notation for the 3-bracket reflects that it need only be antisymmetric in the first two in-
dices (alternatively one can use the notation [T a, T b;T c] = f
ab
cd T
d). Furthermore, the structure
constants, which are now complex, are required to satisfy the following fundamental identity,
fefg¯bf
cba¯
d + f
fea¯
bf
cbg¯
d + f
∗g¯a¯f
b¯f
ceb¯
d + f
∗a¯g¯e
b¯f
cfb¯
d = 0 . (2.69)
There is also an inner product on the complex 3-algebra
ha¯b = Tr(T
a¯
T b) , (2.70)
that is linear in the second entry and complex antilinear in the first and acts as a metric on the
3-algebra indices. We take this metric to have Euclidean signature. Requiring that the inner
product is invariant under a gauge transformation generated by the complex 3-bracket leads to the
condition
fabc¯d¯ = f∗c¯d¯ab . (2.71)
We use a complex notation in which the SO(8) R-symmetry of theN = 8 theory is broken to the
subgroup SO(6)×SO(2) ∼= SU(4)×U(1). The supercharges transform under the SO(6) ∼= SU(4)
R-symmetry; the SO(2) ∼= U(1) provides an additional global symmetry. We introduce four
complex 3-algebra valued scalar fields ZAa , A = 1, 2, 3, 4, as well as their complex conjugates
Z¯Aa¯. Similarly, we denote the four complex two-component fermions by ψAa and their complex
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conjugates by ψAa¯ . A raised A index indicates that the field is in the fundamental 4 of SU(4); a
lowered index transforms in the antifundamental 4¯. We assign ZAa and ψAa a U(1) charge of 1.
Complex conjugation raises or lowers the A index, flips the sign of the U(1) charge, and interchanges
a ↔ a¯. The supersymmetry generators AB are in the antisymmetric 6 of SU(4) and satisfy the
reality condition
(AB)
∗ = AB =
1
2
εABCDCD . (2.72)
The gauge field and the supersymmetry generators are not charged under the global U(1). Super-
symmetry transformations that preserve the SU(4), U(1) and scale symmetries are7
δZAd = i¯
ABψBd , (2.73)
δψBd = γ
µDµZ
A
d AB + f
abc¯
dZ
C
a Z
A
b Z¯Cc¯AB + f
abc¯
dZ
C
a Z
D
b Z¯Bc¯CD , (2.74)
δA˜µ
c
d = −i¯ABγµZAa ψBb¯ f cab¯d + i¯ABγµZ¯Ab¯ψBaf cab¯d . (2.75)
In [18] the commutator of these supervariations on each of the fields was shown to give
[δ1, δ2]Z
A
d = +v
µDµZ
A
d + Λ˜
a
dZ
A
a , (2.76)
[δ1, δ2]A˜µ
c
d = +v
ν(F˜µν
c
d + εµνλEA˜λcd) +Dµ(Λ˜
c
d) , (2.77)
[δ1, δ2]ψDd = +v
µDµψDd + Λ˜
c
dψDc
− i
2
(¯AC1 2AD − ¯AC2 1AD)EψCd
+
i
4
(¯AB1 γν2AB)γ
νEψDd , (2.78)
where
vµ =
i
2
¯CD2 γ
µ1CD , Λ˜
a
d = i(¯
DE
2 1CE − ¯DE1 2CE)Z¯Dc¯ZCb fabc¯d , (2.79)
are a translation and gauge transformation respectively. The gauge field and fermion equations of
motion are
EA˜λcd = +
1
2
εµνλF˜µν
c
d +
(
DλZAa Z¯Ab¯ − ZAa DλZ¯Ab¯ − iψ¯Ab¯ γλψAa
)
f cab¯d , (2.80)
EψCd = + γ
µDµψCd + f
abc¯
dψCaZ
D
b Z¯Dc¯ − 2fabc¯dψDaZDb Z¯Cc¯ − εCDEF fabc¯dψDc¯ ZEa ZFb . (2.81)
Hence we see that the supersymmetry algebra closes if we impose the on-shell conditions EA˜λcd = 0
and EψCd = 0. The scalar field equation can then be identified by taking the supervariation of
7In chapter 3 we will add terms to δψBd that are linear in the scalar fields and which lead to a mass deformation.
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the fermion equation of motion. Armed with all the field equations we can then ‘integrate’ them
to yield a Lagrangian which is automatically N = 6 supersymmetric and gauge invariant. That
Lagrangian is
L = −DµZ¯aADµZAa − iψ¯AaγµDµψAa − V + LCS
−ifabc¯d¯ψ¯Ad¯ ψAaZBb Z¯Bc¯ + 2ifabc¯d¯ψ¯Ad¯ ψBaZBb Z¯Ac¯
+
i
2
εABCDf
abc¯d¯ψ¯Ad¯ ψ
B
c¯ Z
C
a Z
D
b −
i
2
εABCDf cda¯b¯ψ¯AcψBdZ¯Ca¯Z¯Db¯ , (2.82)
where the potential is
V = +
2
3
ΥCDBd Υ¯
Bd
CD , (2.83)
and
ΥCDBd = f
abc¯
dZ
C
a Z
D
b Z¯Bc¯ −
1
2
δCBf
abc¯
dZ
E
a Z
D
b Z¯Ec¯ +
1
2
δDB f
abc¯
dZ
E
a Z
C
b Z¯Ec¯ . (2.84)
Of course this can equally well be written as
L = −Tr(DµZ¯ADµZA)− iTr(ψ¯AγµDµψA)− 2
3
Tr(ΥCDB Υ¯
B
CD) + LCS
−iTr(ψ¯A[ψA, ZB ; Z¯B ]) + 2iTr(ψ¯A[ψB , ZB ; Z¯A])
+
i
2
εABCDTr(ψ¯
A[ZC , ZD;ψB ])− i
2
εABCDTr(Z¯D[ψ¯A, ψB ; Z¯C ]) , (2.85)
with ΥCDB = [Z
C , ZD; Z¯B ] − 12δCB [ZE , ZD; Z¯E ] + 12δDB [ZE , ZC ; Z¯E ]. As in the N = 8 theory the
gauge field enters through covariant derivatives and a Chern-Simons action LCS which is now given
by
LCS = 1
2
εµνλ
(
fabc¯d¯Aµc¯b∂νAλd¯a +
2
3
facd¯gf
gef¯ b¯Aµb¯aAνd¯cAλf¯e
)
. (2.86)
Consequently the gauge field does not contribute any propagating degrees of freedom and the
complex 3-algebra structure constants are quantised.
The gauge symmetries permissible in N = 6 Chern-Simons-matter theories have been classified
in [46]. The possible choices are su(n)⊕su(n), su(m)⊕su(n)⊕u(1) and sp(2n)⊕u(1) with matter
in the bifundamental representation. We will now see how these algebras arise from complex 3-
algebras. The gauge algebra is generated by the parameters Λ˜ad = Λc¯df
abc¯
d and from the metric
invariance condition Eq. (2.71) we find
(Λ˜ad)
∗ = −Λ˜da , (2.87)
so that the gauge parameters are elements of u(N) (N is the dimension of the 3-algebra and not the
number of M2-branes). In addition, coupling Λc¯d to the complex fundamental identity in Eq. (2.69)
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shows that the Λ˜ are closed with respect to the matrix commutator and consequently form a Lie
subalgebra of u(N). To start we choose the 3-algebra structure constants to be given by
fabcd =
2pi
k
(
JabJcd + (δ
a
cδ
b
d − δadδbc)
)
, (2.88)
where Jab is the invariant antisymmetric tensor of Sp(2n). These structure constants obey the
fundamental identity and have the correct symmetries. The gauge symmetry can be determined
from the gauge transformation on a generic matter field Xd,
δXd = Λ˜
a
dXa = f
ab
cd Λ
c
bXa =
2pi
k
(
(Λad + Λd
a)− δadΛbb
)
Xa . (2.89)
This transformation contains two parts: the first is of the form δ′Xd = Λ˜′adXa; the second is a
phase. It can be verified that JabΛ
′b
cJ
cd = Λ′da and so the gauge algebra is sp(2n)⊕ u(1).
Perhaps the simplest example of a complex 3-algebra is the vector space of m × n complex
matrices with the triple product of three elements X, Y , Z given by
[X,Y ;Z] =
2pi
k
(XZ†Y − Y Z†X) . (2.90)
Here † denotes the matrix Hermitian conjugate and k is the integer level of the Chern-Simons
action. It is trivial to show that this definition of the 3-bracket satisfies the N = 6 fundamental
identity. If we introduce the inner product
Tr(X¯, Y ) = tr(X†Y ) , (2.91)
where tr denotes the ordinary matrix trace, then the structure constants of this 3-algebra satisfy
the required symmetry properties outlined earlier in this section. We are free to choose any integer
value for m and n and so we actually have an infinite class of 3-algebras in sharp contrast to the
Euclidean N = 8 theory. For this choice of 3-algebra the gauge transformation of a field is
δX = ΛLX −XΛR , (2.92)
where ΛL ∈ u(m) and ΛR ∈ u(n). Hence the gauge algebra generated by this 3-algebra is a Lie
subalgebra of u(m)⊕ u(n). To be more specific, the fields are in the bifundamental representation
and consequently carry two indices, Xai with 1 ≤ a ≤ m and 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The 3-algebra completely
determines the gauge transformation of Xdl, which is now
δXdl = Λ˜
ai
dlXai = f
aibj
ckdl Λ
ck
bj Xai .
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We may choose the 3-algebra structure constants to be,
faibjckdl =
2pi
k
(
δadδ
b
cδ
i
kδ
j
l − δacδbdδilδjk
)
. (2.93)
The faibjckdl have the correct symmetries and satisfy the N = 6 fundamental identity. With this
choice of structure constants we find the gauge transformation to be
δXdl = Λ˜
ai
dlXai =
2pi
k
(
δadΛ
bi
bl − δilΛajdj
)
Xai . (2.94)
When m = n the matrix Λ˜aidl is traceless and the gauge algebra is su(n) ⊕ su(n). This lifts to a
SU(n) × SU(n) gauge group. For the case m 6= n the matrix Λ˜aidl has a nonvanishing trace and
the gauge algebra is u(m)⊕u(n) ∼= su(m)⊕ su(n)⊕u(1) which lifts to SU(m)×SU(n)×U(1). It
has been shown that the SU(n)× SU(n) theory is related to the U(n)× U(n) ABJM theory [26],
so the 3-algebraic approach describes the complete set of N = 6 ABJM theories.
We note that in addition to real and complex 3-algebras one can also define so-called symplectic
3-algebras [47] where the 3-bracket is symmetric in its first two entries. These algebras are useful
in describing three-dimensional CFTs with N = 5 supersymmetry [47, 48]. The gauge groups
associated with theseN = 5 theories are again of product type i.e. G×H and are generically distinct
from the N = 6, 8 groups. This illustrates one of the fascinating aspects of three-dimensional
Chern-Simons-matter theories which is fundamentally different to Yang-Mills theories - the choice
of gauge group determines the amount of supersymmetry of the system. There are also models
with N = 4 supersymmetry [49, 50] in addition to those with N ≤ 3 which have been known for
some time.
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For a single M2-brane propagating in an eleven-dimensional spacetime with coordinates xm the full
nonlinear effective action including fermions and κ-symmetry was obtained in [20]. The bosonic
part of the effective action is
S = −TM2
∫
d3σ
√
−det(∂µxm∂νxngmn) + TM2
3!
∫
d3σ µνλ∂µx
m∂νx
n∂λx
pCmnp . (3.1)
Here Cmnp is the M-theory 3-form potential, gmn the eleven-dimensional metric and TM2 ∝ M3pl
is the M2-brane tension.
If we go to static gauge, σµ = xµ, µ = 0, 1, 2 then the M2-brane has worldvolume coordinates
xµ and the xI , I = 3, 4, . . . , 10 become eight scalar fields. In this chapter we will be interested in
the lowest order terms in an expansion in the eleven-dimensional Planck scale Mpl. In this case
the canonically normalised scalars are XI = xI
√
TM2. These have mass dimension 1/2 whereas
gmn and Cmnp are dimensionless.
We next seek a generalisation of this action to lowest order in Mpl but for multiple M2-branes.
The generalisation of the first term in (3.1) has been described in chapter 2 and is given by the
BLG model [12–15] for maximal N = 8 supersymmetry and the ABJM/ABJ models for N = 6
[16, 17]. In this chapter we will obtain the generalisation of the second term (i.e. the Wess-Zumino
term) which gives the coupling of the M2-branes to background gauge fields. In the well studied
case of D-branes, where the low energy effective theory is a maximally supersymmetric Yang-Mills
gauge theory with fields in the adjoint representation, the appropriate generalisation was given by
Myers [51]. In the case of multiple M2-branes the scalar fields XI and fermions now take values
in a 3-algebra which carries a bifundamental representation of the gauge group. Thus we wish to
adapt the Myers construction to M2-branes. For alternative discussions of the coupling of multiple
M2-branes to background fields see [52–54].
The rest of this chapter is as follows. In section 3.1 we will discuss the relevant couplings, to
lowest order in Mpl, for the N = 8 Lagrangian detailed in chapter 2 and demonstrate that, by an
appropriate choice of terms, the action is local and gauge invariant. We will also supersymmetrise
the case where the background field GIJKL is nonvanishing and demonstrate that this leads to
the mass-deformed theories first proposed in [55, 56]. In section 3.2 we will repeat our analysis
for the case of N = 6 supersymmetry leading to the mass-deformed models of [57, 58]. In section
3.3 we will discuss the physical origin of the flux-squared term that arises by supersymmetry. In
particular we will demonstrate that this term arises via back-reaction of the fluxes which leads to
a curvature of spacetime. Section 3.4 will conclude with a discussion of our results.
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3.1 N = 8 Theories
Let us first consider the maximally supersymmetric case. Although this case has only been con-
cretely identified with the effective action of two M2-branes it is simpler to handle and hence the
presentation is clearer. In the next section we will repeat our analysis for the case of N = 6.
3.1.1 Non-Abelian Couplings to Background Fluxes
The scalars XI live in a 3-algebra with totally antisymmetric triple product [XI , XJ , XK ] and
invariant inner product Tr(XIXJ) subject to a quadratic fundamental identity and the condition
that Tr(XI [XJ , XK , XL]) is totally antisymmetric in I, J,K,L [13]. An important distinction with
the usual case of D-branes based on Lie-algebras is that Tr is an inner product and not a map
from the Lie-algebra to the real numbers. In particular there is no gauge invariant object such as
Tr(XI). Thus the only gauge-invariant terms that we can construct involve an even number of
scalar fields.
In this chapter we wish to consider the decoupling limit TM2 →∞ since, unlike string theory,
there are no other parameters that we can tune to turn off the coupling to gravity. In particular it
is not clear to what extent finite TM2 effects can be consistently dealt with in the absence of the
full eleven-dimensional dynamics.
Assuming that there is no metric dependence we start with the most general form for a non-
Abelian pullback of the background gauge fields to the M2-brane worldvolume:
SC =
1
3!
µνλ
∫
d3x
(
+ a TM2Cµνλ + 3bCµIJ Tr(DνX
IDλX
J)
+ 12cCµνIJKL Tr(DλX
I [XJ , XK , XL])
+ 12dC[µIJCνKL] Tr(DλX
I [XJ , XK , XL]) + . . .
)
, (3.2)
where a, b, c, d are dimensionless constants that we have included for generality and the ellipsis
denotes terms that are proportional to negative powers of TM2 and hence vanish in the limit
TM2 →∞.
Let us make several comments. First note that we have allowed the possibility of higher powers
of the background fields. In D-branes the Myers terms are linear in the R-R fields however they also
include nonlinear couplings to the NS-NS 2-form. Since all these fields come from the M-theory
3-form or 6-form this suggests that we allow for a nonlinear dependence in the M2-brane action.
Note that gauge invariance has ruled out any terms where the C-fields have an odd number of
indices that are transverse to the M2-branes (although the last term could have a part of the form
CµνICJKL). This is consistent with the observation that the N = 8 theory describes M2-branes in
an R8/Z2 orbifold and hence we must set to zero any components of C3 or C6 with an odd number
of I, J indices.
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The first term is the ordinary coupling of an M2-brane to the background 3-form and hence we
should take a = N forN M2’s. The second term leads to a non-Lorentz invariant modification of the
effective three-dimensional kinetic terms. It is also present in the case of a single M2-brane action
(3.1) where we find b = 1 which we will assume to be the case in the non-Abelian theory.8 The final
term proportional to d in fact vanishes as Tr(DλX
[I [XJ , XK , XL]]) = 14∂λTr(X
I [XJ , XK , XL])
which is symmetric under I, J ↔ K,L. Thus we can set d = 0.
Finally note that we have allowed the M2-brane to couple to both the 3-form gauge field and
its electromagnetic 6-form dual defined by G4 = dC3, G7 = dC6 where
G7 = ?G4 − 1
2
C3 ∧G4 . (3.3)
The equations of motion of eleven-dimensional supergravity imply that dG7 = 0. However G7 is
not gauge invariant under δC3 = dΛ2. Thus SC is not obviously gauge invariant or even local as a
functional of the eleven-dimensional gauge fields. As such one should integrate by parts whenever
possible and seek to find an expression which is manifestly gauge invariant.
To discuss the gauge invariance under δC3 = dΛ2 we first integrate by parts and discard all
boundary terms
SC =
1
3!
µνλ
∫
d3x
(
+NTM2Cµνλ
+
3
2
GµνIJ Tr(X
IDλX
J)− 3
2
CµIJ Tr(X
I F˜νλX
J)
− cGµνλIJKL Tr(XI [XJ , XK , XL])
)
. (3.4)
Here we have used the fact that CµνI and CµνλIJK have been projected out by the orbifold and
hence GµνIJ = 2∂[µCν]IJ and GµνλIJKL = 3∂[µCνλ]IJKL.
We find a coupling to the worldvolume gauge field strength F˜νλ but this term is not invariant
under the gauge transformation δC3 = dΛ2. However it can be cancelled by adding the term
SF =
1
4
µνλ
∫
d3xTr(XI F˜µνX
J)CλIJ , (3.5)
to SC . Such terms involving the worldvolume gauge field strength also arise in the action of multiple
D-branes.
Next consider the terms on the third line of (3.4). Although G7 is not gauge invariant G7 +
1
2C3 ∧G4 is. Thus we also add the term
SCG = − c
2 · 3!
µνλ
∫
d3xTr(XI [XJ , XK , XL])(C3 ∧G4)µνλIJKL . (3.6)
8This is an assumption since the overall centre of mass zero mode xµ that appears in (3.1) is absent in the
non-Abelian generalisations.
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and obtain a gauge invariant action.
To summarise we find that the total flux terms are, in the limit TM2 →∞,
Sflux = SC + SF + SCG , (3.7)
=
1
3!
µνλ
∫
d3x
(
+NTM2 Cµνλ +
3
2
GµνIJ Tr(X
IDλX
J)
− c (G7 + 12C3 ∧G4)µνλIJKL Tr(XI [XJ , XK , XL])
)
. (3.8)
In section 3.3 we will argue that c = 2.
3.1.2 Supersymmetry
In this section we wish to supersymmetrise the flux term Sflux that we found above. There
are also similar calculations in [59–61] where the flux-induced fermion masses on D-branes were
obtained. Here we will be interested in the final term since only it preserves three-dimensional
Lorentz invariance (the first term is just a constant if it is Lorentz invariant). Thus for the rest of
this section we will consider backgrounds where
Lflux = c G˜IJKL Tr(XI [XJ , XK , XL]) , (3.9)
with
G˜IJKL = − 1
3!
µνλ(G7 +
1
2
C3 ∧G4)µνλIJKL (3.10)
= +
1
4!
IJKLMNPQG
MNPQ (3.11)
and GIJKL is assumed to be constant.
To proceed we take the ansatz for the Lagrangian in the presence of background fields to be
L = LN=8 + Lmass + Lflux , (3.12)
where LN=8 is the BLG Lagrangian in Eq. (2.37),
Lmass = −1
2
m2δIJ Tr(X
IXJ) + bTr(ψ¯ΓIJKLψ)G˜IJKL (3.13)
and m2 and b are constants. As shown in [13], LN=8 is invariant under the supersymmetry
transformations
δXIa = i¯Γ
Iψa , (3.14)
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δA˜µ
b
a = i¯ΓµΓIX
I
cψdf
cdb
a , (3.15)
δψa = DµX
I
aΓ
µΓI− 1
6
XIbX
J
c X
K
d f
bcd
aΓ
IJK . (3.16)
We propose additional supersymmetry transformations of the following form
δ′XIa = 0 , (3.17)
δ′A˜µba = 0 , (3.18)
δ′ψa = ωΓIJKLΓM XMa G˜IJKL , (3.19)
where ω is a real dimensionless parameter.
Applying the supersymmetry transformations to the mass-deformed Lagrangian gives
δ˜L = (δ′ + δ)(LN=8 + Lmass + Lflux) (3.20)
= (iω + 2b) Tr(ψ¯ΓµΓMNOPΓIDµX
I)G˜MNOP
+
iω
2
Tr(ψ¯ΓIJΓMNOPΓK[XI , XJ , XK ])G˜MNOP
−2b
6
Tr(ψ¯ΓMNOPΓIJK[XI , XJ , XK ])G˜MNOP
+4icTr(ψ¯ΓI[XJ , XK , XL])G˜IJKL
+im2δIJ Tr(ψ¯Γ
IXJ)
+2bωTr(ψ¯ΓIJKLΓMNOPΓQXQ)G˜IJKLG˜MNOP . (3.21)
To eliminate the term involving the covariant derivative we must set b = −iω/2. Substituting for
b, expanding out the Γ-matrices and using antisymmetry of the indices yields
δ˜L = 2iω
3
Tr(ψ¯ΓIJKMNOP [XI , XJ , XK ])G˜MNOP
+(4ic− 16iω) Tr(ψ¯ΓL[XI , XJ , XK ])G˜LIJK
+im2δIJ Tr(ψ¯Γ
IXJ)
−iω2 Tr(ψ¯ΓJKLMΓNOPQΓIXI)G˜JKLM G˜NOPQ . (3.22)
Defining /˜G = G˜JKLMΓ
JKLM and using Hodge duality of the Γ-matrices leads to
δ˜L = 96iω
6
(
−1 + c
4ω
− ?
)
G˜LIJK Tr(ψ¯Γ
L[XI , XJ , XK ])
+iTr
(
ψ¯
(
m2 − ω2 /˜G /˜G
)
ΓIXI
)
. (3.23)
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Invariance then follows if the following equations hold
(
−1 + c
4ω
− ?
)
G˜LIJK = 0 and
(
m2 − ω2 /˜G /˜G
)
ΓI = 0 . (3.24)
Since we assume that c 6= 0, the first equation implies ω = c/8 and G˜ is self-dual. It follows from
the result Γ3456789(10) /˜G = /˜G that the second equation is satisfied by
/˜G /˜G =
32m2
c2
(
1 + Γ3456789(10)
)
. (3.25)
Expanding out the left hand side and using the self-duality of G˜ one sees that this is equivalent to
the two conditions
m2 =
c2
32 · 4!G
2 and GMN [IJGKL]
MN = 0 , (3.26)
where G2 = GIJKLG
IJKL.
The superalgebra can be shown to close on-shell. We first consider the gauge field and find that
the transformations close into the same translation and gauge transformation as in the un-deformed
theory;
[δ˜1, δ˜2]A˜µ
b
a = [δ1 + δ
′
1, δ2 + δ
′
2]A˜µ
b
a (3.27)
= vν F˜µν
b
a +DµΛ˜
b
a , (3.28)
where vν = −2i¯2Γν1 and Λ˜ba = i¯2ΓJK1XJc XKd f cdba.
In considering the scalars we find a term, 2iω¯2Γ
MNOPIJ1X
J
a G˜MNOP , which can be trans-
formed into an object with two Γ-matrix indices by utilizing the self-duality of the flux. We find
that the scalars close into a translation plus a gauge transformation and an SO(8) R-symmetry,
[δ˜1, δ˜2]X
I
a = [δ1 + δ
′
1, δ2 + δ
′
2]X
I
a (3.29)
= vµDµX
I
a + Λ˜
b
aX
I
b + iR
I
JX
J
a , (3.30)
where RIJ = 48ω¯2Γ
MN 1G˜MNIJ is the R-symmetry.
Finally we examine the closure of the fermions. We find again a term incorporating Γ(6) which
can be converted to Γ(2) using self-duality of G˜. Continuing, we find
[δ˜1, δ˜2]ψa = [δ1 + δ
′
1, δ2 + δ
′
2]ψa (3.31)
= vµDµψa + Λ˜
b
aψb + i(¯2Γµ1)Γ
µE′ψ −
i
4
(¯2ΓJK1)Γ
JKE′ψ
+
i
4
RMNΓ
MNψa . (3.32)
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Here E′ψ is the mass-deformed fermionic equation of motion,
E′ψ = Γ
νDνψa +
1
2
ΓIJX
I
cX
J
d ψbf
cdb
a − ωΓMNOPψaG˜MNOP . (3.33)
Consequently, we find that on-shell
[δ˜1, δ˜2]ψa = v
µDµψa + Λ˜
b
aψb +
i
4
RMNΓ
MNψa . (3.34)
We also verify that the fermionic equation of motion maps to the bosonic equations of motion
under the supersymmetry transformations. From the proposed mass-deformed Lagrangian the
scalar equation of motion is
E′X = D
2XIa −
i
2
ψ¯cΓ
IJXJd ψbf
cdb
a − ∂V
∂XIa
−m2XIa − 4cXJc XKd XLb f cdbaG˜IJKL . (3.35)
The equation of motion for the gauge field is unchanged and is given by
E′
A˜
= F˜µν
b
a + εµνλ(X
J
c D
λXJd +
i
2
ψ¯cΓ
λψd)f
cdb
a . (3.36)
Taking the variation of the fermionic equation of motion (3.33) gives
0 = ΓIΓλX
I
bE
′
A˜
+ ΓIE′X
+
96iω
6
(
−1 + c
4ω
− ?
)
G˜LIJKΓ
LXIcX
J
dX
K
b f
cdb
a
+
(
m2 − ω2ΓMNOPΓWXY ZG˜WXY ZG˜MNOP
)
ΓIXIa . (3.37)
Therefore consistency of the equations of motion under supersymmetry again implies that the
conditions (3.24) must be satisfied.
Let us summarise our results. The Lagrangian
L = Tr
(
− 1
2
DµX
IDµXI +
i
2
ψ¯ΓµDµψ +
i
4
ψ¯ΓIJ [XI , XJ , ψ]− 1
12
[XI , XJ , XK ][XI , XJ , XK ]
− 1
2
m2δIJX
IXJ − ic
16
ψ¯ΓIJKLψ G˜IJKL + c [X
I , XJ , XK ]XL G˜IJKL
)
+
1
2
εµνλ
(
fabcdAµab∂νAλcd +
2
3
f cdagf
efgbAµabAνcdAλef
)
, (3.38)
is invariant under the supersymmetries
δXIa = i¯Γ
Iψa , (3.39)
δA˜µ
b
a = i¯ΓµΓIX
I
cψdf
cdb
a , (3.40)
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δψa = DµX
I
aΓ
µΓI− 1
6
XIbX
J
c X
K
d f
bcd
aΓ
IJK+
c
8
ΓIJKLΓM XMa G˜IJKL , (3.41)
provided G˜IJKL is self-dual and satisfies the conditions in (3.26). Moreover the supersymmetry
algebra closes according to
[δ1, δ2]A˜µ
b
a = v
ν F˜µν
b
a +DµΛ˜
b
a , (3.42)
[δ1, δ2]X
I
a = v
µDµX
I
a + Λ˜
b
aX
I
b + iR
I
JX
J
a , (3.43)
[δ1, δ2]ψa = v
µDµψa + Λ˜
b
aψb +
i
4
RMNΓ
MNψa . (3.44)
Taking
G = µ(dx3 ∧ dx4 ∧ dx5 ∧ dx6 + dx7 ∧ dx8 ∧ dx9 ∧ dx10) , (3.45)
readily leads to the mass-deformed Lagrangian of [55, 56].
3.2 N = 6 Theories
Let us now consider the more general case of N = 6 supersymmetry and in particular the ABJM
[16] and ABJ [17] models which describe an arbitrary number of M2-branes in a C4/Zk orbifold.
Since the discussion is similar in spirit to the N = 8 case we will shorten our discussion and largely
just present the results of our calculations.
3.2.1 Non-Abelian Couplings to Background Fluxes
In the N = 6 theories there are four complex scalars ZA and their complex conjugates Z¯A. These
are defined in terms of the spacetime coordinates through
Z1 =
1√
2TM2
(x3 + ix4) Z2 =
1√
2TM2
(x5 + ix6) , (3.46)
Z3 =
1√
2TM2
(x7 − ix9) Z4 = 1√
2TM2
(x8 − ix10) . (3.47)
In particular we will take the formulation in [18]. The scalars and fermions are endowed with a
triple product [ZA, ZB ; Z¯C ] or [Z¯A, Z¯B ;Z
C ] and an inner product Tr(Z¯AZ
B) subject to a quadratic
fundamental identity as well as the condition Tr(Z¯D[Z
A, ZB ; Z¯C ])
? = −Tr(Z¯A[ZC , ZD; Z¯B ]). As
we have seen in chapter 2 to obtain the ABJM/ABJ models [16, 17] one should let the fields be
m× n matrices and define
[ZA, ZB ; Z¯C ] = λ(Z
AZ¯†CZ
B − ZBZ¯†CZA) . (3.48)
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where λ is an arbitrary (but quantised) coupling constant. As such the gauge invariant terms always
involve an equal number of Z and Z¯ coordinates. Again this is consistent with the interpretation
that the M2-branes are in an C4/Zk orbifold which acts as ZA → e 2piik ZA.
Following the discussion of the previous section we start with
SC =
1
3!
µνλ
∫
d3 x
(
+NTM2Cµνλ +
3
2
Cµ
A
B Tr(DνZ¯ADλZ
B)
+
3
2
CµA
B Tr(DνZ
ADλZ¯B)
+
3c
2
CµνAB
CD Tr(DλZ¯D[Z
A, ZB ; Z¯C ])
+
3c
2
Cµν
AB
CD Tr(DλZ
D[Z¯A, Z¯B ;Z
C ])
)
. (3.49)
Integrating by parts we again find a non-gauge invariant term proportional to µνλF˜νλCµ
A
B which
is cancelled by adding
SF =
1
8
µνλ
∫
d3xCµ
A
B Tr(Z¯AF˜νλZ
B) + CµA
B Tr(ZAF˜νλZ¯B) . (3.50)
As with the case above we also must add
SCG = − c
8 · 3!
µνλ
∫
d3x (C3 ∧G4)µνABCD Tr(Z¯D[ZA, ZB ; Z¯C ]) (3.51)
to ensure that the last term is gauge invariant. Thus in total we have
Sflux = SC + SF + SCG (3.52)
=
1
3!
µνλ
∫
d3x
(
+NTM2Cµνλ
+
3
4
Gµν
A
B Tr(Z¯ADλZ
B) +
3
4
GµνA
B Tr(ZADλZ¯B)
− c
4
(G7 +
1
2
C3 ∧G4)µνλABCD Tr(Z¯D[ZA, ZB ; Z¯C ])
)
. (3.53)
3.2.2 Supersymmetry
Following on as before we wish to supersymmetrise the action
L = LN=6 + Lmass + Lflux , (3.54)
where LN=6 is the N = 6 Lagrangian given in Eq. (2.85). We restrict to backgrounds where
Lflux = c
4
Tr(Z¯D[Z
A, ZB ; Z¯C ])G˜AB
CD , (3.55)
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with
G˜AB
CD = − 1
3!
µνλ(G7 +
1
2
C3 ∧G4)µνλABCD (3.56)
= +
1
4
ABEF 
CDGHGEFGH . (3.57)
Finally we take the ansatz for Lmass to be
Lmass = −m2 Tr(Z¯AZA) + bTr(ψ¯AψF )G˜AEEF . (3.58)
We propose the following modification to the fermion supersymmetry variation
δ′ψAd = ωDFZFd G˜AE
ED , (3.59)
where ω is a real parameter.
After applying the supersymmetry transformations to L we find that taking b = −iω eliminates
the covariant derivative terms. The terms that are second order in G˜ must vanish separately and
this gives the condition
G˜AE
EBG˜BF
FC =
m2
ω2
δCA . (3.60)
The remaining terms in the variation are
δL = +2iωTr(Z¯D[ψ¯F DA, ZQ; Z¯Q])G˜AEEF
+iωTr(Z¯D[ψ¯F 
QD, ZA; Z¯Q])G˜AE
EF
+2iωTr(Z¯D[ψ¯K
AD, ZK ; Z¯F ])G˜AE
EF
+
ic
2
Tr(Z¯D[ψ¯K
AK , ZB ; Z¯C ])G˜AB
CD
+
iω
2
εAKQDεIJFP Tr(Z¯D[ψ¯K
IJ , ZP ; Z¯Q])G˜AE
EF
+c.c. , (3.61)
where we have made use of the reality condition FP =
1
2εIJFP 
IJ . To proceed we need to restrict
G˜ to have the form
G˜AB
CD =
1
2
δCBG˜AE
ED − 1
2
δCAG˜BE
ED − 1
2
δDB G˜AE
EC +
1
2
δDA G˜BE
EC , (3.62)
with G˜AE
EA = 0. Substituting for G˜AB
CD allows us to factor out the common term
Tr(Z¯D[ψ¯K
IJ , ZP ; Z¯Q])G˜AE
EF . This factor is separately antisymmetric in IJ and DQ so after
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expanding out εAQKDεIJFP = 4!δ
[AQKD]
IJFP we have
δL = iω
( c
2ω
− 2
)
(δAI δ
K
J δ
D
F δ
Q
P + δ
K
I δ
Q
J δ
D
F δ
A
P )Tr(Z¯D[ψ¯K
IJ , ZP ; Z¯Q])G˜AE
EF
+c.c. (3.63)
Therefore the Lagrangian is invariant under supersymmetry if ω = c/4. Taking the trace of
Eq. (3.60) allows us to deduce that
m2 =
1
32 · 4!c
2G2 , (3.64)
where G2 = 6GAB
CDGABCD = 12GAE
EBGBF
FA.
In examining the closure of the superalgebra we find
[δ1, δ2] A˜µ
c
d = v
ν F˜µν
c
d +Dµ(Λa¯bf
cba¯
d) , (3.65)
[δ1, δ2]Z
A
d = v
µDµZ
A
d + Λc¯bf
abc¯
dZ
A
a − iRABZBd − iY ZAd , (3.66)
where
vµ =
i
2
¯CD2 γ
µ1CD , (3.67)
Λc¯b = i(¯
DE
2 1CE − ¯DE1 2CE)Z¯Dc¯ZCb , (3.68)
RAB = ω
(
(¯AC1 2DB − ¯AC2 1DB)−
1
4
(¯EC1 2DE − ¯EC2 1DE)δAB
)
G˜CM
MD , (3.69)
Y =
ω
4
(¯EC1 2DE − ¯EC2 1DE)G˜CMMD . (3.70)
Acting with the commutator on the fermions gives
[δ1, δ2]ψDd = v
µDµψDd + Λa¯bf
cba¯
dψDc
− i
2
(¯AC1 2AD − ¯AC2 1AD)E′Cd
+
i
4
(¯AB1 γν2AB)γ
νE′Dd
+iRADψAd − iY ψDd , (3.71)
provided the 4-form satisfies G˜AE
EA = 0. The new fermionic equation of motion is
E′Cd = γ
µDµψCd + f
abc¯
dψCaZ
D
b Z¯Dc¯ − 2fabc¯dψDaZDb Z¯Cc¯
−εCDEF fabc¯dψDc¯ ZEa ZFb +
c
4
G˜CE
EBψBd . (3.72)
Consistency of the bosonic and fermionic equations of motion under supersymmetry requires that
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G˜AE
EBG˜BF
FC = m
2
ω2 δ
C
A , which is the same condition as found in demonstrating invariance of the
action.
Choosing G˜AB
CD to have the form (3.62) with
G˜AB
BC =

µ 0 0 0
0 µ 0 0
0 0 −µ 0
0 0 0 −µ
 , (3.73)
gives the mass-deformed Lagrangian of [57, 58].
3.3 Background Curvature
Our final point is to understand the physical origin of the mass-squared term in the effective
action which is quadratic in the masses. Note that this term is a simple, SO(8)-invariant mass
term for all the scalar fields. Furthermore it does not depend on any non-Abelian features of the
theory. Therefore we can derive this term by simply considering a single M2-brane and compute
the unknown constant c.
We can understand the origin of this term as follows. We have seen that it arises as a con-
sequence of supersymmetry. For a single M2-brane supersymmetry arises as a consequence of
κ-symmetry and κ-symmetry is valid whenever an M2-brane is propagating in a background that
satisfies the equations of motion of eleven-dimensional supergravity [20].
The multiple M2-brane actions implicitly assume that the background is simply flat space or an
orbifold thereof. However the inclusion of a nontrivial flux implies that there is now a source for the
eleven-dimensional metric which is of order flux-squared. Thus for there to be κ-supersymmetry
and hence supersymmetry it follows that the background must be curved. This in turn will lead to
a potential in the effective action of an M2-brane. In particular given a 4-form flux G4 the bosonic
equations of eleven-dimensional supergravity are
Rmn − 1
2
gmnR =
1
2 · 3!GmpqrGn
pqr − 1
4 · 4!gmnG
2 , (3.74)
d ? G4 − 1
2
G4 ∧G4 = 0 . (3.75)
At lowest order in fluxes we see that gmn = ηmn and G4 is constant. However at second order there
are source terms. To start with we will assume that, at lowest order, only GIJKL is nonvanishing.
To solve these equations we introduce a nontrivial metric of the form
gmn =
 e2ωηµν 0
0 gIJ
 , (3.76)
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where ω = ω(xI) = ω(XI/T
1
2
M2) and gIJ = gIJ(x
I) = gIJ(X
I/T
1
2
M2).
Let us look at an M2-brane in this background. The first term in the action (3.1) is
S1 = −TM2
∫
d3x
√
−det(e2ωηµν + ∂µxI∂νxJgIJ) (3.77)
= −TM2
∫
d3x e3ω
(
1 +
1
2
e−2ω∂µxI∂µxJgIJ + . . .
)
(3.78)
= −
∫
d3x
(
TM2e
3ω +
1
2
eω∂µX
I∂µXJgIJ + . . .
)
. (3.79)
Next we note that, in the decoupling limit TM2 →∞, we can expand
e2ω(x) = e2ω(X
I/
√
TM2) = 1 +
2
TM2
ωIJX
IXJ + . . . (3.80)
and
gIJ(x) = gIJ(X
I/
√
TM2) = δIJ + . . . , (3.81)
so that
S1 = −
∫
d3x
(
TM2 + 3ωIJX
IXJ +
1
2
∂µX
I∂µXJδIJ + . . .
)
, (3.82)
where the ellipsis denotes terms that vanish as TM2 → ∞. Thus we see that in the decoupling
limit we obtain the mass term for the scalars. Similar mass terms for M2-branes were also studied
in [62] for pp-waves.
To compute the warp-factor ω we can expand gmn = ηmn + hmn, where hmn is second order in
the fluxes, and linearise the Einstein equation. If we impose the gauge ∂mhmn − 12∂nhpp = 0 then
Einstein’s equation becomes
− 1
2
∂p∂
p
(
hmn − 1
2
ηmnhq
q
)
=
1
2 · 3!GmpqrGn
pqr − 1
4 · 4!gmnG
2 . (3.83)
This reduces to two coupled sets of equations corresponding to choosing indices (m,n) = (µ, ν) and
(m,n) = (I, J). Contracting the latter with δIJ one finds that hI
I = 4hp
p and hence hp
p = − 13hµµ.
With this in hand the (m,n) = (µ, ν) terms in Einstein’s equation reduce to
∂I∂
Ie2ω =
1
3 · 4!G
2 (3.84)
and hence, to leading order in the fluxes,
e2ω = 1 +
1
48 · 4!G
2δIJx
IxJ , (3.85)
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so that S1 contributes the term
S1 = −
∫
d3x
1
32 · 4!G
2X2 (3.86)
to the potential.
Next we must look at the second, Wess-Zumino term, in (3.1);
S2 =
TM2
3!
∫
d3x µνλCµνλ . (3.87)
Although we have assumed that Cµνλ = 0 at leading order, the C-field equation of motion implies
that GIµνλ = ∂ICµνλ is second order in GIJKL. In particular if we write Cµνλ = C0µνλ we find,
assuming GIJKL is self-dual, the equation
∂I∂
IC0 =
1
2 · 4!G
2 , (3.88)
where G2 = GIJKLG
IJKL. The solution is
C0 =
1
32 · 4!G
2δIJx
IxJ . (3.89)
Thus we find that S2 gives a second contribution to the scalar potential
S2 = −
∫
d3x
1
32 · 4!G
2X2 . (3.90)
Note that this is equal to the scalar potential derived from S1. Therefore if we were to break
supersymmetry and consider anti-M2-branes, where the sign of the Wess-Zumino term changes, we
would not find a mass for the scalars.
In total we find the mass-squared
m2 =
1
8 · 4!G
2 . (3.91)
Comparing with Eq. (3.26) we see that c2 = 4, e.g. c = 2. Note that we have performed this
calculation using the notation of the N = 8 theory, however a similar calculation also holds in the
N = 6 case with the same result.
3.4 Conclusions
In this chapter we discussed the coupling of multiple M2-branes with N = 6, 8 supersymmetry
to the background gauge fields of eleven-dimensional supergravity. In particular we gave a local
and gauge invariant form for the ‘Myers terms’ in the limit Mpl → ∞. We supersymmetrised
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these flux terms in the case where the fluxes preserve the supersymmetry and Lorentz symmetry
of M2-branes to obtain the massive models of [55–58]. We also showed how the flux-squared term
in the effective action, which arises as a mass term for the scalar fields, is generated through a
back-reaction of the fluxes on the eleven-dimensional geometry.
The results we have found using gauge invariance fit naturally with the R8/Zk orbifold inter-
pretation of the background. However for the N = 6 theories with k = 1, 2 the orbifold action is
less restrictive and this allows for additional terms. In particular for k = 2 we expect terms where
the total number of ZA and Z¯B fields are even (but not necessarily equal). In addition for k = 1
there should be terms with any number of ZA and Z¯B fields. Such terms are not gauge invariant
on their own but presumably can be made so by including monopole operators which, for k = 1, 2,
are local.
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4 Higher Derivative BLG
The bosonic effective action for a single M2-brane [20] in static gauge and in a flat background
with zero flux, is given by the Abelian DBI action
SM2 =− TM2
∫
d3x
√
−det(ηµν + ∂µxI∂νxI) . (4.1)
The terms in the integral can be expanded as a power series in (∂x)2 that is, a higher derivative
expansion. After canonically renormalising the eight scalars so that XI = xI
√
TM2, the leading
order and next to leading order terms in the expansion are
SM2 =
∫
d3x − 1
2
∂µX
I∂µXI
+
∫
d3x
1
TM2
(
+
1
4
∂µX
I∂µXJ∂νX
I∂νXJ − 1
8
∂µX
I∂µXI∂νX
J∂νXJ
)
(4.2)
+ . . . ,
where we have ignored a constant and the ellipsis denotes terms O((1/TM2)2) and higher.
The generalisation of the supersymmetric leading order M2-brane action to multiple M2-branes
is given by either the BLG or ABJM model. There have been several papers which aim to determine
the next to leading order i.e. the 1/TM2 higher derivative corrections to multiple M2-branes. It is
known [63–65] that in three dimensions a non-Abelian 2-form is dual to a scalar field. In [40] this
dualisation was applied to three-dimensional maximally supersymmetric Yang-Mills (the effective
worldvolume theory of multiple D2-branes) and it was shown that it could be rewritten as an SO(8)
invariant Lorentzian 3-algebra theory. Three-dimensional maximally supersymmetric Yang-Mills
(3D-SYM) arises simply by the appropriate dimensional reduction of 10D-SYM and the higher
derivative corrections to this have been uniquely determined (including quartic fermions in the
Lagrangian) by superspace considerations in [66, 67] and independently in [68] by calculating open-
string scattering amplitudes. The first higher derivative corrections to the 10D-SYM Lagrangian
and supersymmetry transformations arise at order α′2 and the same is true in the reduction to
three dimensions. In [69] the authors applied the analysis of [40] to the α′2 corrections of the 3D-
SYM Lagrangian. The resulting SO(8) invariant, Lorentzian 3-algebra formulation features only
3-brackets and covariant derivatives of the scalar and fermion fields. This lead to the conjecture
that higher derivative corrections to the Euclidean BLG theory would be structurally identical to
the Lorentzian theory and only feature 3-brackets and covariant derivatives.
A different approach was considered in [70]. Here the most general 1/TM2 higher derivative
M2-brane Lagrangian with arbitrary coefficients was considered. Then, using the ‘novel Higgs
mechanism’ [30] this was reduced uniquely to the four-derivative order correction of the D2-brane
effective worldvolume theory. The results of [70] applied both to the Euclidean BLG theory and
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Lorentzian 3-algebra theories and confirmed the conjecture of [69]. Other attempts to construct
the full nonlinear action for multiple M2-branes include [43, 44, 71].
The higher derivative corrected 3-algebra Lagrangians of [69, 70] are expected to possess max-
imal supersymmetry although this was not verified in either case. An attempt to determine next
order corrections to the supersymmetry transformations was made in [72]. Here Low applied the
analysis of [40] and [69] at the level of the multiple D2-brane supersymmetry transformations. It
was found that the α′2 corrections to the fermion supersymmetry could be written in an SO(8)
fashion but that the scalar transformation could not be. The gauge field supervariation was not
considered. By taking an Abelian truncation of the higher derivative Lorentzian 3-algebra action
and showing it was supersymmetric, Low was able to partially determine the higher derivative
scalar supersymmetry transformation.
As it is not possible to derive higher derivative SO(8) invariant 3-algebra valued supersymme-
tries from the multiple D2-brane ones by the 2-form/scalar dualisation approach, it seems the only
way to unequivocally determine them is to examine the full supervariation of the higher derivative
Lagrangian and by closing the superalgebra. This is the approach we will take here, focusing solely
on the Euclidean BLG theory of [70].
The rest of the chapter is as follows. In section 4.1 we revisit the higher derivative action of
[70] and introduce our ansatz for the 1/TM2 corrections to the Euclidean BLG supersymmetry
transformations. We determine all arbitrary coefficients in the system in section 4.2 by examining
the supervariation of the higher derivative Lagrangian for Euclidean BLG. In addition, in 4.3, the
supersymmetry algebra is shown to close on the scalar and gauge fields for the coefficients we
find. In section 4.4 we collect together our results and in section 4.5 we will offer some concluding
remarks.
4.1 Higher Derivative Lagrangian and Supersymmetries
We begin with the most general four-derivative order Lagrangian as considered in [70], to lowest
nontrivial order in fermions
LT−1M2 =
1
TM2
STr
{
+ aDµXIDµX
JDνXJDνX
I + bDµXIDµX
IDνXJDνX
J
+ c εµνλXIJKDµX
IDνX
JDλX
K
+ dXIJKXIJLDµXKDµX
L + eXIJKXIJKDµXLDµX
L
+ f XIJKXIJKXLMNXLMN + gXIJKXIJLXKMNXLMN
+ idˆ ψ¯ΓµΓIJDνψDµX
IDνX
J + ieˆ ψ¯ΓµDνψDµX
IDνX
I
+ ifˆ ψ¯ΓIJKLDνψ XIJKDνX
L + igˆ ψ¯ΓIJDνψ XIJKDνX
K
+ ihˆ ψ¯ΓIJ [XJ , XK , ψ]DµXIDµX
K
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+ iˆi ψ¯Γµν [XI , XJ , ψ]DµX
IDνX
J + iˆj ψ¯ΓµνΓIJ [XJ , XK , ψ]DµX
IDνX
K
+ ikˆ ψ¯ΓµΓIJ [XK , XL, ψ]DµX
IXJKL + iˆl ψ¯Γµ[XI , XJ , ψ]DµX
KXIJK
+ imˆ ψ¯ΓµΓIJKL[XL, XM , ψ]DµX
MXIJK + inˆ ψ¯ΓµΓIJ [XK , XL, ψ]DµX
LXIJK
+ ioˆ ψ¯ΓIJKL[XM , XN , ψ]XIJLXKMN + ipˆ ψ¯ΓIJ [XK , XL, ψ]XIJMXKLM
}
.
(4.3)
We have adopted the notation XIJK := [XI , XJ , XK ] which we will use to save space wherever
possible. Let us make some comments on this Lagrangian. The symmetrised trace of four basis
elements of the A4 3-algebra is given by STr
{
T aT bT cT d
}
= dabcd and is totally symmetric and
linear in its four entries. To be specific we could take dabcd = 14h
(abhcd) as in [70]. Next, we require
that each term within this higher derivative Lagrangian is gauge invariant. As we have mentioned
in chapter 2, the 3-bracket generates a gauge symmetry whose action on an arbitrary 3-algebra
element Y = YaT
a is
δY = [α, β, Y ] , (4.4)
where α and β are two other elements of the 3-algebra. Acting on a generic four-derivative order
term with the gauge transformation (4.4) we see that the requirement of gauge invariance leads to
STr
{
[α, β, Y1]Y2Y3Y4 + Y1[α, β, Y2]Y3Y4 + Y1Y2[α, β, Y3]Y4 + Y1Y2Y3[α, β, Y4]
}
= 0 , (4.5)
where Y1, . . . , Y4 are arbitrary fields. In basis form this symmetrised trace invariance condition
reads
dabcdfefga + d
aecdf bfga + d
abedf cfga + d
abcefdfga = 0 i.e. d
a(bcdfe)fga = 0 , (4.6)
and can be seen as a generalisation of the trace invariance property: ha(bfe)fga = 0.
There are further identities we can construct using the symmetrised trace. To start with we
note that due to their simple nature the structure constants of the A4 3-algebra satisfy
f [abcdfe]fgh = 0 i.e. fabcdfefgh = +f bcedfafgh − f ceadf bfgh + feabdf cfgh − feabcfdfgh . (4.7)
We can combine this identity with the symmetrised trace to find
STr
{
TdThTiTj
}
fabcdfefgh =STr
{
TdThTiTj
}
(f bcedfafgh − f ceadf bfgh + feabdf cfgh) , (4.8)
where the final term, STr
{
TdThTiTj
}
feabcfdfgh, vanishes because of symmetry/antisymmetry un-
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der d↔ h. Contracting the gauge indices with the fields leads to the following identities
STr
{
αβ XI1I2I3XJ1J2J3
}
= STr
{
αβ
(
XJ1I2I3XI1J2J3 +XI1J1I3XI2J2J3 +XI1I2J1XI3J2J3
)}
,
(4.9)
STr
{
αβ [XI1 , XI2 , γ]XJ1J2J3
}
= STr
{
αβ
(
[XJ1 , XI2 , γ]XI1J2J3+[XI1 , XJ1 , γ]XI2J2J3
+[XJ2 , XJ3 , γ]XI1I2J1
)}
, (4.10)
where α, β and γ are arbitrary fields and I1, J1, . . . are transverse Lorentz indices.
The starting ansatz for the four-derivative order Lagrangian can be simplified using these iden-
tities. Equation (4.9) shows that the f and g terms in L1/TM2 are proportional to each other.
The same equation, together with antisymmetry in the Γ-matrix indices, tells us that the term in
L1/TM2 with coefficient oˆ is identically zero. Similarly, the term with coefficient mˆ is identically
zero through the use of Eq. (4.10). We subsequently drop the terms with coefficients g, mˆ and oˆ
to leave
LT−1M2 =
1
TM2
STr
{
+ aDµXIDµX
JDνXJDνX
I + bDµXIDµX
IDνXJDνX
J
+ c εµνλXIJKDµX
IDνX
JDλX
K
+ dXIJKXIJLDµXKDµX
L + eXIJKXIJKDµXLDµX
L
+ f XIJKXIJKXLMNXLMN
+ idˆ ψ¯ΓµΓIJDνψDµX
IDνX
J + ieˆ ψ¯ΓµDνψDµX
IDνX
I
+ ifˆ ψ¯ΓIJKLDνψ XIJKDνX
L + igˆ ψ¯ΓIJDνψ XIJKDνX
K
+ ihˆ ψ¯ΓIJ [XJ , XK , ψ]DµXIDµX
K
+ iˆi ψ¯Γµν [XI , XJ , ψ]DµX
IDνX
J + iˆj ψ¯ΓµνΓIJ [XJ , XK , ψ]DµX
IDνX
K
+ ikˆ ψ¯ΓµΓIJ [XK , XL, ψ]DµX
IXJKL + iˆl ψ¯Γµ[XI , XJ , ψ]DµX
KXIJK
+ inˆ ψ¯ΓµΓIJ [XK , XL, ψ]DµX
LXIJK
+ ipˆ ψ¯ΓIJ [XK , XL, ψ]XIJMXKLM
}
. (4.11)
We now give the general starting point for the 1/TM2 higher derivative corrections to the N = 8
supersymmetry transformations which are consistent with mass dimension, 3-algebra index struc-
ture, parity under Γ012 and Lorentz invariance. We assume that the higher derivative scalar and
fermion supersymmetry transformations are built out of ψ, DX and [X,X,X] only. In particular,
as the Chern-Simons term in the A4 BLG Lagrangian does not receive higher derivative corrections,
the gauge field strength is not present in the 1/TM2 supersymmetries. The gauge field variation
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additionally requires the presence of a ‘bare’ scalar field.
Our ansatz for the scalar supersymmetry transformation, to lowest order in fermions, is
δ′XIa =
1
TM2
(
δ′2DXX
I
a + δ
′
1DXX
I
a + δ
′
0DXX
I
a
)
, (4.12)
where
δ′2DXX
I
a = + is1(¯Γ
IJKΓµνψb)DµX
J
c DνX
K
d d
bcd
a
+ is2(¯Γ
JΓµνψb)DµX
I
cDνX
J
d d
bcd
a
+ is3(¯Γ
Jψb)DµX
I
cD
µXJd d
bcd
a
+ is4(¯Γ
Iψb)DµX
J
c D
µXJd d
bcd
a , (4.13)
δ′1DXX
I
a = + is5(¯Γ
IJKLMΓµψb)DµX
J
c X
KLM
d d
bcd
a
+ is6(¯Γ
KLMΓµψb)DµX
I
cX
KLM
d d
bcd
a
+ is7(¯Γ
JLMΓµψb)DµX
J
c X
ILM
d d
bcd
a
+ is8(¯Γ
ILMΓµψb)DµX
J
c X
JLM
d d
bcd
a
+ is9(¯Γ
MΓµψb)DµX
J
c X
IJM
d d
bcd
a , (4.14)
δ′0DXX
I
a = + is10(¯Γ
Iψb)X
JKL
c X
JKL
d d
bcd
a
+ is11(¯Γ
Lψb)X
JKL
c X
JKI
d d
bcd
a . (4.15)
The ansatz for the fermion supersymmetry transformation is
δ′ψa = 1TM2 (δ
′
3DXψa + δ
′
2DXψa + δ
′
1DXψa + δ
′
0DXψa) , (4.16)
where
δ′3DXψa = + f1Γ
JKLΓµνλDµX
J
b DνX
K
c DλX
L
d d
bcd
a
+ f2Γ
KΓµDµX
J
b DνX
J
c D
νXKd d
bcd
a
+ f3Γ
KΓµDµX
K
b DνX
J
c D
νXJd d
bcd
a , (4.17)
δ′2DXψa = + f4Γ
JKLMNΓµνDµX
J
b DνX
K
c X
LMN
d d
bcd
a
+ f5Γ
KLMΓµνDµX
J
b DνX
K
c X
JLM
d d
bcd
a
+ f6Γ
MΓµνDµX
J
b DνX
K
c X
JKM
d d
bcd
a
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+ f7Γ
KLM DµX
J
b D
µXJc X
KLM
d d
bcd
a
+ f8Γ
KLM DµX
J
b D
µXKc X
JLM
d d
bcd
a , (4.18)
δ′1DXψa = + f9Γ
JΓµDµX
J
b X
KLM
c X
KLM
d d
bcd
a
+ f10Γ
MΓµDµX
J
b X
JKL
c X
KLM
d d
bcd
a , (4.19)
δ′0DXψa = + f11Γ
NOP XJKLb X
JKL
c X
NOP
d d
bcd
a . (4.20)
Finally, the ansatz for the gauge field variation, again to lowest order in fermions, is
δ′A˜µba = 1TM2
(
δ′2DXA˜µ
b
a + δ
′
1DXA˜µ
b
a + δ
′
0DXA˜µ
b
a
)
, (4.21)
where
δ′2DXA˜µ
b
a = + ig1(¯ΓµΓ
Iψe)DνX
J
fD
νXJgX
I
c d
efg
df
cdb
a
+ ig2(¯Γ
νΓIψe)DµX
J
fDνX
J
gX
I
c d
efg
df
cdb
a
+ ig3(¯Γ
νΓJψe)DµX
J
fDνX
I
gX
I
c d
efg
df
cdb
a
+ ig4(¯Γ
νΓJψe)DµX
I
fD
νXJgX
I
c d
efg
df
cdb
a
+ ig5(¯ΓµΓ
Jψe)DνX
J
fD
νXIgX
I
c d
efg
df
cdb
a
+ ig6(¯ΓµνλΓ
Jψe)D
νXJfD
λXIgX
I
c d
efg
df
cdb
a
+ ig7(¯ΓµνλΓ
IJKψe)D
νXJfD
λXKg X
I
c d
efg
df
cdb
a
+ ig8(¯Γ
νΓIJKψe)DµX
J
fD
νXKg X
I
c d
efg
df
cdb
a , (4.22)
δ′1DXA˜µ
b
a = + ig9(¯ΓµνΓ
KLMψe)D
νXIfX
KLM
g X
I
c d
efg
df
cdb
a
+ ig10(¯ΓµνΓ
JLMψe)D
νXJfX
ILM
g X
I
c d
efg
df
cdb
a
+ ig11(¯ΓµνΓ
Mψe)D
νXJfX
IJM
g X
I
c d
efg
df
cdb
a
+ ig12(¯Γ
KLMψe)DµX
I
fX
KLM
g X
I
c d
efg
df
cdb
a
+ ig13(¯Γ
JLMψe)DµX
J
fX
ILM
g X
I
c d
efg
df
cdb
a
+ ig14(¯Γ
Mψe)DµX
J
fX
IJM
g X
I
c d
efg
df
cdb
a , (4.23)
δ′0DXA˜µ
b
a = + ig15(¯ΓµΓ
Iψe)X
JKL
f X
JKL
g X
I
c d
efg
df
cdb
a . (4.24)
There are other terms which are consistent with mass dimensions etc. that could be added to the δ′
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variations however, we can apply the A4 identity f [abcdfe]fgh = 0 at the level of the supersymmetry
transformations to find
αbX
I1I2I3
c X
J1J2J3
d d
bcd
a = αb
(
XJ1I2I3c X
I1J2J3
d +X
I1J1I3
c X
I2J2J3
d +X
I1I2J1
c X
I3J2J3
d
)
dbcda , (4.25)
αeβfX
J1J2J3
g X
I
c d
efg
df
cdb
a = αeβf
(
XIJ2J3g X
J1
c +X
J1IJ3
g X
J2
c +X
J1J2I
g X
J3
c
)
defgdf
cdb
a , (4.26)
where α and β are either ψ, DX or [X,X,X]. Using these identities it is possible to show that the
additional terms are either identically zero or proportional to terms we have already listed.
4.2 Invariance of the Lagrangian
We want to determine the coefficients for which the BLG Lagrangian, given in Eq. (2.37), together
with its 1/TM2 correction given in Eq. (4.11) is maximally supersymmetric. As the BLG Lagrangian
is invariant under the lowest order supersymmetries given in Eqs. (2.19) - (2.21) i.e. δLBLG = 0,
the full corrected Lagrangian varies into
δ˜L = δ′LBLG + δL1/TM2 +O
(
1
(TM2)2
)
= δ˜L4 + δ˜L3 + δ˜L2 + δ˜L1 + δ˜L0 , (4.27)
where we ignore O (1/(TM2)2) terms. The subscript in δ˜Ln enumerates the total number of
covariant derivatives acting on the fields and because the terms in δ˜Ln are independent of those
in any other δ˜Lm, invariance of the full Lagrangian means each δ˜Ln must be invariant up to total
derivatives.9
When we insert the higher derivative supersymmetries which are of the form δ′χa = αbβcγd dbcda,
into the varied kinetic terms in δ′LBLG we find Tr is promoted to STr because
Tr(φδ′χ) = φaδ′χa = φaαbβcγd dbcda = φaαbβcγd dabcd = STr{φαβγ} . (4.28)
Inserting the higher derivative supersymmetries into the varied bosonic potential and Yukawa terms
in δ′LBLG requires more manipulation:
Tr(φ[λ, ϕ, δ′χ]) = φgλeϕfδ′χafefag = φgλeϕfαbβcγd dbcdafefag = −φgλeϕfαbβcγd dabcdfefga .
(4.29)
Using the gauge invariance condition in Eq. (4.5) we can write this as
Tr(φ[λ, ϕ, δ′χ]) = STr{φβγ[λ, ϕ, α] + φαγ[λ, ϕ, β] + φαβ[λ, ϕ, γ]} =: STr{φ[λ, ϕ, αβγ]} . (4.30)
9There is the possibility that δ˜L = 0 only after terms are removed using 1/TM2 × lowest order equations of
motion (which are O(1/T 2M2)), in which case the different δ˜Ln are not independent. However, we find for the
Euclidean theory that invariance does not require use of the lowest order field equations.
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We are now in a position where we can proceed to compute δ˜L. We start by investigating the
terms in the variation of the full corrected Lagrangian which contain four covariant derivatives.
These come from
δ˜L4 = 1TM2 STr
{
−Dµ(δ′2DXXI)DµXI + i2δ′3DX ψ¯ΓµDµψ + i2 ψ¯ΓµDµ(δ′3DXψ) + 12εµνλFνλδ′2DXA˜µ
+ 4aDµ(δXI)DµX
JDνXJDνX
I + 4bDµ(δXI)DµX
IDνXJDνX
J
+ idˆ δ1DX ψ¯Γ
µΓIJDνψDµX
IDνXJ + idˆ ψ¯ΓµΓIJDν(δ1DXψ)DµX
IDνXJ
+ ieˆ δ1DX ψ¯Γ
µDνψDµX
IDνX
I + ieˆ ψ¯ΓµDν(δ1DXψ)DµX
IDνX
I
}
. (4.31)
Note that the gauge field strength contributes two derivatives through its definition as the com-
mutator of covariant derivatives. We have also split the lowest order fermion supersymmetry into
δψ = δ0DXψ + δ1DXψ with δ0DXψ = Γ
µΓIDµX
I and δ0DXψ = − 16ΓIJKXIJK . The next steps
in the calculation are to insert the appropriate supersymmetry transformations, canonically reorder
ψ¯ and  using the spinor flip condition Eq. (A.2) and then commute the worldvolume Γ-matrices
through the transverse ones. Doing all this gives
δ˜L4 = 1TM2 STr
{
− is1¯ΓIJKΓλµDν(ψDλXJDµXK)DνXI − is2¯ΓIΓλµDν(ψDλXJDµXI)DνXJ
− is3¯ΓIDµ(ψDνXJDνXI)DµXJ − is4¯ΓIDµ(ψDνXJDνXJ)DµXI
− i2f1¯ΓIJKΓνλρΓµDµψDνXIDλXJDρXK
+ i2f1¯Γ
IJKΓνλρΓµψDµ(DνX
IDλX
JDρX
K)
− i2f2¯ΓIΓλΓµDµψDλXJDνXJDνXI + i2f2¯ΓIΓλΓµψDµ(DλXJDνXJDνXI)
− i2f3¯ΓIΓλΓµDµψDλXIDνXJDνXJ + i2f3¯ΓIΓλΓµψDµ(DλXIDνXJDνXJ)
− i2g1εµρσ ¯ΓIΓµψDνXJDνXJ(F˜ρσXI)− i2g2εµρσ ¯ΓIΓνψDµXJDνXJ(F˜ρσXI)
− i2g3εµρσ ¯ΓJΓνψDµXJDνXI(F˜ρσXI)− i2g4εµρσ ¯ΓJΓνψDµXIDνXJ(F˜ρσXI)
− i2g5εµρσ ¯ΓJΓµψDνXJDνXI(F˜ρσXI)− i2g6εµρσ ¯ΓJΓµνλψDνXJDλXI(F˜ρσXI)
− i2g7εµρσ ¯ΓIJKΓµνλψDνXJDλXK(F˜ρσXI)
− i2g8εµρσ ¯ΓIJKΓνψDµXJDνXK(F˜ρσXI)
+ 4ia ¯ΓIDµψDµX
JDνXJDνX
I + 4ib ¯ΓIDµψDµX
IDνXJDνX
J
+ idˆ ¯ΓKΓIJΓλΓµDνψDµX
IDνXJDλX
K
+ idˆ ¯ΓKΓIJΓλΓµψDν(DλX
K)DµX
IDνX
J
+ ieˆ ¯ΓJΓλΓµDνψDµX
IDνX
IDλX
J − ieˆ¯ΓJΓλΓµψDν(DλXJ)DµXIDνXI
}
.
(4.32)
After using worldvolume Γ-matrix duality (A.8) wherever εµρσ occurs and then expanding out the
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Γ-matrices (this has been aided by use of Cadabra [73, 74]) we find the appearance of four distinct
and independent types of Γ-matrix terms; ΓIJKΓλµ, ΓIJK , ΓIΓλµ and ΓI . We consider each of
these types in turn.
We find the ΓIJKΓλµ terms to be
1
TM2
STr
{
+ i
(
− 32f1 − s1 + dˆ
)
¯ΓIJKΓλµDνψDµX
IDνX
JDλX
K
+ i
(
+ 32f1
)
¯ΓIJKΓλµψDν(DµX
IDνX
JDλX
K)
+ i
(
−2s1 + dˆ
)
¯ΓIJKΓλµψDν(DµX
I)DνX
JDλX
K
+ i (−g8) ¯ΓIJKΓλµψDµXIDνXJ(F˜νλXK)
}
. (4.33)
The first two lines combine to form a total derivative if they share the same coefficient. Hence we
require − 32f1 − s1 + dˆ = + 32f1. The two remaining terms are invariant if s1 = + 12 dˆ and g8 = 0.
The value for s1 allows us to identify f1 = +
1
6 dˆ.
The ΓIJK terms are
1
TM2
STr
{
− idˆ ¯ΓIJKψDµ(DνXK)DµXIDνXJ + ig7 ¯ΓIJKψDνXJDλXK(F˜νλXI)
}
= 1TM2 STr
{
+ i(−dˆ+ 2g7)¯ΓIJKψDµ(DνXK)DµXIDνXJ
}
, (4.34)
where we have made use of the definition F˜µνX = [Dµ, Dν ]X and relabelled dummy Lorentz
indices. Invariance of the ΓIJK terms then follows if g7 = +
1
2 dˆ.
After some manipulation the ΓIΓλµ terms are
1
TM2
STr
{
+ i
(− 12f2) ¯ΓIΓλµDµψDλXJDνXJDνXI
+ i
(− 12f2) ¯ΓIΓλµψDµ(DλXJ)DνXJDνXI
+ i
(
+ 12f2 − dˆ
)
¯ΓIΓλµψDλX
JDµ(DνX
J)DνXI
+ i
(
+ 12f2 + eˆ− s2
)
¯ΓIΓλµψDλX
JDνX
JDµ(D
νXI)
+ i
(− 12f3) ¯ΓIΓλµDµψDλXIDνXJDνXJ
+ i
(− 12f3) ¯ΓIΓλµψDµ(DλXI)DνXJDνXJ
+ i
(
+ 12f3 +
1
2 dˆ+
1
2s2
)
¯ΓIΓλµψDλX
IDµ(DνX
JDνXJ)
+ i
(
−dˆ− eˆ− s2
)
¯ΓIΓλµDνψDµX
IDνX
JDλX
J
+ i
(
+ 12f2 +
1
2g3 +
1
2g4 +
1
2g5
)
¯ΓIΓλµψ(F˜µλX
J)DνXIDνX
J
+ i
(
+ 12f3 +
1
2g1 +
1
2g2
)
¯ΓIΓλµψ(F˜µλX
I)DνX
JDνXJ
+ i
(
−dˆ− s2 − g3
)
¯ΓIΓλµψ(F˜µνX
J)DλX
IDνXJ
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+ i (−eˆ+ s2 − g2) ¯ΓIΓλµψ(F˜µνXI)DλXJDνXJ
+ i
(
+dˆ− g4
)
¯ΓIΓλµψ(F˜µνX
J)DνXIDλX
J
}
. (4.35)
The first seven lines can be written as two distinct total derivatives provided
− 12f2 = + 12f2 − dˆ = + 12f2 + eˆ− s2 , (4.36)
− 12f3 = + 12f3 + 12 dˆ+ 12s2 . (4.37)
The remaining terms vanish if
0 =− dˆ− eˆ− s2 , (4.38)
0 = + 12f2 +
1
2g3 +
1
2g4 +
1
2g5 , (4.39)
0 = + 12f3 +
1
2g1 +
1
2g2 , (4.40)
0 =− dˆ− s2 − g3 , (4.41)
0 =− eˆ+ s2 − g2 , (4.42)
0 = + dˆ− g4 . (4.43)
The solution to these simultaneous equations is
f2 = +dˆ , f3 = − 12 dˆ , s2 = 0 , eˆ = −dˆ , (4.44)
g1 = − 12 dˆ , g2 = +dˆ , g3 = −dˆ , g4 = +dˆ , g5 = −dˆ . (4.45)
Finally, the ΓI terms can be manipulated to arrive at
1
TM2
STr
{
+ i
(
− 12f2 − s3 + 4a− dˆ+ eˆ
)
¯ΓIDµψDνXIDµX
JDνX
J
+ i
(
+ 12f2 − s3 − eˆ
)
¯ΓIψDµ(DνXI)DµX
JDνX
J
+ i
(
+ 12f2
)
¯ΓIψDνXIDµ(DµX
J)DνX
J
+ i
(
+ 12f2 − s3 − g6 − dˆ
)
¯ΓIψDνXIDµX
JDµ(DνX
J)
+ i
(
− 12f3 − s4 + 4b+ dˆ
)
¯ΓIDµψDµX
IDνX
JDνXJ
+ i
(
+ 12f3
)
¯ΓIψDµ(DµX
I)DνX
JDνXJ
+ i
(
+ 12f3 − s4 + 12g6 + 12 dˆ
)
¯ΓIψDµX
IDµ(DνX
JDνXJ)
}
. (4.46)
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We see that the first four lines combine to form a total derivative if
− 12f2 − s3 + 4a− dˆ+ eˆ = + 12f2 − s3 − eˆ = + 12f2 = + 12f2 − s3 − g6 − dˆ . (4.47)
The last three lines form another total derivative provided
− 12f3 − s4 + 4b+ dˆ = + 12f3 = + 12f3 − s4 + 12g6 + 12 dˆ . (4.48)
Using the values for f2, f3 and eˆ in Eq. (4.44) we can solve these latest simultaneous equations to
discover
s3 = +dˆ , s4 = − 12 dˆ , g6 = −2dˆ , a = +dˆ , b = − 12 dˆ . (4.49)
To summarise, the four covariant derivative terms L˜4 are invariant up to boundary terms if the
coefficients in the Lagrangian and supersymmetry transformations are given by
a = +dˆ , b = − 12 dˆ , eˆ = −dˆ , (4.50)
f1 = +
1
6 dˆ , f2 = +dˆ , f3 = − 12 dˆ , (4.51)
s1 = +
1
2 dˆ , s2 = 0 , s3 = +dˆ , s4 = − 12 dˆ , (4.52)
g1 = − 12 dˆ , g2 = +dˆ , g3 = −dˆ , g4 = +dˆ ,
g5 = −dˆ , g6 = −2dˆ , g7 = + 12 dˆ , g8 = 0 . (4.53)
The coefficients in Eqs. (4.51) and (4.52) satisfy the relations previously found by Low [72].
We now consider the terms in δ′LBLG + δL1/TM2 which contain a total of three covariant
derivatives. These are,
δ˜L3 = 1TM2 STr
{
−Dµ(δ′1DXXI)DµXI + δ′2DXA˜µXIDµXI
+ i2δ
′
2DX ψ¯Γ
µDµψ +
i
2 ψ¯Γ
µDµ(δ
′
2DXψ)
+ i4δ
′
3DX ψ¯ΓIJ [X
I , XJ , ψ] + i4 ψ¯ΓIJ [X
I , XJ , δ′3DXψ]
+ 12ε
µρσFρσδ
′
1DXA˜µ
− 4a δA˜µXIDµXJDνXJDνXI − 4b δA˜µXIDµXIDνXJDνXJ
+ 3c εµνλ [δXI , XJ , XK ]DµX
IDνX
JDλX
K + 3c εµνλXIJKDµ(δX
I)DνX
JDλX
K
+ idˆ δ0DX ψ¯Γ
µΓIJDνψDµX
IDνXJ + idˆ ψ¯ΓµΓIJDν(δ0DXψ)DµX
IDνXJ
+ ieˆ δ0DX ψ¯Γ
µDνψDµX
IDνX
I + ieˆ ψ¯ΓµDν(δ0DXψ)DµX
IDνX
I
+ ifˆ δ1DX ψ¯Γ
IJKLDνψ X
IJKDνXL + ifˆ ψ¯ΓIJKLDν(δ1DXψ)X
IJKDνXL
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+ igˆ δ1DX ψ¯Γ
IJDνψ X
IJKDνXK + igˆ ψ¯ΓIJDν(δ1DXψ)X
IJKDνXK
+ ihˆ δ1DX ψ¯Γ
IJ [XJ , XK , ψ]DµXIDµX
K + ihˆ ψ¯ΓIJ [XJ , XK , δ1DXψ]D
µXIDµX
K
+ iˆi δ1DX ψ¯Γ
µν [XI , XJ , ψ]DµX
IDνX
J + iˆi ψ¯Γµν [XI , XJ , δ1DXψ]DµX
IDνX
J
+ iˆj δ1DX ψ¯Γ
µνΓIJ [XJ , XK , ψ]DµX
IDνX
K
+ iˆj ψ¯ΓµνΓIJ [XJ , XK , δ1DXψ]DµX
IDνX
K
}
. (4.54)
Once again we insert the appropriate supersymmetry transformations, canonically reorder ψ¯ and
 using the spinor flip condition Eq. (A.2) and then commute the worldvolume Γ-matrices through
the transverse ones. The result is
STr
{
− is5¯ΓIJKLMΓµDν(ψDµXJXKLM )DνXI − is6¯ΓKLMΓµDν(ψDµXIXKLM )DνXI
− is7¯ΓJLMΓµDν(ψDµXJXILM )DνXI − is8¯ΓILMΓµDν(ψDµXJXJLM )DνXI
− is9¯ΓMΓµDν(ψDµXJXIJM )DνXI
− ig1¯ΓJΓµψ[XJ , XI , DµXI ]DνXKDνXK − ig2¯ΓJΓνψ[XJ , XI , DµXI ]DµXKDνXK
− ig3¯ΓJΓνψ[XK , XI , DµXI ]DµXJDνXK − ig4¯ΓJΓνψ[XK , XI , DµXI ]DµXKDνXJ
− ig5¯ΓJΓµψ[XK , XI , DµXI ]DνXJDνXK − ig6¯ΓJΓµνλψ[XK , XI , DµXI ]DνXJDλXK
− ig7¯ΓJKLΓµνλψ[XJ , XI , DµXI ]DνXKDλXL − ig8¯ΓJKLΓνψ[XJ , XI , DµXI ]DµXKDνXL
+ i2f4¯Γ
IJKLMΓνλΓµDµψDνX
IDλX
JXKLM − i2f4¯ΓIJKLMΓνλΓµψDµ(DνXIDλXJXKLM )
− i2f5¯ΓKLMΓνλΓµDµψDνXJDλXKXJLM + i2f5¯ΓKLMΓνλΓµψDµ(DνXJDλXKXJLM )
+ i2f6¯Γ
MΓνλΓµDµψDνX
JDλX
KXJKM − i2f6¯ΓMΓνλΓµψDµ(DνXJDλXKXJKM )
+ i2f7¯Γ
KLMΓµDµψDνX
JDνXJXKLM − i2f7¯ΓKLMΓµψDµ(DνXJDνXJXKLM )
+ i2f8¯Γ
KLMΓµDµψDνX
JDνXKXJLM − i2f8¯ΓKLMΓµψDµ(DνXJDνXKXJLM )
− i4f1¯ΓKLMΓIJΓµνλ[XI , XJ , ψ]DµXKDνXLDλXM
+ i4f1¯Γ
KLMΓIJΓµνλψ[XI , XJ , DµX
KDνX
LDλX
M ]
− i4f2¯ΓKΓIJΓµ[XI , XJ , ψ]DµXLDνXLDνXK
+ i4f2¯Γ
KΓIJΓµψ[XI , XJ , DµX
LDνX
LDνXK ]
− i4f3¯ΓKΓIJΓµ[XI , XJ , ψ]DµXKDνXLDνXL
+ i4f3¯Γ
KΓIJΓµψ[XI , XJ , DµX
KDνX
LDνXL]
+ i2g9ε
µρσ ¯ΓKLMΓµνψD
νXIXKLM (F˜ρσX
I) + i2g10ε
µρσ ¯ΓJLMΓµνψD
νXJXILM (F˜ρσX
I)
+ i2g11ε
µρσ ¯ΓMΓµνψD
νXJXIJM (F˜ρσX
I) + i2g12ε
µρσ ¯ΓKLMψDµX
IXKLM (F˜ρσX
I)
+ i2g13ε
µρσ ¯ΓJLMψDµX
JXILM (F˜ρσX
I) + i2g14ε
µρσ ¯ΓMψDµX
JXIJM (F˜ρσX
I)
− 4ia ¯ΓKΓµ[XK , XI , ψ]DµXJDνXJDνXI − 4ib ¯ΓKΓµ[XK , XI , ψ]DµXIDνXJDνXJ
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+ 3ic εµνλ ¯ΓI [ψ,XJ , XK ]DµX
IDνX
JDλX
K + 3ic εµνλ ¯ΓIDµψDνX
JDλX
KXIJK
− i6 dˆ ¯ΓKLMΓIJΓµDνψDµXIDνXJXKLM − i6 dˆ ¯ΓKLMΓIJΓµψDν(XKLM )DµXIDνXJ
− i6 eˆ ¯ΓKLMΓµDνψDµXIDνXIXKLM + i6 eˆ ¯ΓKLMΓµψDν(XKLM )DµXIDνXI
+ ifˆ ¯ΓMΓIJKLΓµDνψX
IJKDνXLDµX
M + ifˆ ¯ΓMΓIJKLΓµψDν(DµX
M )XIJKDνXL
+ igˆ ¯ΓLΓIJΓµDνψX
IJKDνXKDµX
L − igˆ ¯ΓLΓIJΓµψDν(DµXL)XIJKDνXK
+ ihˆ ¯ΓLΓIJΓµ[XJ , XK , ψ]DνXIDνX
KDµX
L − ihˆ ¯ΓLΓIJΓµψ[XJ , XK , DµXL]DνXIDνXK
+ iˆi ¯ΓKΓλΓµν [XI , XJ , ψ]DµX
IDνX
JDλX
K − iˆi ¯ΓKΓλΓµνψ[XI , XJ , DλXK ]DµXIDνXJ
+ iˆj ¯ΓLΓIJΓλΓµν [XJ , XK , ψ]DµX
IDνX
KDλX
L
+ iˆj ¯ΓLΓIJΓλΓµνψ[XJ , XK , DλX
L]DµX
IDνX
K
}
. (4.55)
We have omitted the calculations due to their length (they can be found in appendix B) however,
after using worldvolume dualisation and performing the Γ-matrix algebra we find all the terms
in δ˜L3 can be assembled into total derivatives or made to vanish through the gauge invariance
condition in Eq. (4.5). As in δ˜L4, this requires the coefficients to satisfy certain constraints. Using
the coefficient data from δ˜L4 we can solve these additional simultaneous equations to find that δ˜L3
is invariant if
c = + 23 dˆ , fˆ = +
1
6 dˆ , gˆ = − 12 dˆ , hˆ = +dˆ , iˆ = −dˆ , jˆ = −dˆ , (4.56)
f4 = +
1
12 dˆ , f5 = 0 , f6 = − 32 dˆ , f7 = − 112 dˆ , f8 = + 12 dˆ , (4.57)
s5 = +
1
6 dˆ , s6 = 0 , s7 = 0 , s8 = 0 , s9 = +dˆ , (4.58)
g9 = 0 , g10 = +
1
2 dˆ , g11 = 0 , g12 = 0 , g13 = 0 , g14 = +dˆ . (4.59)
Demonstrating invariance of the terms δ˜L2, δ˜L1 and δ˜L0 proceeds analogously to δ˜L4 and
δ˜L3 only now the presence of two or more 3-brackets means we can manipulate terms using the
fundamental identity in Eq. (2.25) as well as the A4 identities in Eqs. (4.9) and (4.10). We find
invariance of δ˜L2 is achieved if,
d = +dˆ , e = − 16 dˆ , kˆ = + 12 dˆ , lˆ = − 12 dˆ , nˆ = − 12 dˆ , (4.60)
f9 = − 112 dˆ , f10 = + 12 dˆ , (4.61)
s10 = − 112 dˆ , s11 = + 12 dˆ , (4.62)
g15 = − 112 dˆ . (4.63)
The additional constraints from invariance of the δ˜L1 terms are pˆ = − 14 dˆ and f11 = + 172 dˆ
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whilst the δ˜L0 terms require f = + 172 dˆ.
We have been able to determine all the arbitrary coefficients in the order 1/TM2 Lagrangian
and supersymmetry transformations up to a scale factor parametrised by dˆ. The numerical value
for dˆ can be fixed by reference to the action for a single M2-brane in Eq. (4.2). We have seen in
moving from a single M2-brane to multiple M2-branes the lowest order scalar kinetic terms are
generalised as
− 12∂µXI∂µXI → Tr
(− 12DµXIDµXI) . (4.64)
It seems reasonable that the 1/TM2 corrections in Eq. (4.2) have a similar generalisation so that
1
TM2
(
+ 14∂µX
I∂µXJ∂νX
I∂νXJ − 18∂µXI∂µXI∂νXJ∂νXJ
)
→ 1TM2 STr
(
+ 14DµX
IDµXJDνX
IDνXJ − 18DµXIDµXIDνXJDνXJ
)
. (4.65)
Thus, comparing with the 1/TM2 ansatz in Eq. (4.11) we find a = +dˆ = +
1
4 and b = − 12 dˆ = − 18
which implies dˆ = + 14 . Having fixed the scale parameter the remaining numerical values of the
coefficients are10,
s1 = +
1
8 , f1 = +
1
24 , g1 = − 18 , a = + 14 ,
s2 = 0 , f2 = +
1
4 , g2 = +
1
4 , b = − 18 ,
s3 = +
1
4 , f3 = − 18 , g3 = − 14 , c = + 16 ,
s4 = − 18 , f4 = + 148 , g4 = + 14 , d = + 14 ,
s5 = +
1
24 , f5 = 0 , g5 = − 14 , e = − 124 ,
s6 = 0 , f6 = − 38 , g6 = − 12 , f = + 1288 ,
s7 = 0 , f7 = − 148 , g7 = + 18 , dˆ = + 14 ,
s8 = 0 , f8 = +
1
8 , g8 = 0 , eˆ = − 14 ,
s9 = +
1
4 , f9 = − 148 , g9 = 0 fˆ = + 124 , (4.66)
s10 = − 148 , f10 = + 18 , g10 = + 18 , gˆ = − 18 ,
s11 = +
1
8 , f11 = +
1
288 , g11 = 0 , hˆ = +
1
4 ,
g12 = 0 , iˆ = − 14 ,
g13 = 0 , jˆ = − 14 ,
g14 = +
1
4 , kˆ = +
1
8 ,
g15 = − 148 , lˆ = − 18 ,
10In comparing our results for the Lagrangian coefficients to those of [70] we find some differences: although the
values for the coefficients a, b, d-f and dˆ-gˆ match, in [70] nonzero values are assigned to mˆ and oˆ whereas we
have found they should be dropped from the A4 Lagrangian. For the remaining coefficients, c and hˆ-pˆ, we find the
absolute values match but that there is disagreement over signs.
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nˆ = − 18 ,
pˆ = − 116 .
4.3 Closure of the Superalgebra
We have seen that the higher derivative corrected Euclidean BLG theory is invariant under our
supersymmetry ansatz. However, for a truly supersymmetric theory the supersymmetry transfor-
mations must close on-shell on to translations and gauge transformations. In this section we show
the superalgebra does indeed close for the coefficients listed in (4.66). In the absence of cubic
fermion terms in δ′XIa and δ
′A˜µba and quadratic fermions in δ′ψa we are unable to close on the
fermion field.
We present only our results here as the detailed calculations are long (more details are given
in appendix C). Our methodology in the closure calculations is the same for both the scalar and
gauge fields and we detail it here. We first separate out certain terms according to their number
of covariant derivatives and then insert the relevant supersymmetry transformations. Next, we use
the relation {Γµ,ΓI} = 0 to group all worldvolume Γ-matrices together and then expand them out
using the Clifford algebra relation. Following this, we perform the (1 ↔ 2) antisymmetrisation in
the supersymmetry parameters making heavy use of Eq. (A.3). The transverse Γ-matrix algebra
is performed next and our calculations have again been helped by using the symbolic computer
package Cadabra [73, 74]. Finally, we simplify the remaining expressions wherever possible using
the identities in Eqs. (4.25) and (4.26).
4.3.1 Closure on the Scalar Fields
The full supersymmetry transformations can be written as δ˜ = δ + δ′ where δ are the lowest order
variations and δ′ are the 1/TM2 corrections. Closure on the scalars then takes the form
[δ˜1, δ˜2]X
I
a = [δ1, δ2]X
I
a + (δ1δ
′
2 + δ
′
1δ2)X
I
a − (δ2δ′1 + δ′2δ1)XIa + [δ′1, δ′2]XIa . (4.67)
The lowest order commutator, [δ1, δ2]X
I
a , closes on to translations and gauge transformations [13]
as we have seen previously. The commutator [δ′1, δ
′
2]X
I
a is O(T−2M2) and can be ignored because we
are not considering the T−2M2 corrections to the supersymmetry transformations. The remaining
mixed terms, (δ1δ
′
2 + δ
′
1δ2)X
I
a − (δ2δ′1 + δ′2δ1)XIa , are the focus of this section and must be zero for
the algebra to close. As closing on the scalar field does not involve use of the equation of motion the
mixed terms must be zero either through symmetry arguments or by constraining the coefficients to
be zero. Performing the supervariations we find that the resulting terms can be grouped according
to the number of covariant derivatives they contain. To begin, we consider terms which involve
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three covariant derivatives,
TM2 (δ1δ
′
2X
I
a + δ
′
1δ2X
I
a)3DX − (1↔ 2)
= + i(6f1 − 2s1 − 2s2)(¯2ΓJKΓµνλ1)DµXIbDνXJc DλXKd dbcda
+ i(2f2 + 2s2 − 2s3)(¯2Γµ1)DµXJb DνXIcDνXJd dbcda
+ i(2f3 − 2s2 − 2s4)(¯2Γµ1)DµXIbDνXJc DνXJd dbcda . (4.68)
Closure requires each of these terms is zero. Hence,
f1 = +
1
3s1 +
1
3s2 , f2 = −s2 + s3 , f3 = +s2 + s4 . (4.69)
Next, we consider terms which involve two covariant derivatives,
TM2 (δ1δ
′
2X
I
a + δ
′
1δ2X
I
a)2DX − (1↔ 2)
= + i(6f4 − s1 + 2s7)(¯2ΓJKLMΓµν1)DµXJb DνXKc XILMd dbcda
+ i(4f4 − 13s2 − 2s5 − 2s6)(¯2ΓJKLMΓµν1)DµXIbDνXJc XKLMd dbcda
+ i(2f5 + 2s1 − 6s5 + 2s8)(¯2ΓIKLMΓµν1)DµXJb DνXKc XJLMd dbcda
+ i(2f6 + 2s1 + 2s9)(¯2Γ
µν1)DµX
J
b DνX
K
c X
IJK
d d
bcd
a
+ i(6f7 − s4 + 2s7)(¯2ΓJK1)DµXLb DµXLc XIJKd dbcda
+ i(2f8 − s3 + 6s6 + 2s8)(¯2ΓKL1)DµXIbDµXJc XJKLd dbcda
+ i(−4f8 + 4s7 + 2s9)(¯2ΓKL1)DµXJb DµXLc XIJKd dbcda . (4.70)
These two derivatives terms are then zero if
f4 =
1
6s1 − 13s7 , f4 = 112s2 + 12s5 + 12s6 , (4.71)
f5 = −s1 + 3s5 − s8 , f6 = −s1 − s9 , f7 = 16s4 − 13s7 , (4.72)
f8 =
1
2s3 − 3s6 − s8 , f8 = s7 + 12s9 . (4.73)
The terms which involve a single covariant derivative are
TM2 (δ1δ
′
2X
I
a + δ
′
1δ2X
I
a)1DX − (1↔ 2)
= + i(2f9 − 2s6 − 2s10)(¯2Γµ1)DµXIbXJKLc XJKLd dbcda
+ i(2f10 − 2s7 − 2s8 − 2s11)(¯2Γµ1)DµXJb XIKLc XJKLd dbcda . (4.74)
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Closure requires
f9 = s6 + s10 , f10 = s7 + s8 + s11 . (4.75)
Finally, we consider those terms which contain no covariant derivatives,
TM2 (δ1δ
′
2X
I
a + δ
′
1δ2X
I
a)0DX − (1↔ 2)
= + i
(
6f11 − s10 − 13s11
)
(¯2Γ
JK1)X
IJK
b X
LMN
c X
LMN
d d
bcd
a , (4.76)
and we require
f11 =
1
6s10 +
1
18s11 . (4.77)
It is easily verified that the conditions for closure are satisfied when the f and s coefficients
take the values found in (4.66).
4.3.2 Closure on the Gauge Fields
Closing the algebra on A˜µ gives
[δ˜1, δ˜2]A˜µ
b
a = [δ1, δ2]A˜µ
b
a + (δ1δ
′
2 + δ
′
1δ2)A˜µ
b
a − (δ2δ′1 + δ′2δ1)A˜µba + [δ′1, δ′2]A˜µba . (4.78)
As for the scalar field, the terms in [δ′1, δ
′
2]A˜µ
b
a can be ignored. The lowest order terms may be
written as
[δ1, δ2]A˜µ
b
a = + 2i(¯2Γ
ν1)εµνλ
(
1
2ε
ρσλF˜ρσ
b
a + EAλab
)
− 2i(¯2ΓIJ1)XIcDµXJd f cdba , (4.79)
where EAλab is the lowest order gauge field equation of motion. From the presence of covariant
derivatives in the higher derivative Lagrangian it follows that the gauge field equation of motion
picks up 1/TM2 corrections. Hence for on-shell closure we require the mixed terms make the
following contribution to the higher order equation of motion
(δ1δ
′
2 + δ
′
1δ2)A˜µ
b
a − (1↔ 2) = + 2iTM2 (¯2Γν1)εµνλE′Aλab (4.80)
= + 2iTM2 (¯2Γ
ν1)εµνλ
(
+ 4aDλXJe D
ρXJfDρX
I
gX
I
c
)
defgdf
cdb
a
+ 2iTM2 (¯2Γ
ν1)εµνλ
(
+ 4bDλXIeD
ρXJfDρX
J
gX
I
c
)
defgdf
cdb
a
+ 2iTM2 (¯2Γ
ν1)εµνλ
(
+ 3c ερσλDρX
J
e DσX
K
f X
IJK
g X
I
c
)
defgdf
cdb
a
+ 2iTM2 (¯2Γ
ν1)εµνλ
(
+
(
2
3d+ 2e
)
DλXIeX
JKL
f X
JKL
g X
I
c
)
defgdf
cdb
a
+O(ψ2) , (4.81)
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with all others terms in (δ1δ
′
2 + δ
′
1δ2)A˜µ
b
a− (1↔ 2) being zero. Once again, the closure terms can
be neatly split according to their number of covariant derivatives. We first consider terms which
involve three covariant derivatives,
TM2 (δ1δ
′
2A˜µ
b
a + δ
′
1δ2A˜µ
b
a)3DX − (1↔ 2)
= + i(2f2 − 2g5 − 2g6)εµνλ(¯2Γν1)XIcDρXIeDλXJfDρXJg defgdf cdba
+ i(2f3 − 2g1 + 2g6)εµνλ(¯2Γν1)XIcDλXIeDρXJfDρXJg defgdf cdba
+ i(−2g2 + 2g3 − 2g6)ενλρ(¯2Γν1)XIcDλXIeDµXJfDρXJg defgdf cdba
+ i(−2g3 + 2g5 − 2g8)(¯2ΓJK1)DµXJe DνXKf DνXIgXIc defgdf cdba
+ i(−6f1 + 2g7 + 2g8)ενλρ(¯2ΓIJKLΓρ1)XIcDµXJe DνXKf DλXLg defgdf cdba
+ i(2f3 − 2g1 − 2g8)(¯2ΓIJ1)XIcDµXJe DνXKf DνXKg defgdf cdba
+ i(2f2 − 2g2 + 2g8)(¯2ΓIK1)XIcDµXJe DνXJfDνXKg defgdf cdba . (4.82)
The first and second terms form part of the higher derivative equation of motion and after com-
paring with Eq. (4.81) we find
2f2 − 2g5 − 2g6 = 8a , 2f3 − 2g1 + 2g6 = 8b . (4.83)
The remaining coefficients must be zero for closure of the superalgebra. Hence,
f1 =
1
3g7 +
1
3g8 , f2 = g2 − g8 , f3 = g1 + g8 , (4.84)
g2 − g3 + g6 = 0 , g3 − g5 + g8 = 0 . (4.85)
Next we consider terms which involve two covariant derivatives,
TM2 (δ1δ
′
2A˜µ
b
a + δ
′
1δ2A˜µ
b
a)2DX − (1↔ 2)
= + i(4f6 + 2g8 − 2g11 − 2g14)(¯2Γν1)XIcDµXJe DνXKf XIJKg defgdf cdba
+ i(2f5 + 2f6 − g6 + 2g7 + 6g9)εµνλ(¯2ΓKL1)XIcDνXIeDλXJfXJKLg defgdf cdba
+ i(4f5 + 4g7 − 4g10 + 2g11)εµνλ(¯2ΓKL1)XIcDνXJe DλXLf XIJKg defgdf cdba
+ i(2f8 + g5 − 6g9)(¯2ΓµΓIJKL1)XIcDνXJe DνXMf XKLMg defgdf cdba
+ i(12f4 − 2f5 + g3 − g8 + 6g9)(¯2ΓνΓIJLM 1)XIcDµXJe DνXKf XKLMg defgdf cdba
+ i(−12f4 + 2f5 + g4 + g8 − 6g12)(¯2ΓνΓIJKL1)XIcDνXJe DµXMf XKLMg defgdf cdba
+ i(12f4 − g8 − 2g10 − 2g13)(¯2ΓνΓJKLM 1)XIcDµXJe DνXKf XILMg defgdf cdba . (4.86)
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4.3 Closure of the Superalgebra
The first term contributes to the gauge field equation of motion. After multiplying out the ε-tensors
in Eq. (4.81) we find that closure on-shell requires
4f6 + 2g8 − 2g11 − 2g14 = −12c . (4.87)
The remaining terms are zero provided
f4 =
1
12g8 +
1
6g10 +
1
6g13 , (4.88)
6f4 − f5 = − 12g3 + 12g8 − 3g9 , 6f4 − f5 = 12g4 + 12g8 − 3g12 , (4.89)
f5 = −g7 + g10 − 12g11 , (4.90)
f5 + f6 =
1
2g6 − g7 − 3g9 , f8 = − 12g5 + 3g9 . (4.91)
The terms which involve a single covariant derivative are
TM2 (δ1δ
′
2A˜µ
b
a + δ
′
1δ2A˜µ
b
a)1DX − (1↔ 2)
= + i(2f9 +
2
3f10 + 2g9 +
2
3g10 − 2g15)(¯2Γν1)εµνλDλXIeXJKLf XJKLg XIc defgdf cdba
+ i(2f9 − 23g13 − 2g15)(¯2ΓIJ1)DµXJe XKLMf XKLMg XIc defgdf cdba
+ i(2f10 + 2g13 − g14)(¯2ΓLM 1)DµXJe XIJKf XKLMg XIc defgdf cdba . (4.92)
The first term forms part of the gauge field equation of motion. Comparing with Eq. (4.81) we see
that
2f9 +
2
3f10 + 2g9 +
2
3g10 − 2g15 = + 43d+ 4e . (4.93)
The remaining coefficients must be zero hence,
f9 =
1
3g13 + g15 , f10 = −g13 + 12g14 . (4.94)
Next we consider terms which involve no covariant derivatives,
TM2 (δ1δ
′
2A˜µ
b
a + δ
′
1δ2A˜µ
b
a)0DX − (1↔ 2)
= + i
(
2f11 − 13g15
)
(¯2ΓµΓ
IJKL1)X
JKL
e X
MNO
f X
MNO
g X
I
c d
efg
df
cdb
a . (4.95)
At first sight we should take the coefficient to be zero however, using the identity (4.26) we can
show that the term is zero independently of its coefficient and consequently this part of algebra
closes automatically.
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4.4 Summary of Results
Once more it is easy to verify that all the gauge field closure conditions are satisfied by the
coefficients listed in (4.66).
4.4 Summary of Results
In summary, we have found that the maximally supersymmetric higher derivative corrected La-
grangian of the A4 BLG theory, to lowest nontrivial order in fermions, is
L = LBLG + 1TM2 STr
{
+ 14 D
µXIDµX
JDνXJDνX
I − 18 DµXIDµXIDνXJDνXJ
+ 16 ε
µνλXIJKDµX
IDνX
JDλX
K
+ 14 X
IJKXIJLDµXKDµX
L − 124 XIJKXIJKDµXLDµXL
+ 1288 X
IJKXIJKXLMNXLMN
+ i4 ψ¯Γ
µΓIJDνψDµX
IDνX
J − i4 ψ¯ΓµDνψDµXIDνXI
+ i24 ψ¯Γ
IJKLDνψ XIJKDνX
L − i8 ψ¯ΓIJDνψ XIJKDνXK
+ i4 ψ¯Γ
IJ [XJ , XK , ψ]DµXIDµX
K
− i4 ψ¯Γµν [XI , XJ , ψ]DµXIDνXJ − i4 ψ¯ΓµνΓIJ [XJ , XK , ψ]DµXIDνXK
+ i8 ψ¯Γ
µΓIJ [XK , XL, ψ]DµX
IXJKL − i8 ψ¯Γµ[XI , XJ , ψ]DµXKXIJK
− i8 ψ¯ΓµΓIJ [XK , XL, ψ]DµXLXIJK
− i16 ψ¯ΓIJ [XK , XL, ψ]XIJMXKLM
}
, (4.96)
where LBLG was given in Eq. (2.37). The preceding Lagrangian is invariant under the following
N = 8 supersymmetry transformations;
δXIa = i(¯Γ
Iψa) +
1
TM2
{
+ i8 (¯Γ
IJKΓµνψb)DµX
J
c DνX
K
d d
bcd
a
+ i4 (¯Γ
Jψb)DµX
I
cD
µXJd d
bcd
a
− i8 (¯ΓIψb)DµXJc DµXJd dbcda
+ i24 (¯Γ
IJKLMΓµψb)DµX
J
c X
KLM
d d
bcd
a
+ i4 (¯Γ
MΓµψb)DµX
J
c X
IJM
d d
bcd
a
− i48 (¯ΓIψb)XJKLc XJKLd dbcda
+ i8 (¯Γ
Lψb)X
JKL
c X
JKI
d d
bcd
a
}
, (4.97)
δψa = Γ
µΓIDµX
I
a − 16ΓIJKXIJKa + 1TM2
{
+ 124Γ
JKLΓµνλDµX
J
b DνX
K
c DλX
L
d d
bcd
a
+ 14Γ
KΓµDµX
J
b DνX
J
c D
νXKd d
bcd
a
− 18ΓKΓµDµXKb DνXJc DνXJd dbcda
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+ 148Γ
JKLMNΓµνDµX
J
b DνX
K
c X
LMN
d d
bcd
a
− 38ΓMΓµνDµXJb DνXKc XJKMd dbcda
− 148ΓKLM DµXJb DµXJc XKLMd dbcda
+ 18Γ
KLM DµX
J
b D
µXKc X
JLM
d d
bcd
a
− 148ΓJΓµDµXJb XKLMc XKLMd dbcda
+ 18Γ
MΓµDµX
J
b X
JKL
c X
KLM
d d
bcd
a
+ 1288Γ
NOP XJKLb X
JKL
c X
NOP
d d
bcd
a
}
, (4.98)
δA˜µ
b
a = i¯ΓµΓIX
I
cψdf
cdb
a +
1
TM2
{− i8 (¯ΓµΓIψe)DνXJfDνXJgXIc defgdf cdba
+ i4 (¯Γ
νΓIψe)DµX
J
fDνX
J
gX
I
c d
efg
df
cdb
a
− i4 (¯ΓνΓJψe)DµXJfDνXIgXIc defgdf cdba
+ i4 (¯Γ
νΓJψe)DµX
I
fD
νXJgX
I
c d
efg
df
cdb
a
− i4 (¯ΓµΓJψe)DνXJfDνXIgXIc defgdf cdba
− i2 (¯ΓµνλΓJψe)DνXJfDλXIgXIc defgdf cdba
+ i8 (¯ΓµνλΓ
IJKψe)D
νXJfD
λXKg X
I
c d
efg
df
cdb
a
+ i8 (¯ΓµνΓ
JLMψe)D
νXJfX
ILM
g X
I
c d
efg
df
cdb
a
+ i4 (¯Γ
Mψe)DµX
J
fX
IJM
g X
I
c d
efg
df
cdb
a
− i48 (¯ΓµΓIψe)XJKLf XJKLg XIc defgdf cdba
}
. (4.99)
4.5 Conclusions
In this chapter we have determined the four-derivative order corrections to both the supersymmetry
transformations and Lagrangian of the A4 Bagger-Lambert-Gustavsson theory. Supersymmetric
invariance of the Lagrangian requires that the arbitrary coefficients in the system are fixed up to
an overall scale parameter and by reference to the Abelian DBI action for a single M2-brane, the
scale parameter is itself fixed leading to definite numerical values for all the coefficients. We have
also shown that the supersymmetry algebra closes on-shell on the scalar and gauge fields at linear
order in the fermions. With the coefficients we have determined, it can also be demonstrated that
the presence of higher derivative corrections in the fermion supersymmetry does not modify the
BPS equation.
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5 Periodic Arrays of M2-branes
One of the early results of the M2-brane theories [12–16]11 was that their relation to D2-branes
arises by a ‘novel Higgs mechanism’ [30] where, far out on the Coulomb branch, the nondynamical
gauge fields ‘eat’ a scalar so that the theory is described at low energy - low compared to the vacuum
expectation value (vev) on the Coulomb branch - by three-dimensional maximally supersymmetric
Yang-Mills (3D-SYM). On the other hand, at least naively, the most straightforward way to reduce
from M2-branes to D2-branes is to compactify one transverse dimension on a circle. This can be
done by considering an infinite array of M2-branes with equal spacing between them along some
direction. Such arrays of D-branes were considered in [75] within the context of T-duality and
therefore it is of interest to extend this discussion to the case of M2-branes.
At first this would seem to be a clear-cut and well-defined goal. After all the ABJM model [16]
allows us to consider an arbitrary number of M2-branes located in any configuration in C4/Zk. We
can therefore use this to describe an infinite periodic array. In particular the vacuum is described
by the scalar field vev:
〈ZA′〉 = 0 , 〈Z4〉 = 2piiR

. . .
1
0
−1
. . .

, (5.1)
where A′ = 1, 2, 3. Note that each entry should be viewed as multiplying an M×M identity matrix
corresponding to M M2-branes located at each site. This configuration is illustrated in Figure 1,
where we have also indicated the action of the inherent Zk orbifold. One might worry about the
2πR
2π
k
ImZ4
ReZ4
Figure 1: The array of M2-branes
11For a review see [19].
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effect of this orbifold however this could in principle be avoided by taking k = 1. Although this is
strongly coupled we might expect to recover a weak coupling expansion by taking the periodicity
2piR small and thus reducing to type IIA string theory.
On further reflection more serious difficulties present themselves. Although the vacuum configu-
ration of an infinite periodic array is readily accommodated for in the ABJM model, the dynamics
of the array come from considering an additional orbifold that imposes a discrete translational
invariance along the array, as was done for D-branes in [75]. But in the ABJM model this transla-
tional invariance is broken and, even for k = 1, it is not a symmetry of the Lagrangian. Rather, the
restoration of this shift symmetry at k = 1 is through nonperturbative effects involving monopole
(’t Hooft) operators [76]. Another issue is that the classical Lagrangian analysis gives spurious
massless fluctuations whenever two M2-branes lie at the same distance from the origin, which are
expected to be lifted by nonperturbative effects [77]12.
Another puzzle is that in the D-brane analysis taking a periodic array leads to an infinite tower
of massive states. These have a natural interpretation in string theory as the Kaluza-Klein (KK)
modes of the T-dual D-brane that is wrapped on a circle. But when taking such an array in M-
theory one would not expect to find an extra tower of KK-like states of D2-branes. What happens
to these modes?
Nevertheless, even with all these difficulties, since the ABJM theory is supposed to describe an
arbitrary number of M2-branes, and at least for large k it is weakly coupled and perturbatively
reliable, there ought to be some prescription for studying the periodic array and obtaining a suitable
description of D2-branes, and more generally Dp-branes, from M-theory. The aim of this chapter
then is to do just that. We note that there are also other papers that relate M2-branes to Dp-branes
[36, 41, 78, 79].
Another motivation for studying arrays of M2-branes is that one might expect that a cubic
periodic array of M2-branes could somehow be related via an M-theory version of T-duality, to
M5-branes wrapped on T3.
The rest of this chapter is organised as follows. In section 5.1 we discuss the M2-brane array
and the way in which we impose discrete translational invariance on the ABJM theory and the
regularisation method that we use. In section 5.2 we then evaluate the Lagrangian to obtain
the Lagrangian for the periodic M2-brane array. In section 5.3 we show how this Lagrangian is
related to that of three-dimensional maximally supersymmetric Yang-Mills and hence D2-branes
in string theory. In section 5.4 we consider a further T-duality along a transverse torus which
maps our result to a non-manifest-Lorentz invariant five-dimensional Lagrangian which is similarly
related to five-dimensional maximally supersymmetric Yang-Mills. Finally in section 5.5 we give
our conclusions.
12Although in the case at hand this problem seems to be washed-away by the sum over the infinite array.
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5.1 Set-up
5.1 Set-up
The ABJM Lagrangian is
LABJM = −Tr(DµZADµZ¯A)− iTr(Ψ¯AγµDµΨA) + LY ukawa − V + LCS , (5.2)
where
DµZ
A =∂µZ
A − iALµZA + iZAARµ , (5.3)
V =− 2
3
Tr
(
[ZA, ZB ; Z¯C ][Z¯A, Z¯B ;Z
C ]− 1
2
[ZA, ZB ; Z¯A][Z¯C , Z¯B ;Z
C ]
)
, (5.4)
LY ukawa =− iTr(Ψ¯A[ΨA, ZB ; Z¯B ]) + 2iTr(Ψ¯A[ΨB , ZB ; Z¯A])
+
i
2
εABCDTr(Ψ¯
A[ZB , ZC ; ΨD])− i
2
εABCDTr(Z¯D[ΨA,ΨB ; Z¯C ]) , (5.5)
LCS = k
4pi
εµνλ
(
Tr
(
ALµ∂νA
L
λ −
2i
3
ALµA
L
νA
L
λ
)
− Tr
(
ARµ ∂νA
R
λ −
2i
3
ARµA
R
ν A
R
λ
))
, (5.6)
and
[ZA, ZB ; Z¯C ] =
2pi
k
(ZAZ¯CZ
B − ZBZ¯CZA) . (5.7)
At this point we should mention our conventions. Firstly A,B = 1, 2, 3, 4, A′, B′ = 1, 2, 3,
µ = 0, 1, 2 and Ψ¯A = Ψ
T
Aγ0, where γµ are a real basis of the three-dimensional Clifford algebra.
We raise/lower the SU(4) A,B indices when taking a Hermitian conjugate. To describe an infinite
array of M2-branes we need to consider infinite matrices ZAmn, where m,n ∈ Z and, for each m,n,
ZAmn is itself an M ×M matrix. We use Z¯A to denote the Hermitian matrix conjugate of the
full infinite-dimensional system: in components (Z¯A)mn = Z
†
Anm, where † denotes the matrix
Hermitian conjugate of the internal M ×M matrix.
The maximally supersymmetric vacua of this Lagrangian consist of commuting scalars. Hence
the configuration (5.1) is indeed a good vacuum and describesM M2-branes located at ImZ4 = 2piin
for every n ∈ Z. The infinite array is invariant under the shift symmetry Z4 → Z4 + 2piiR:
〈Z4mn〉 → 〈Z4mn〉+ 2piiRδmn (5.8)
= 2piiR(n+ 1)δmn (5.9)
= 〈Z4m+1n+1〉 . (5.10)
Next we need to impose the above finite shift symmetry on the whole theory, including the fluctu-
ations. We can think of this as an orbifold action on M2-branes where the orbifold group is Γ = Z
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acting by
ZAmn → ZAm+1n+1 , (5.11)
and similarly for the other fields. We must then consider configurations of M2-branes that are
invariant under the action of Γ , with the exception of Z4 which is allowed to carry integer ‘winding
number’ along the array:
ZAmn = 2piiRδ
A
4 δmn + Z
A
(m−1)(n−1) , (5.12)
ALµmn = A
L
µ (m−1)(n−1) , A
R
µmn = A
R
µ (m−1)(n−1) , (5.13)
ΨAmn = ΨA (m−1)(n−1) . (5.14)
As mentioned above the problem with this group action is that it is not a symmetry of the La-
grangian. Imposing it leads to additional constraints. Furthermore it is not consistent with the
supersymmetry transformations. Nevertheless we simply proceed and consider the theory in this
case.
We first note that the infinite size of the array leads to divergent terms in the Lagrangian. For
example consider the kinetic term for the scalars
∑
m,n
tr(∂µZ
A
mn∂
µZ¯Anm) =
∑
m,n
tr(∂µZ
A
m−n0∂
µZ†Am−n0) (5.15)
=
∑
q
∑
p
tr(∂µZ
A
p0∂
µZ†Ap0) (5.16)
= |Γ|
∑
p
tr(∂µZ
A
p0∂
µZ†Ap0) , (5.17)
where
|Γ| =
∑
q
1 . (5.18)
In the D-brane case [75] the effect of this divergence is harmless as each term in the Lagrangian
comes with the same overall factor of |Γ|. In our case however, the fact that the shift invariance
we impose is not a symmetry of the Lagrangian, causes other divergences to appear. We therefore
need a way to regulate and compare divergences.
To do this we simply consider a very large but finite array consisting of M2-branes located
at Z4 = 2piinR with n = −N, . . . , N . We then always impose the limit N → ∞ in any final
expressions and therefore only consider the leading large N terms. Using this regulator we see that
|Γ| =
∑
q
1 = 2N + 1 ∼ 2N , (5.19)
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where ∼ denotes the leading order behaviour as N → ∞. We will also be cavalier about ig-
noring possible boundary effects that occur when N is finite. Thus our starting point is a
U((2N + 1)M)× U((2N + 1)M) ABJM model with N >> 1. Note that in such a theory the
’t Hooft coupling constant grows as NM/k. Furthermore, when taking the limit N →∞, we will
allow for both k and R to scale in appropriate ways with N .
With this in mind we note that we can solve the shift symmetry condition in terms of the
M ×M matrix valued fields φAn , ψAn, aL/Rµn :
Z4mn := 2piiRn1M×Mδmn +
1√
2N
φ4n−m , Z
A′
mn :=
1√
2N
φA
′
n−m , (5.20)
AL/Rµmn := a
L/R
µn−m , ΨAmn :=
1√
2N
ψAn−m . (5.21)
Here we have included factors of (2N)−
1
2 so that the fields φAp and ψAp have canonical kinetic
terms. Note that since A
L/R
µ are Hermitian we require that (a
L/R
µn )† = a
L/R
µ−n. We have not rescaled
the gauge fields by (2N)−
1
2 since their role in covariant derivatives and gauge field strengths does
not readily allow for this.
5.2 Reduced Lagrangian
Having set up our configuration we can now construct the reduced action for the infinite array. Let
us start with the kinetic terms:
DµZ
4
mn =
1√
2N
∇µφ4n−m −
i√
2N
∑
p 6=0
[ a+µ p , φ
4
n−m−p ]−
i√
2N
∑
p
{a−µ p , φ4n−m−p}
+ 2piR(n−m)a+µn−m + 2piR(n+m)a−µn−m , (5.22)
DµZ
A′
mn =
1√
2N
∇µφA′n−m −
i√
2N
∑
p 6=0
[ a+µ p , φ
A′
n−m−p ]−
i√
2N
∑
p
{a−µ p , φA
′
n−m−p} , (5.23)
DµΨAmn =
1√
2N
∇µψAn−m − i√
2N
∑
p 6=0
[ a+µ p , ψAn−m−p ]−
i√
2N
∑
p
{a−µ p , ψAn−m−p} , (5.24)
where a±µn :=
1
2 (a
L
µn ± aRµn) and
∇µφAp = ∂µφAp − i[a+µ 0, φAp ] . (5.25)
Note the appearance of terms involving m + n on the right-hand-side of Eq. (5.22). These arise
because the Lagrangian is not invariant under our orbifold action (5.11). This leads to a divergent
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term of the form
(2piR)2
∑
m,n
(m+ n)2 tr(a−µn−ma
µ−
m−n) = (2piR)
2
∑
q
∑
p
(p+ 2q)2 tr(a−µ pa
µ−
−p) (5.26)
∼ 8
3
N3(2piR)2
∑
p
tr(a−µ pa
µ−
−p) . (5.27)
This diverges (unless R is taken to vanish at least as fast as N−
3
2 , which we will not consider here)
and is not cancelled by anything else in the Lagrangian. We therefore conclude that, to obtain
finite energy configurations we must have
0 = a−µ p =
1
2
(aLµp − aRµp) . (5.28)
Note that one might be tempted to simply rescale a−µ p by a factor proportional to N
−3/2 so as to
render Eq. (5.27) finite. However one would then simply find that, in the limit N →∞, a−µ p drops
out from the covariant derivative and hence the Lagrangian. Thus Eq. (5.28) should be viewed as
a constraint on the system that breaks the gauge group to U(M).
In particular the gauge group associated to the zero mode is just U(M). This should be viewed
as a constraint on the system.
Next we look at the quadratic terms that come from expanding the potential:
Vφ2 =
1
2N
(
2pi
k
)2
(2piR)4
∑
p,q
p2(p+ 2q)2 tr(φA
′
p φ
†
A′ p) (5.29)
∼ M2b
∑
p
p2 tr(φA
′
p φ
†
A′ p) , (5.30)
where
M2b =
1
2N
(
2pi
k
)2
(2piR)4
∑
q
(p+ 2q)2 ∼ 4
3
(2pi)6
N2R4
k2
. (5.31)
Although there could be cases where it is finite if R → 0 sufficiently quickly, we will consider the
case that Mb →∞ as N →∞. Here we see that the mysterious KK-like tower is lifted to infinite
mass, resolving one of the puzzles raised in the introduction. In particular we must impose the
constraint:
φA
′
p = 0 , p 6= 0 . (5.32)
Note that the masslessness of φ4p does not seem related to the problem mentioned in the introduc-
tion, where spurious massless states arise when pairs of M2-branes are at equal distance from the
origin, since that degeneracy applies to all four scalars in the same way.
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Let us next examine the quadratic fermion term:
Lψ2 = i
2N
(
2pi
k
)
(2piR)2
∑
p,q
(p2 + 2pq) tr(ψ¯A
′
p ψA′ p)−
i
2N
(
2pi
k
)
(2piR)2
∑
p,q
(p2 + 2pq) tr(ψ¯4pψ4 p)
(5.33)
∼ iMf
∑
p
p tr(ψ¯A
′
p ψA′ p)− iMf
∑
p
p tr(ψ¯4pψ4 p) , (5.34)
where
Mf =
1
2N
(
2pi
k
)
(2piR)2
∑
q
(p+ 2q) ∼ Ω(2pi)3R
2N
k
. (5.35)
Here we have used the regularisation ∑
q
q ∼ ΩN2 , (5.36)
where Ω is an undetermined constant of order 1. In particular we note that this sum is ill-defined.
To determine how to treat it we will use supersymmetry.13 This suggests that the fermion masses
should be the same as the bosons, i.e. Mf = Mb, and hence gives
Ω =
2√
3
, (5.37)
however we will keep Ω general in our calculations in this section. Assuming Ω 6= 0 we conclude
that there is also a fermionic constraint
ψAp = 0 , p 6= 0 . (5.38)
Thus we see that in order to avoid divergences in the Lagrangian (and correspondingly Hamil-
tonian) we must impose the constraints
φA
′
p = 0 , ψAp = 0 , a
−
µ 0 = 0 , a
−
µ p = 0 , p 6= 0 , (5.39)
where A′ = 1, 2, 3. This leaves us with the zero-modes
φA0 , ψA 0 , a
+
µ 0 , (5.40)
as well as three infinite towers of fields:
a+µ p , χp =
1
2
φ4p +
1
2
φ†4−p , ωp = −
i
2
φ4p +
i
2
φ†4−p , p 6= 0 , (5.41)
which satisfy ω†p = ω−p, χ
†
p = χ−p and (a
+
µ p)
† = a+µ−p.
13It is conceivable that this ambiguity can be avoided by performing our calculations with a superspace formalism.
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Once we have set these infinitely massive fields to zero we must also ensure that there are no
source terms for them in the action. Classically this is a clear requirement to solve the equations
of motion. Quantum mechanically it follows from the general procedure for quantisation with a
constraint. In particular if we have a Hamiltonian H(~q, ~p) on some phase space with coordinates
(~q, ~p) and impose a constraint C(~q, ~p) = 0 then we require that {H,C} = 0 so that the constraint
is consistent with time evolution. In general this leads to a new set of constraints {H,C} = C1,
{H,C1} = C2 etc. In our case the original constraints simply set φA′p = a−µ p = ψAp = 0. One then
finds that the resulting additional constraints are simply the vanishing of the sources for φA
′
p , a
−
µ p
and ψAp, p 6= 0. We take the view here that, in order to ensure a smooth large N limit, such
sources must be set to zero even for finite, but large N . In addition this means that sources that
scale differently with N must be made to vanish separately. However we don’t expect that our
results depend significantly on this.
Let us examine such sources. First we look at the kinetic terms. Here we see that there will be
a source for φA
′
p , p 6= 0 arising from a+µ p:
D2ZA
′
mn =
1√
2N
∂2φA
′
0 δmn−
i√
2N
[∂µa
µ+
n−m, φ
A′
0 ]−
2i√
2N
[aµ+n−m, ∂µφ
A′
0 ]−
1√
2N
∑
p
[a+µ p−m, [a
µ+
n−p, φ
A′
0 ]].
(5.42)
Thus we also require that a+µ p is proportional to the M ×M identity matrix if p 6= 0. This means
that a+µ p, p 6= 0, does not appear in DµZA
′
mn =
1√
2N
∇µφA′0 δmn.
We can also expand the potential to cubic order in φAp . Although this vanishes if φ
A′
p = 0,
p 6= 0, one does find a source term for φA′p , p 6= 0:
Vφ3 =i
(2piR)3
(2N)3/2
(
2pi
k
)2∑
p,q
tr
[(
p2(p+ 2q){χp, φA′0 }+ ip(p+ 2q)2[ωp, φA
′
0 ]
)
φA′ p
]
+ h.c.+ . . .
(5.43)
∼i (2pi)
5
√
2
∑
p
tr
[(
Ω
N1/2R3
k2
p2{χp, φA′0 }+ i
4N3/2R3
3k2
p[ωp, φ
A′
0 ]
)
φA′ p
]
+ h.c.+ . . . , (5.44)
where the ellipsis denote further cubic terms that are not linear in φA
′
p and hence not sources.
Requiring that this vanishes tells us that
χp = 0 , ωp ∝ 1M×M , p 6= 0 . (5.45)
There is also a source for a−µ p. Setting this to zero leads to the constraint
14
[ZA, DµZ¯A] + [Z¯A, DµZ
A]− i[Ψ¯A, γµΨA] = 0 . (5.46)
14We denote [Ψ¯A, γµΨA] := Ψ¯
AaγµΨAb[T
†
a , T
b].
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The nonzero mode part of this constraint leads to
2piiRpa+µ p =
1√
2N
∇µωp . (5.47)
The zero mode part of the constraint is the a+µ 0 equation of motion and will be dealt with later.
One then finds that, substituting back into the Lagrangian, (5.47) simply removes both ωp and
a+µ p all together.
Thus, once all the constraints are fully considered we are effectively left with just the zero-
modes (5.40). We can now evaluate the Lagrangian. In the limit that N → ∞ the sixth order
terms in the potential and fourth order terms in the Yukawa interaction vanish. The final result
for the Lagrangian evaluated on an infinite M2-brane array is
Larray =− tr(∇µφA′0 ∇µφ†A′ 0)− tr(∇µReφ40∇µReφ40)− tr(∇µImφ40∇µImφ40)− i tr(ψ¯A0 γµ∇µψA 0)
+ LY ukawa − V , (5.48)
where Reφ40 =
1
2 (φ
4
0 + φ
†
4 0), Imφ
4
0 = − i2 (φ40 − φ†4 0). The potential and Yukawa terms are
V =− g
2
YM
2
tr
(
[φA
′
0 , φ
†
B′ 0][φ
†
A′ 0, φ
B′
0 ] + [φ
A′
0 , φ
B′
0 ][φ
†
A′ 0, φ
†
B′ 0] + 4[φ
A′
0 , Imφ
4
0][φ
†
A′ 0, Imφ
4
0]
)
,
(5.49)
LY ukawa = g′YM tr
(
2iψ¯A
′
0 [Imφ
4
0, ψA′ 0]− 2iψ¯40 [Imφ40, ψ4 0] + 2ψ¯A
′
0 [φ
†
A′ 0, ψ4 0] + 2ψ¯A′ 0[φ
A′
0 , ψ
4
0 ]
+εA′B′C′ ψ¯
A′
0 [φ
B′
0 , ψ
C′
0 ] + ε
A′B′C′ ψ¯A′ 0[φB′ 0, ψC′ 0]
)
, (5.50)
with
g2YM =
(2piR)2
2N2
(
2pi
k
)2∑
q
q2 ∼ 1
3
(2pi)4
R2N
k2
, (5.51)
g′YM =
2piR
(2N)3/2
(
2pi
k
)∑
q
q ∼ Ω
2
√
2
(2pi)2
R
√
N
k
=
√
3
8
ΩgYM . (5.52)
Thus to obtain an interesting theory, with Lagrangian (5.48), we require Mb →∞ with gYM finite
in the limit N →∞.
5.3 Comparing to Three-Dimensional Maximally Supersymmetric Yang-
Mills
The theory we have obtained looks rather strange as there is no kinetic term for the gauge field.
Therefore we should consider comparing our result to three-dimensional maximally supersymmetric
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Yang-Mills that is obtained from the open string description of D2-branes:
L3DSYM = − 1
4g2YM
tr(FµνF
µν)− 1
2
tr(∇µXI∇µXI)− i
2
tr(Λ¯Γµ∇µΛ)
+
gYM
2
tr(Λ¯Γ11ΓI [XI ,Λ]) +
g2YM
4
tr
∑
I,J
([XI , XJ ])2 , (5.53)
where Λ¯ = ΛTΓ0 and ∇µXI = ∂µXI − i[Aµ, XI ]. Here there are seven scalars XI , I = 3, 4, . . . , 9,
a gauge field Aµ and fermions Λ which, as written, form a real 32-component SO(1, 9) spinor that
satisfies Γ012Λ = −Λ. Furthermore Γµ, ΓI are real 32× 32 Γ-matrices and Γ11 = Γ0 · · ·Γ9.
To compare with our results we need to break the manifest SO(7) symmetry to SU(3). To this
end we let (we will consider the fermions shortly)
XA
′+2 =
1√
2
(φA
′
0 + φ
†
A′ 0) , X
A′+5 =
1√
2i
(φA
′
0 − φ†A′ 0) , X9 =
√
2Imφ40 , (5.54)
where
ReφA0 =
1
2
(φA0 + φ
†
A 0) , Imφ
A
0 = −
i
2
(φA0 − φ†A 0) . (5.55)
The bosonic part of L3DSYM can now be written as
L(b)3DSYM =−
1
4g2YM
tr(FµνF
µν)− tr(∇µφA′0 ∇µφ†A′ 0)− tr(∇µImφ40∇µImφ40)
+
g2YM
2
tr
(
[φA
′
0 , φ
B′
0 ][φ
†
A′ 0, φ
†
B′ 0] + [φ
A′
0 , φ
†
B 0][φ
†
A 0, φ
B′
0 ] + 4[Imφ
4
0, φ
A′
0 ][Imφ
4
0, φ
†
A′ 0]
)
.
(5.56)
Next we consider the fermions. Here we need to reduce Λ to four, complex, two-component
spinors ψA. To do this we note that the Clifford algebra can be reduced as
Γµ = γµ ⊗ ρ? ΓI = 1⊗ ρI−2 , (5.57)
where ρ1, . . . , ρ8 are a real, 16×16-matrix representation of the Euclidean eight-dimensional Clifford
algebra and ρ? = ρ
1ρ2 · · · ρ8. In this formulation Γ11 = 1⊗ ρ8 and Γ012 = 1⊗ ρ?. We can therefore
decompose
Λ = λΣ ⊗ ηΣ = 1√
2
(
λA ⊗ ηA + λA ⊗ ηA
)
, (5.58)
where Σ = 1, 2, . . . , 16 and ρ?η
Σ = −ηΣ (so that there are just eight independent ηΣ) which we take
to be normalised such that (ηΣ)T ηΠ = δΣΠ. We have also introduced a complex basis of spinors
ηA, along with a suitable complex basis of ρA-matrices, that will be useful later. The fermion
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terms are now
L(f)3DSYM =−
i
2
tr(λ¯Σγ
µ∇µλΠ)(δΣΠ)
− gYM
2
√
2
tr(λ¯Σ[φ
A′
0 , λΠ])
(
(ηΣ)T ρ8ρA′η
Π
)− gYM
2
√
2
tr(λ¯Σ[φA′ 0, λΠ])((η
Σ)T ρ8ρ
A′ηΠ)
+
igYM
2
√
2
tr(λ¯Σ[φ
4
0, λΠ])
(
(ηΣ)T iρ8ρ7η
Π
)
+
igYM
2
√
2
tr(λ¯Σ[φ
†
4 0, λΠ])
(
(ηΣ)T iρ8ρ7η
Π
)
,
(5.59)
where λ¯Σ = λ
T
Σγ0.
Let us first consider the last line. If we consider complex fermions then we can diagonalise iρ8ρ7
with
iρ8ρ7η
A′ = ηA
′
, iρ8ρ7η4 = η4 . (5.60)
It then follows that the complex conjugates satisfy
iρ8ρ7ηA′ = −ηA′ , iρ8ρ7η4 = −η4 . (5.61)
We can choose to normalise this basis such that
(ηA)T ηB = 2δ
A
B , (ηA)
T ηB = 0 . (5.62)
Next we need to deduce the action of ρ8ρA′ , ρ8ρ
A′ on ηB
′
, η4 and their complex conjugates. We
note that the Clifford algebra is equivalent to
{ρ8ρA′ , ρ8ρB′} = 0 , {ρ8ρA′ , ρ8ρB′} = −4δB′A′ . (5.63)
Since we have not been very precise about the exact definition of ηA
′
and η4 it is enough to observe
that the choice
ρ8ρA′η
B′ = 2δB
′
A′ η
4 , ρ8ρA′ηB′ = −2εA′B′C′ηC′ ,
ρ8ρA′η4 = −2ηA′ , ρ8ρA′η4 = 0 , (5.64)
and similarly for the complex conjugates, satisfies the algebra (5.63). In this basis the fermion
terms become
L(f)3DSYM = −i tr
(
λ¯Aγµ∇µλA
)
+
gYM√
2
tr
(
2iλ¯A
′
[Imφ40, λA′ ]− 2iλ¯4[Imφ40, λ4] + 2λ¯A
′
[φ†A′ 0, λ4]− 2λ¯4[φA
′
0 , λA′ ]
+εA′B′C′ λ¯
A′ [φB
′
0 , λ
C′ ] + εA
′B′C′ λ¯A′ [φB′ 0, λC′ ]
)
. (5.65)
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In particular we see that, if we identify Aµ = a
+
µ 0, λ
A = ψA0 and take g
′
YM = gYM/
√
2, corre-
sponding to Ω = 2/
√
3 as before, then (5.48) can be written as
Larray = −1
2
tr (∇µY∇µY )− 1
2
tr
(∇µXI∇µXI)− i
2
tr
(
Λ¯Γµ∇µΛ
)
+
gYM
2
tr
(
Λ¯Γ11ΓI [XI ,Λ]
)
+
g2YM
4
∑
I,J
tr([XI , XJ ])2 , (5.66)
where
Y = Reφ40 . (5.67)
Thus we find that the three-dimensional maximally supersymmetric Yang-Mills Lagrangian is in
agreement with the M2-brane Lagrangian, with the exception of the kinetic term of the gauge field,
which is absent, along with an additional scalar field Y which does not enter in the potential. In
particular we see that the M2-brane Lagrangian from the infinite array has an SO(7) symmetry,
which is enhanced from the manifest SU(3) symmetry that we started with.
Since our action has no kinetic term for the gauge field, its equation of motion imposes a
constraint:
i[Y,∇µY ] + i[XI ,∇µXI ] + 1
2
[Λ¯,ΓµΛ] = 0 . (5.68)
Furthermore the scalar Y couples to the gauge field but does not enter into the potential. Its
equation of motion is
∇2Y = 0 . (5.69)
A solution to this equation is
∇µY = − 1
2gYM
εµνλF
νλ . (5.70)
From this we deduce that
[Y,∇µY ] = − 1
2gYM
εµνλ[Y, F
νλ] (5.71)
=
i
gYM
εµνλ∇ν∇λY (5.72)
=
i
g2YM
∇νFµν . (5.73)
In which case we find that the constraint (5.68) can be written as
1
g2YM
∇νFµν = i[XI ,∇µXI ] + 1
2
[Λ¯,ΓµΛ] , (5.74)
which is precisely the equation for three-dimensional maximally supersymmetric Yang-Mills. In
particular we have recovered all 16 supersymmetries in addition to the SO(7) R-symmetry. Note
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that this is an on-shell dualisation of the scalar field into a gauge field. Without this dualisation
Larray is not supersymmetric, however one may conjecture that it secretly enjoys a hidden quantum
supersymmetry, much like the case of the enhanced maximal supersymmetry in the ABJM models
at k = 1, 2 (although here it would seem to appear even at weak coupling).
Thus the system we obtained is related classically to 3D-SYM. In particular, to be more precise,
every solution to 3D-SYM solves our system. However our system is slightly more general. In
particular consider a pure-gauge configuration
Aµ = ig∂µg
−1 , (5.75)
where g ∈ U(M). The solution to (5.70) is
Y = gY0g
−1 , (5.76)
where Y0 is any constant Hermitian matrix. Thus there is an additional, nondynamical, ‘modulus’
that appears in the M2-brane description of D2-branes. This is not surprising and should be
thought of as the positions of the D2-branes in the eleventh dimension. In particular it is possible
to break the gauge group while keeping all the D2-branes at the origin of the string theory Coulomb
branch XI = 0. Note that the classical vacuum moduli space condition does not require that the
vevs of Y and XI commute.
Let us now discuss some curiosities of our results. We see that X9 =
√
2Imφ40 appears in
the potential whereas in the original array ImZ4 represents the direction along the array, i.e. the
M-theory direction, and is subject to a discrete shift symmetry: ImZ4 → ImZ4 + 2piR. This
symmetry is still present in our system at finite N , although due to the field normalisation it is
rescaled to Imφ40 → Imφ40 + 2pi
√
2NR which diverges when we take N → ∞. However in the
D-brane interpretation X9 is not the M-theory direction.
As mentioned above we need to take a limit N →∞ such that Mb →∞ and gYM finite. This
can be done in a variety of ways. In particular since Mb ∝ g2YMk all we require is that N, k →∞
with R ∝ k/√N . We could achieve this by keeping R fixed and N ∝ k2. Since the scalar fields
have canonical dimensions of (mass)1/2 the physical radius of the array is
R11 = RT
−1/2
M2 . (5.77)
Since TM2 = (2pi)
−2l−3p , ls = g
−1/3
s lp and R11 = gsls we see that
g2YM =
(2pi)2
3
N
k2
gs
ls
. (5.78)
whereas the precise relationship for a D2-brane is g2YM = gs/ls. We can arrange for this by taking
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N = ab, k = b where a/b is a rational approximation to 3/(2pi)2. However this seems very ad hoc.
One way to avoid any conflicts with these issues is to consider a scaling limit where R ∝ √N , k ∝
N . In this way we can remain at weak ’t Hooft coupling NM/k throughout. The distance between
the M2-branes then diverges so that the fluctuations of Larray really just describe an isolated block
of M M2-branes, inside the array. (In fact this is true more generally as the normalisation of φA
ensures that fluctuations of φA0 do not correspond to finite fluctuations of Z
A.) In this case the
reduction to type IIA string theory arises because of k →∞, and the associated spacetime C4/Zk
orbifold, in addition to the periodicity imposed by the array.
Finally we note that it is not clear how to quantise the action we have found. Although we
have derived it from the ABJM model which does have a well-defined quantisation. One way is
to map it to an equivalent classical Lagrangian which is more suitable to quantisation, i.e. one
which admits a simple Hamiltonian without constraints, or with constraints that can be readily
solved. Ignoring the subtlety that we have mentioned above this would lead to three-dimensional
maximally supersymmetric Yang-Mills and its familiar quantisation. Another approach would be
to use Dirac quantisation applied to the constraint induced from the Aµ equation of motion. We
will not address this problem in this thesis. Assuming that there is a suitable quantum theory
involving Y we can consider operators such as
M = eiY , (5.79)
which correspond to monopole (or ’t Hooft) operators. Thus we have arrived at a more refined
version of three-dimensional maximally supersymmetric Yang-Mills as the description of D2-branes
in type IIA string theory.
5.4 Further Compactification on T2 and M5-branes
Let us now consider a doubly periodic array in the X3 and X4 directions. For simplicity we will
only consider the bosonic part of the action in this section. The extension to include the fermions
is straightforward. Firstly let us rescale the scalars by a factor of g−1YM to cast the (bosonic) action
as
S(b)array = −
1
g2YM
tr
∫
d3x
1
2
∇µY∇µY + 1
2
∇µXI∇µXI − 1
4
∑
I,J
([XI , XJ ])2 . (5.80)
If we impose the on-shell dualisation discussed above then we arrive at the familiar three-dimensional
maximally supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory of D2-branes. In this case imposing a further pe-
riodic array along X3, X4 was studied some time ago in [75] and leads to the same action as
five-dimensional maximally supersymmetric Yang-Mills compactified on T2. We follow the same
steps here but without the dualisation.
We first consider an infinite parallel array along the X3 direction by imposing the shift sym-
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metry:
XImn = 2piR
′nδmnδI3 +X
I
n−m , (5.81)
Ymn = Yn−m , (5.82)
Aµmn = Aµn−m (5.83)
here m,n ∈ Z and as before each field is an M×M Hermitian matrix. Note that R′ has dimensions
of mass. (In the interests of not introducing more symbols we are being rather brief in our notation.)
We can then repackage these fields in terms of a higher dimensional gauge theory on R3 × S1:
XI =
∑
n
einx
3R′XIn , I = 4, 5, . . . , 9 , (5.84)
Y =
∑
n
einx
3R′Yn , (5.85)
Aµ =
∑
n
einx
3R′Aµn , (5.86)
A3 =
∑
n
einx
3R′X3n , (5.87)
where x3 is periodic with period 2pi/R′. Next we repeat this procedure for an array along X4, with
the same periodicity. In this way we construct five-dimensional Hermitian matrix valued fields
Y,Aµ′ , X
I′ where µ′ = 0, 1, . . . , 4 and I ′ = 5, 6, . . . , 9.
Following the analysis of [75] leads to the action15
S
(b)
cubic array = −
R′2
(2pi)2g2YM
tr
∫
d5x
1
2
∇µ′XI′∇µ′XI′ − 1
4
∑
I′,J′
([XI
′
, XJ
′
])2
+
1
2
∇µY∇µY + 1
2
FµαF
µα +
1
4
FαβF
αβ . (5.88)
where α, β = 3, 4 and µ, ν = 0, 1, 2. This is not five-dimensional Lorentz invariant. In particular
there is no kinetic term for Y along the torus directions and no Fµν terms. The first issue arises
because there is no [XI , Y ] term in (5.80) whereas the second arises because there was no Fµν term
to start with. Nevertheless we note that the Aα equation of motion is that of five-dimensional
maximally supersymmetric Yang-Mills:
∇µ′Fαµ′ = i[XI ,∇αXI ] . (5.89)
15We could also use our regularisation technique of introducing a large but finite array of size N >> 1. This would
simply result in an additional factor of 4N2 in front of the action which we would then remove by an appropriate
rescaling of gYM and R
′.
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One the other hand the Aµ equation of motion is similar to before but with an extra term:
∇αFνα = i[Y,∇νY ] + i[XI ,∇νXI ] . (5.90)
Once again we can consider the on-shell dualisation and choose:
∇µY = −1
2
εµνλF
νλ , (5.91)
which is still consistent with the Y equation of motion ∇µ∇µY = 0. In this way we obtain
∇µ′Fνµ′ = i[XI ,∇νXI ] , (5.92)
so that our equations are those of (the bosonic part of) five-dimensional maximally supersymmetric
Yang-Mills, which restores five-dimensional Lorentz symmetry and 16 supersymmetries.
We can also consider another on-shell dualisation, which is more naturally associated with the
broken Lorentz symmetry, and take
∇µY = 1
2
εαβHµαβ . (5.93)
We can then also write Fµα = Hµα5 and Fαβ = Hαβ5 which is sufficient to determine all the
components of a self-dual six-dimensional 3-form H. In this language the ‘moduli’ Y0 associated
to solving (5.93) can be thought of as the period of a 2-form potential B34 integrated over the
two-cycle of the torus.
5.5 Conclusions
In this chapter we have investigated periodic arrays of M2-branes using the ABJM model. By
introducing a regularisation method, where we consider a large but finite array with 2N + 1 sites,
imposing a discrete translational symmetry, computing the action, and then letting N →∞. The
Chern-Simons level k and array radius R were also allowed to scale with N and to obtain a suitable
theory of D2-branes we required that k →∞ with R ∝ k/√N . Our result is a curious variation of
three-dimensional maximally supersymmetric Yang-Mills where the gluon kinetic term is replaced
by that of a dual scalar field. All solutions of three-dimensional maximally supersymmetric Yang-
Mills can be made solutions of our Lagrangian but in addition we find nondynamical moduli. We
also considered further doubly-periodic arrays that map the D2-branes to D4-branes. This led to
a non-Lorentz invariant version of five-dimensional maximally supersymmetric Yang-Mills. This
in turn can be viewed as the M-theory description of a cubic array of M2-branes, which should
therefore also describe M5-branes wrapped on T3.
However it is not entirely clear how much our results should be trusted at strong coupling. In
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particular the M2-brane physics relies crucially on ’t Hooft (monopole) operators which we have
not addressed. Although these are not expected to be important at large k our analysis is largely
justified by the fact that our results can be mapped to the known open string description obtained
at weak gYM . Therefore it remains possible that ’t Hooft operators are important here at large
gYM .
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6 M5-branes and 3-algebras
In this chapter we move our focus to the other extended object in M-theory namely the M5-
brane. In section 6.1 we will discuss the properties of M5-branes. For various reasons that will be
mentioned, the M5-brane is a more difficult object to study than the M2-brane. We have seen in
chapter 2 that the key to unlocking the worldvolume description of multiple M2-branes was the
introduction of 3-algebras. In section 6.2 we describe work to formulate M5-branes using 3-algebra
language [80].
6.1 The M5-brane
The worldvolume of the M5-brane is a six-dimensional hypersurface propagating in an eleven-
dimensional background. The low energy dynamics of a single M5-brane is described by the
Abelian N = (2, 0) tensor multiplet [81–83]. The field content of this multiplet can be determined
as follows. There are five scalar fields which arise as Goldstone bosons from spontaneous breaking
of eleven-dimensional translational invariance by the brane. The M5-brane is a 12 -BPS object and
therefore preserves 16 of the 32 supersymmetries of the eleven-dimensional background. Conse-
quently there are 16 Goldstone fermions which contribute eight fermionic degrees of freedom. For
a supersymmetric theory the number of bosonic degrees of freedom must match the number of
fermionic ones. So far we are short of three bosonic degrees of freedom. These additional degrees
of freedom are provided by an Abelian 2-form gauge field Bµν which has a self-dual field strength,
Hµνλ. The 2-form originates from breaking of the gauge symmetry of the 3-form potential which
exists in M-theory.
For this field content one would then construct a Lorentz invariant action for the M5-brane in
a flat Minkowski background
SM5 =
∫
d6x − 1
2
∂µXI∂µX
I +
i
2
ψ¯Γµ∂µψ +
1
12
HµνλHµνλ . (6.1)
However there is immediately a problem with this action: the kinetic term for the 2-form gauge
field is identically zero because of the self-duality condition. Due to this a standard Lagrangian
description of the gauge sector of the M5-brane does not seem possible. Various proposals for
dealing with this problem have been suggested. One approach to finding an M5-brane action is to
drop manifest Lorentz invariance. In the literature this is often done at the expense of introducing
an auxiliary field as in the PST action [84]. Another viewpoint is that, at least classically, the
action is simply a tool which gives the equations of motion. If we have the field equations then an
action is unnecessary. The equations of motion are simpler to deal with because they are linear
in their respective field so in the case of the 2-form its field strength appears only once and the
self-duality problem which occurs in the action does not appear. The covariant field equations for
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a single M5-brane are known [85–87].
We now imagine that N parallel copies of the M5-brane become coincident. The low energy
theory which describes this system is an interacting six-dimensional CFT with (2, 0) supersym-
metry. Unlike the case of the three-dimensional worldvolume theories of M2-branes very little is
known about six-dimensional UV complete quantum field theories, let alone those with maximal
supersymmetry. Famously, the degrees of freedom of the worldvolume theory of N M5-brane ex-
hibit N3 scaling although the microscopic origin of this scaling is not currently understood. The
gauge sector of the interacting (2, 0) theory should now consist of a non-Abelian 2-form with self-
dual field strength. As for M2-branes there is no obvious parameter which controls the coupling
strength. In the ABJM theory we have seen that the coupling is controlled by the quantity N/k
where k is associated with the three-dimensional Chern-Simons action. The worldvolume of M5-
branes is even-dimensional and consequently does not admit a Chern-Simons action from which to
construct an analogous coupling parameter. There have been several attempts to understand the
(2, 0) theory in the literature. Some time ago a light-cone formulation was proposed in [88, 89], for
the case of light-like compactification of the M5-brane as well as related constructions from Matrix
Theory [90, 91]. In addition a four-dimensional ‘deconstruction’ was presented in [92]. In the next
section we will review the construction of a non-Abelian (2, 0) tensor multiplet in which the fields
take values in a 3-algebra [80]. Other, even more recent, discussions on formulating the dynamics
of the non-Abelian (2, 0) theory are [93–96].
6.2 A Non-Abelian (2, 0) Tensor Multiplet
We proceed in a similar manner to constructing the BLG theory in chapter 2, starting with the
covariant supersymmetry transformations of a free six-dimensional (2, 0) tensor multiplet [87] which
are
δXI = i¯ΓIψ , (6.2)
δψ = ΓµΓI∂µX
I+
1
3!
1
2
ΓµνλHµνλ , (6.3)
δBµν = i¯Γµνψ . (6.4)
Here µ = 0, 1, . . . , 5, I = 6, 7, . . . , 10 and Hµνλ = 3∂[µBνλ] is self-dual. The supersymmetry
generator  and fermion ψ satisfy the projection conditions
Γ012345 = +  , (6.5)
Γ012345ψ = − ψ . (6.6)
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The commutator of the supersymmetry transformations on each of the fields closes on to a trans-
lation provided the following equations of motion hold
∂µ∂µX
I = 0 , (6.7)
Γµ∂µψ = 0 . (6.8)
We note that, from the point of view of supersymmetry, it is sufficient to write the algebra purely
in terms of Hµνλ and not mention Bµν :
δXI = i¯ΓIψ , (6.9)
δψ = ΓµΓI∂µX
I+
1
3!
1
2
ΓµνλHµνλ , (6.10)
δHµνλ = 3i¯Γ[µν∂λ]ψ , (6.11)
in which case the equations of motion have to be supplemented by ∂[µHνλρ] = 0.
We wish to try and generalise the free M5-brane superalgebra to allow for non-Abelian fields
and interactions. In analogy with M2-branes we assume the fields take values in a vector space
with a basis T a. Derivatives are also promoted to covariant derivatives through a coupling to a
gauge field A˜µ
b
a. For example the covariant derivative of the scalar field is
DµX
I
a = ∂µX
I
a − A˜µbaXIa . (6.12)
Upon reduction on a circle one expects that the six-dimensional (2, 0) transformation rules
reduce to those of five-dimensional supersymmetric Yang-Mills, which are given by
δXI = i¯ΓIψ , (6.13)
δψ = ΓαΓIDαX
I+
1
2
ΓαβΓ5Fαβ− i
2
gYMΓ
IJΓ5[XI , XJ ] , (6.14)
δAα = i¯ΓαΓ5ψ , (6.15)
where DαX
I = ∂αX
I − igYM [Aα, XI ] and α = 0, 1, . . . , 4.
In order to obtain a term analogous to the [XI , XJ ] for δψ in Eq. (6.10) we need to introduce
a Γµ matrix to account for the fact that  and ψ have opposite chirality. Thus a natural guess is
to propose the existence of a new algebra-valued field Cµa so that we can consider the ansatz:
δXIa = i¯Γ
Iψa , (6.16)
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δψa = Γ
µΓIDµX
I
a +
1
3!
1
2
ΓµνλH
µνλ
a −
1
2
ΓλΓ
IJCλbX
I
cX
J
d f
cdb
a , (6.17)
δHµνλ a = 3i¯Γ[µνDλ]ψa + i¯Γ
IΓµνλκC
κ
bX
I
cψdf
cdb
a , (6.18)
δA˜µ
b
a = i¯ΓµλC
λ
c ψdf
cdb
a , (6.19)
δCµa = 0 . (6.20)
As in the Abelian case the 3-form is self-dual
Hµνλ a =
1
3!
µνλτσρH
τσρ
a . (6.21)
In [80] it was shown that there is no 2-form Bµν such that Hµνλ is its field strength. Demanding
that the self-duality relation is preserved under supersymmetry gives rise to the fermion equation:
ΓµDµψa + C
µ
b X
I
cΓµΓ
Iψdf
cdb
a = 0 . (6.22)
Note that consistency of the above set of equations with respect to their scaling dimensions
gives
[H] = [X] + 1 , [A˜] = 1 , [C] = 1− [X] ,
[] = −1
2
, [ψ] = [X] +
1
2
, [X] , (6.23)
so one could still make this work with some other assignment that are all related to the choice of
[X]. However the canonical choice is [X] = 2, [H] = 3, [ψ] = 52 , [C] = −1. In particular we see that
the new field Cµ has scaling dimension −1. Therefore, if we compactify the theory on a circle of
radius R we expect the expectation value of Cµ to be proportional to R.
Provided the f cdba satisfy
f bcda = f
[bcd]
a , f
efg
df
abc
g = f
efa
gf
bcg
d + f
efb
gf
cag
d + f
efc
gf
abg
d , (6.24)
which are the conditions that define a real 3-algebra in chapter 2, then the proposed non-Abelian
(2, 0) supersymmetry transformations close on-shell on to a translation and a gauge transformation.
The (2, 0) equations of motion are [80]
0 = ΓµDµψa +X
I
cC
ν
b ΓνΓ
Iψdf
cdb
a , (6.25)
0 = D2XIa −
i
2
ψ¯cC
ν
b ΓνΓ
Iψdf
cdb
a + C
ν
b CνgX
J
c X
J
e X
I
f f
efg
df
cdb
a , (6.26)
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0 = D[µHνλρ] a +
1
4
µνλρστC
σ
b X
I
cD
τXIdf
cdb
a +
i
8
µνλρστC
σ
b ψ¯cΓ
τψdf
cdb
a , (6.27)
0 = F˜µν
b
a + C
λ
cHµνλ df
cdb
a , (6.28)
0 = DµC
ν
a = C
µ
c C
ν
d f
bcd
a , (6.29)
0 = CρcDρX
I
df
cdb
a = C
ρ
cDρψdf
cdb
a = C
ρ
cDρHµνλ af
cdb
a . (6.30)
Where the scalar equation of motion is identified by taking the supervariation of the fermion field
equation. In all these equations F˜µν
b
a is the field strength of the gauge connection A˜µ
b
a and as
usual satisfies the Bianchi identity D[λFµν]
b
a = 0. Equation (6.27) can be dualised to give the
alternative H equation of motion
0 = DµH
µνλ
a − C [νb Dλ]XIdXIc f cdba −
i
2
C
[ν
b ψ¯cΓ
λ]ψdf
cdb
a . (6.31)
Note that the second to last equation (6.29) implies that Cµa is constant and hence selects a preferred
direction in spacetime and in the 3-algebra. The final equations (6.30) imply that the non-Abelian
components of the fields can only propagate in the five dimensions orthogonal to Cµa .
All the calculations have been performed at the level of the supersymmetries and equations of
motion and there has been no need to use the 3-algebra inner product to construct gauge invariant
quantities. As we do not require an inner product, we are free to use any real 3-algebra we like i.e.
Euclidean, Lorentzian or multiple time-like. We will now investigate the vacuum solutions of this
3-algebra formulation of the (2, 0) theory.
Our first choice will be a Lorentzian 3-algebra built from the Lie-algebra su(N). We look for
vacua of this theory by expanding around a particular point
〈Cλa 〉 = gδλ5 δ+a , (6.32)
where g is dimensionful. With this vacuum expectation value the gauge field equation of motion
(6.28) gives
F˜αβ
b
a = −gHαβ5 dfdba , (6.33)
with µ = α, 5 and all other components of F˜µν
b
a are zero. As a result the latter correspond to flat
connections that can be set to zero up to gauge transformations and Eq. (6.29) reduces to ∂µg = 0
so that g is a dimensionful constant.
The remaining (2, 0) equations of motion become:
0 = D˜αD˜αX
I
a −
i
2
gψ¯cΓ5Γ
Iψdf
cd
a − g2XJc XJe XIf fef df cda , (6.34)
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0 = D˜[αHβγ]5 a , (6.35)
0 = D˜αHαβ5 a +
1
2
g
(
XIc D˜βX
I
d +
i
2
ψ¯cΓβψd
)
f cda , (6.36)
0 = ΓµD˜µψa + gX
I
cΓ5Γ
Iψdf
cd
a , (6.37)
0 = ∂5X
I
d = ∂5ψd = ∂5Hµνλ d , (6.38)
where D˜αX
I
a = ∂αX
I
a − A˜αbaXIb , while the (2, 0) supersymmetry transformations become
δXIa = i¯Γ
Iψa , (6.39)
δψa = Γ
αΓID˜αX
I
a+
1
2
ΓαβΓ5H
αβ5
a −
1
2
Γ5Γ
IJXIcX
J
d f
cd
a , (6.40)
δA˜α
b
a = i¯ΓαΓ5ψdf
db
a . (6.41)
We immediately see that with the identifications
g = g2YM , Hαβ5 a =
1
g2YM
Fαβ a , A˜α
b
a = Aα cf
cb
a , (6.42)
we recover the equations of motion, Bianchi identity and supersymmetry transformations of five-
dimensional supersymmetric SU(N) Yang-Mills theory. In particular since g has scaling dimension
−1, we see that gYM also has the correct scaling dimension. Furthermore the fundamental identity
reduces to the Jacobi identity for the structure constants of su(N). However from the time-like
generators in the 3-algebra we also get the additional equations
0 = ∂µ∂µX
I
± , (6.43)
0 = ∂[µHνλρ] ± , (6.44)
0 = Γµ∂µψ± , (6.45)
with transformations
δXI± = i¯Γ
Iψ± , (6.46)
δψ± = ΓµΓI∂µXI±+
1
3!
1
2
ΓµνλH
µνλ
±  , (6.47)
δHµνλ ± = 3i¯Γ[µν∂λ]ψ± . (6.48)
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These comprise two free, Abelian (2, 0) multiplets which are genuinely six-dimensional.
If we take the Euclidean 3-algebra, single out one of the gauge directions, say 4, and repeat the
analysis around the vacuum given by
〈Cλa 〉 = gδλ5 δ4a , (6.49)
then five-dimensional supersymmetric Yang-Mills is again recovered only now there is a single
Abelian (2, 0) multiplet. Solutions to the equations of motion in the case of multiple time-like 3-
algebras have been studied in [97, 98] and were found to lead to the description of other Dp-branes
in string theory.
A closely related system can essentially be reverse-engineered directly from maximally super-
symmetric five-dimensional Yang-Mills [99]. At this point one may argue that the model presented
here is nothing more than multiple D4-branes written in 3-algebra language rather like the story
with multiple D2-branes and Lorentzian 3-algebras in chapter 2. However, in the next chapter we
will see that the 3-algebra (2, 0) model is also capable of describing a separate nontrivial multiple
M5-brane conjecture.
Recently it has been suggested that five-dimensional maximally supersymmetric Yang-Mills
contains all the degrees of freedom of the non-Abelian (2, 0) theory, where the Kaluza-Klein states
from the S1 are mapped to the instantons of the five-dimensional theory [100, 101]. In chapter 5 we
showed that the ABJM model can be used to describe a cubic periodic array of M2-branes and yields
an action which is essentially the same as that of five-dimensional maximally supersymmetric Yang-
Mills but with additional nondynamical ‘moduli’. Although we were required to rescale k →∞ to
obtain this action we did keep all eleven-dimensional momentum modes. In particular the on-shell
dualisation of Y implies that magnetic flux F12 plays the role of the ‘missing’ eleven-dimensional
momentum. Furthermore the resulting theory has a coupling constant that we could tune to be
small but which we could also take to be large. Therefore our results in chapter 5 appear to be
in broad agreement with the proposal of [100, 101]. We also note that if this proposal is true
then five-dimensional maximally supersymmetric Yang-Mills should also display the N3 scaling
behaviour at strong coupling. Recent work in this direction can be found in [102–106].
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In this chapter we wish to study the (2, 0) system of equations obtained in [80] and reviewed in
chapter 6, in the case where the auxiliary field Cµa is null. This chapter is organised as follows.
In section 7.1 we determine the conserved energy-momentum tensor and supercurrent of the (2, 0)
system that we outlined in the previous chapter. We also compute the superalgebra including
the central charges. In section 7.2 we consider in detail the resulting dynamical system when the
auxiliary vector field Cµa has a null vacuum expectation value. This leads to a curious system of
equations with 16 supersymmetries and an SO(5) R-symmetry that propagate in one null and four
space directions. We show how the equations reduce to motion on instanton moduli space, where
the instanton number is the null momentum parallel to Cµa . In section 7.3 we then quantise the
system by using the other null momentum generator as a Hamiltonian. This leads directly to the
light-cone quantisation proposal of the (2, 0) theory proposed in [88, 89], generalised to include
a potential when the scalars have a vacuum expectation value and also couplings to background
gauge and self-dual 2-form fields. In section 7.4 we show that the null reduction can be seen as the
limit of an infinite Lorentz boost. We end with our conclusions in section 7.5.
7.1 Conserved Currents and Superalgebra
It will be useful to construct the conserved currents of the (2, 0) equations of motion given in
chapter 6. In particular we look for an energy-momentum tensor Tµν as well as a supercurrent J
µ.
Simple trial and error leads to the following expressions:
Tµν = +DµX
I
aDνX
Ia − 1
2
ηµνDλX
I
aD
λXIa
+
1
4
ηµνC
λ
bX
I
aX
J
c CλgX
I
fX
J
e f
cdbafefgd +
1
4
Hµλρ aHν
λρ a
− i
2
ψ¯aΓµDνψ
a +
i
2
ηµνψ¯aΓ
λDλψ
a − i
2
ηµνψ¯aC
λ
bX
I
cΓλΓ
Iψdf
abcd , (7.1)
Jµ = +
1
2
1
3!
Hνλρ aΓ
νλρΓµψa −DνXIaΓνΓIΓµψa −
1
2
CνbX
I
cX
J
d ΓνΓ
IJΓµψaf bcda . (7.2)
In the Abelian case this agrees with the linearised form of the energy-momentum tensor derived
in [107]. The associated conserved charges are
Pµ =
∫
d5x Tµ0 , Q =
∫
d5x J0 , (7.3)
where the integrals are over the spatial coordinates, corresponding to the momentum and super-
charge respectively.
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The superalgebra of the (2, 0) theory can then be deduced by evaluating δJ0 = δJ
0αα viz:
{Qα, Qβ} =−
∫
d5x (δJ
0C−1)αβ (7.4)
=− 2(ΓµC−1)αβPµ + (ΓµΓIC−1)αβZIµ + (ΓµνλΓIJC−1)αβZIJµνλ . (7.5)
The central charges we obtain in this way are (in the case of vanishing fermions):16
ZI0 =
∫
d5x
(−4C0bXIcXJdD0XJa f cdba) , (7.6)
ZIi =
∫
d5x
(
+H0ji aD
jXIa +
1
6
∂j(Hklm aX
Iaε0ijklm)
+ CibX
I
cX
J
dD
0XJa f
cdba + 2C0bX
I
cX
J
dDiX
J
a f
cdba
)
, (7.7)
ZIJ0ij =
∫
d5x
(
+
1
2
H0ij aC
0
bX
I
cX
J
d f
cdba − ∂i(XIaDjXJa)
)
, (7.8)
ZIJklm =
∫
d5x
(
+
1
12
Hklm aC
0
bX
I
cX
J
d f
cdba +
1
36
∂i(CjbX
K
c X
L
d X
M
a f
cdbaε0ijklmε
IJKLM )
)
, (7.9)
where here, in this section, i, j = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.
7.2 Null Reduction
Next we wish to consider the above system of equations for the special case where Cµa is a null
vector:
Cµa =
g2√
2
(δµ0 + δ
µ
5 )δ
∗
a , (7.10)
where g2 has dimensions of length and ∗ denotes some preferred direction in the 3-algebra. We
choose to go to light-cone coordinates i.e. xµ = (x+, x−, xi) where
x− =
1√
2
(x0 − x5) , x+ = 1√
2
(x0 + x5) , (7.11)
so that Cµa = g
2δµ+δ
∗
a. Note that for the rest of this chapter we have i, j = 1, 2, 3, 4 (rather than
i, j = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 that was used in the previous section). The constraint (6.30) now tells us that
D+ vanishes on all the fields. Furthermore F˜i+
b
a = 0 so A˜+
b
a is a flat connection and can be set
to zero (at least locally). Thus the fields are essentially just functions of xi and x−. Here we wish
to view these equations of motion as a dynamical system where x− plays the role of time.
Let us now give the equations of motion that follow from the choice Cµa = g
2δµ+δ
∗
a. Fixing the
element T ∗ in the 3-algebra means that the remaining generators behave as an ordinary Lie-algebra
16The original equations in [2] contained errors in the sign of ZI0 and the final term in Z
I
i , which we have corrected.
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with Lie-bracket:
i[T c, T d] = [T ∗, T c, T d] = f∗cdaT a . (7.12)
The components of the fields along the ∗ direction in the 3-algebra decouple and behave as a
free six-dimensional tensor multiplet and for the rest of this chapter we simply discard them.
Alternatively one could have started from a non-Abelian (2, 0) system where the C-field does not
take values in the algebra, i.e. Cµ instead of Cµa , as in the construction of [99].
For the sake of clarity we will use a notation whereby all the fields are taken to be Lie-algebra
valued: e.g. XI =
∑
a 6=∗X
I
aT
a, and the a index is dropped. We also note that the gauge field A˜µ
b
a
and field strength F˜µν
b
a also take values in the Lie-algebra and act on the other fields through the
commutator. Therefore we drop the a, b indices and tilde on these fields in what follows.
In the (x+, x−, xi) coordinates self-duality of Hµνλ implies that Fij = −g2Hij+ is anti-self-dual,
Gij = −g2Hij− is self-dual and
Hijk = g
−2ijklF l− . (7.13)
Noting that the constraint implies that only the derivatives D− and Di are nonvanishing we find
the remaining equations of motion can be written as
0 = Γ−D−ψ + ΓiDiψ + ig2[XI ,Γ+ΓIψ] , (7.14)
0 = DiD
iXI +
g2
2
[ψ¯,Γ+Γ
Iψ] , (7.15)
0 = DiFi− +
g4
2
[ψ¯,Γ+ψ] , (7.16)
0 = D−Fi− −DjGij − ig4[XI , DiXI ] + g
4
2
[ψ¯,Γiψ] , (7.17)
0 = D[iFj−] . (7.18)
One sees that the final equation is just the Bianchi identity and automatically satisfied.
Our strategy now is to solve as many of the equations of motion as possible. We will do this
by setting the fermions to zero with the understanding that the supersymmetry can be used to
generate fermionic solutions. We will see that all but the second order equation (7.17) can be
solved and reduced to ADHM data.
To continue we first observe that the gauge field Ai is determined by the ADHM construction
[108]. Thus the degrees of freedom of the gauge field are reduced to the finite dimensional instanton
moduli space with local coordinates mα. Note that although Gij is self-dual it has no interpretation
as the field strength of Ai. Therefore Gij is not necessarily the field strength of a gauge field and
one cannot solve for it using the ADHM construction. In fact Gij behaves as a nondynamical
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background field since its D− derivative never appears.
With vanishing fermions the scalar equation of motion is just DiD
iXI = 0. It is easy to see
that there is a unique solution to this equation for any given asymptotic value of XI . In addition
for an instanton background there exists smooth solutions. Thus XI is uniquely determined in
terms of the ADHM data of the gauge field Ai and its asymptotic value:
XI = vI +O
(
1
|x|2
)
, (7.19)
where vI is an element of the Lie-algebra.
Next we consider the equation DiFi− = 0. In terms of gauge fields this is
DiDiA− −Di∂−Ai = 0 . (7.20)
To solve this equation we need to recall some facts about instanton moduli space, for reviews see
[109, 110]. In particular the instanton equations are
Fij = −1
2
εijklF
kl . (7.21)
Moduli correspond to infinitesimal changes to the gauge fields that preserve this condition:
DiδAj −DjδAi = −εijklDkδAl . (7.22)
However gauge transformations δAi = Diω will clearly solve these equations and we do not wish
to include them in the moduli. To exclude them we require that δAi is orthogonal to all gauge
modes:
Tr
∫
d4x δAiD
iω = 0 . (7.23)
Integrating by parts, and requiring that ω = 0 at infinity, shows that we therefore impose the
gauge fixing condition
DiδAi = 0 . (7.24)
We have seen that the solution to the equations of motion requires that Ai has anti-self-dual field
strength. Therefore the x− dependence comes entirely through the dependence of the moduli on
x− and hence we conclude that
Di∂−Ai = 0 , (7.25)
with ∂−Ai = ∂Ai∂mα ∂−m
α + Diω where ω is chosen to ensure that Eq. (7.25) is satisfied. Thus the
DiFi− = 0 equation simply becomes DiDiA− = 0. This is the same as the XI equation and so
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A− is also determined in terms of ADHM data and its asymptotic value:
A− = w +O
(
1
|x|2
)
, (7.26)
where w is an element of the Lie-algebra.
We are now left with just one equation which is second order in x−:
D−Fi− −DjGij − ig4[XI , DiXI ] = 0 . (7.27)
However as we mentioned above we do not aim to solve this equation - which would amount to a
complete solution to all the classical field equations. Rather we now wish to quantise the classical
field configurations that we have constructed and use the momentum generator along x− as the
Hamiltonian.
7.2.1 Conserved Charges
To proceed we note that we need to use a slightly different definition of the conserved charge. In
particular the problem with the standard definition given in section 7.1 is that the integral over
all space includes an integral over x5. However one can simply change integration variable from x5
to x− so that the integral is over all the coordinates. The resulting conserved charge is therefore
constant not for dynamical reasons but because we have integrated over all the coordinates upon
which the fields depend.
On the other hand we can consider
Pµ = g2
∫
d4x Tµ+ , Q = g2
∫
d4x J− , (7.28)
where we have included a factor of g2 to ensure that they have the canonical dimensions. Since
D+ = 0, Pµ and Q are conserved in the sense that ∂−Pµ = ∂−Q = 0. Note that this assumes that
the fields vanish sufficiently quickly at infinity so that the boundary terms in the integrals can be
discarded. In particular conservation of Q requires that D−XI and [XI , XJ ] → 0 as xi → ∞.
Therefore, in this chapter, in order to obtain conserved charges that can be used to define the
quantum theory we assume that
[vI , vJ ] = [vI , w] = 0 . (7.29)
That is we require that the scalar fields and gauge field are in a vacuum configuration at infinity.
More explicitly these expressions are (in the case of vanishing fermions):
P− =Tr
∫
d4x
1
2g2
Fi−F i− +
g2
2
DiX
IDiXI , (7.30)
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P+ =− 1
8g2
Tr
∫
d4x εijklFijFkl , (7.31)
Pi = 1
2g2
Tr
∫
d4x FijF−j , (7.32)
Q =Tr
∫
d4x Fi−ΓiΓ−ψ − 1
4
FijΓ
ijΓ+Γ−ψ + g2DiXJΓJΓiΓ−ψ . (7.33)
Note that P+ = −4pi2g−2k, where k is the instanton number. Thus the P+ eigenvalues are discrete.
Physically we interpret this as arising because the x+ direction is restricted to lie on a circle with
radius R = g2/4pi2.
We can further decompose Q = Q+ +Q− where Γ−+Q± = ±Q±. In this case the superalgebra
becomes
{Q−α,Q−β} =− 2P−(Γ−C−1)αβ + ZI+(Γ−ΓIC−1)αβ + ZIJij+(ΓijΓ−ΓIJC−1)αβ , (7.34)
{Q+α,Q+β} =− 2P+(Γ+C−1)αβ , (7.35)
{Q−α,Q+β} =− 2Pi(ΓiC−1)αβ + ZIi (ΓiΓIC−1)αβ , (7.36)
where C = Γ0 is the charge conjugation matrix and the central charges are
ZI+ =− 2Tr
∫
d4x F−iDiXI , (7.37)
ZIi =− Tr
∫
d4x GijD
jXI , (7.38)
ZIJij+ =− g2Tr
∫
d4x D[iX
IDj]X
J . (7.39)
Note that although there are 16 supersymmetry charges only 8 of them (Q−) have a nontrivial rela-
tion with P−. This is a well-known feature of light-cone gauge (c.f. the Green-Schwarz superstring).
Furthermore any state with a nonvanishing P+ must break the Q+ supersymmetries.
We also see that Gij only appears through its contribution to the central charge ZIi . Here we
take it to be a background, nondynamical field, in which case one only seems to obtain a conserved
quantity in the case that DjGij = 0, so that it decouples from (7.27). In this case ZIi is simply a
boundary term depending on vI and Gij .
Thus, to summarise, we impose the constraints DiGij = [v
I , vJ ] = [vI , w] = 0 on the fields
to ensure that their charges given above are well-defined and conserved. This is necessary in our
treatment since we will ultimately quantise the theory and use the Hamiltonian as the generator
of time evolution through a Schro¨dinger equation.
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7.3 Quantisation
We have seen above that the classical equations of motion can be solved up to a single second
order evolution. We have also constructed the conserved momentum and central charges in the
(2, 0) algebra. In this section, rather than solve the second order classical evolution equation we
instead wish to quantise the system using P− as the Hamiltonian. In particular we see that it can
be written as
P− = 1
2g2
Tr
∫
d4x ∂−Ai∂−Ai − 2∂−AiDiA− +DiA−DiA− + g4DiXIDiXI . (7.40)
The first term gives the kinetic energy and can be expressed in terms of the metric gαβ on instanton
moduli space defined by
Tr
∫
d4x δAiδA
i = gαβδm
αδmβ . (7.41)
Here δAi = ∂Ai/∂m
αδmα + Diδω, with δω is the gauge transformation required to preserve
DiδAi = 0.
Next we have a term that is linear in time derivatives:
Tr
∫
d4x ∂−AiDiA− = Tr
∮
∂−Arw = Lαm˙α . (7.42)
where r is the radial normal direction to the sphere at infinity, m˙α = ∂−mα and Lα is a vector
field on the instanton moduli space. We note that it is proportional to w, i.e. it is determined by
the vacuum expectation value of A−, and can be viewed as a background gauge field.
The last two terms can be written as a boundary integral and contribute to the potential. Thus
we find that the Hamiltonian is
P− = 1
2g2
gαβ(m˙
α − Lα)(m˙β − Lβ) + V , (7.43)
where
V = − 1
2g2
gαβL
αLβ +
1
2g2
Tr
∮
g4XIDrX
I +A−DrA− . (7.44)
For w = 0 this Hamiltonian has appeared before [111] and is known to admit 8 supersymmetries,
which correspond to the Q− here. In particular it was shown that
V =
g2
2
gαβK
αKβ , (7.45)
where Kα is a tri-holomorphic Killing vector on the instanton moduli space which can be expressed
purely in terms of the asymptotic values of XI and the ADHM data [111] . By construction the
Hamiltonian is also invariant under 8 supersymmetries when w 6= 0.
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The next step is to decide on a momentum conjugate to the moduli coordinates mα. The
obvious choice is
pα = gαβm˙
β . (7.46)
An alternative quantisation could be pα = gαβ(m˙
β − Lβ) however since Lα depends on wa this
quantisation would then differ in various sectors of the theory. It would be interesting to ob-
tain a symplectic structure on the entire (2, 0) system that leads to this. Quantisation is now
straightforward and we just consider wavefunctions Ψ(mα, x−) and define
pˆαΨ = −i ∂Ψ
∂mα
, mˆαΨ = mαΨ , (7.47)
where a hat denotes the quantum operator.
There is one issue that requires some discussion, namely the moduli space generically contains
singularities where the instantons shrink to zero size. These are not curvature singularities but
rather more like orbifold singularities. Thus we should either seek to remove them or simply come
up with a suitable prescription on the behaviour of the wavefunction at the singularities. Methods
for pursuing the first approach were considered in [88]. For the second approach one could simply
assume that physical wavefunctions need to be even under the orbifold action at each singularity.
7.3.1 One Instanton Example
For concreteness we now give the expressions above for the case of a single instanton i.e.
P+ = −4pi2/g2 , (7.48)
with gauge group SU(2), including all the moduli. In this case we have (ηaij are the self-dual ’t
Hooft matrices)
Ai =
1
(x− y)2
ρ2
(x− y)2 + ρ2 η
a
ij(x− y)jUσaU−1 , (7.49)
XI =
(x− y)2
(x− y)2 + ρ2 v
I
aUσaU
−1 , (7.50)
A− =
(x− y)2
(x− y)2 + ρ2waUσaU
−1 . (7.51)
Here there are eight moduli represented by the instanton size ρ, position yi and gauge embedding
U ∈ SU(2) ≡ S3. Therefore, in total the moduli space is eight-dimensional.
Our first task is to compute the metric. To do this we note that to ensure Di∂−Ai = 0 we find
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that ω is given by
ω =
1
(x− y)2
ρ2
(x− y)2 + ρ2 η
a
ij y˙
i(x− y)jUσaU−1 − ρ
2
(x− y)2 + ρ2 u˙
aUσaU
−1 , (7.52)
where we have introduced
U−1U˙ = iu˙aσa . (7.53)
We can now compute the metric and find
ds2 = 8pi2(dρ2 + ρ2duadua) + 4pi2dykdyk . (7.54)
This is just the flat metric on R4 × R4 (ua are the left-invariant SU(2) forms of the unit S3).
However we note that, by construction, U is indistinguishable from −U and therefore the actual
moduli space is obtained by identifying U ∼= −U and hence is the quotient R4/Z2 × R4.
Next we evaluate ∮
∂−Ar =
∮
∂Ar
∂mα
m˙α +Drω , (7.55)
where r is the normal direction to the boundary. The only contributions to this come from the
O(1/r3) term in ∂−Ar. To evaluate (7.55) one notes that ∂Ai/∂yk = O(r−4) and, although the
∂Ai/∂ρ and ∂Ai/∂U terms are O(r−3), their ∂Ar/∂ρ and ∂Ar/∂U components vanish. Thus we
have ∮
∂−Ar =
∮
Drω = 4pi
2ρ2Uu˙aσaU
−1 (7.56)
and hence
Lαm˙
α = 8pi2ρ2wau˙
a , (7.57)
or equivalently Lα = waδαa . If we consider gauge transformations of the form U(x
−) then Lα will
transform as a gauge field. For V we find
V = 4pi2g2vIav
I
aρ
2 . (7.58)
Note that the first and last terms in (7.44) have completely cancelled each other and we expect
that this is generically the case. Thus we have found that
P− = 4pi
2
g2
(
ρ˙2 + ρ2(u˙a − wa)(u˙a − wa) + 1
2
y˙ky˙k
)
+ 4pi2g2vIav
I
aρ
2. (7.59)
It is also straightforward to show that the conserved momentum is
Pi = −2pi2g−2y˙i . (7.60)
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More generally, for the case of point-like multi-instantons (i.e. widely separated compared to their
individual scale sizes), one finds Pi ∼ −2pi2g−2
∑
y˙i is just the centre of mass momentum.
Let us now discuss the central charges. First consider ZI+;
ZI+ = −2Tr
∫
d4x(∂−Ai −DiA−)DiXI (7.61)
= −2Tr
∮
(∂−Ar −DrA−)XI (7.62)
= −16pi2ρ2vIa(u˙a − wa) . (7.63)
This is the angular momentum associated to the action of SU(2) on the moduli space.
In the one-instanton case the unique solution to DiGij = 0 is given by
Gij = G0(x
2 + ρ2)2x−4ηaijσa , (7.64)
where G0 is a constant. However conservation of Q and Pµ requires that all fields vanish at infinity
(and are not too singular at the origin) and hence we must take G0 = 0 so that Z
I
i = 0. We expect
that any states that carry ZIi charge are string-like states extended along some direction say x
4. In
this case the total P+ momentum is infinite but the P+ per unit length should be finite. Therefore
the quantum mechanical system reduces to motion on the monopole moduli space determined by
the Nahm construction [112].
In addition we find that ZIJij+ is given by
ZIJij+ = −2pi2ρ2abcηaijvIbvJc . (7.65)
However this vanishes since we demand that [vI , vJ ] = 0 in order that Q is conserved. More gener-
ally we expect that any state with nonvanishing ZIJij+ should have co-dimension two, corresponding
to 3-brane states of the M5-brane. In this case we need to consider states with finite P+ per unit
area and the quantum mechanical system should then be reduced to the vortex moduli space.
7.4 Null Reduction as Infinite Boost
Finally it is instructive to see how the null reduction of the (2, 0) system above can be viewed as
the limit of an infinite boost. This is in agreement with the general arguments for matrix models
and light-cone quantisation given in [113]. In particular let us return to the general discussion for
arbitrary Cµ and set
Cµ =
g2√
1 + β2
(βδµ0 + δ
µ
5 ) ,
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where β is real. For any |β| < 1, Cµ is space-like and after a suitable Lorentz transformation could
be taken to simply be Cµ = g2δµ5 and one reproduces five-dimensional maximally supersymmetric
Yang-Mills. Taking β → ±1 corresponds to an infinite boost of the system along x5 and leads to
the null reduction we have discussed.
Let us see how this works in the (2, 0) system. We introduce coordinates
u =
x0 − βx5√
1 + β2
, v =
x5 + βx0√
1 + β2
, (7.66)
so that Cµ = g2δµv (again we are cavalier about the 3-algebra indices for the sake of clarity). We
now find that if we let
Fij = −g2Hijv , (7.67)
Fiu = −g2Hiuv , (7.68)
Gij = −g2Hiju , (7.69)
then self-duality of H implies that Hijk = g
−2εijklF lu and also:
1
2
εijklF
kl =
2β
1 + β2
Fij +
1− β2
1 + β2
Gij . (7.70)
In the limit that β = 1− ε with  << 1 we see that
1
2
εijklF
kl = Fij + εGij +O(ε2) , (7.71)
and therefore the non-self-dual part of Fij is boosted away. However for any β 6= ±1 the gauge
fields are not required to be self-dual and the reduction to quantum mechanics that we found above
will not occur.
7.5 Conclusions
In this chapter we have constructed the conserved energy-momentum tensor and supercurrent
for the (2, 0) system we reviewed in chapter 6. We then considered in detail the case of a null
reduction to a novel dynamical system with 16 supersymmetries and an SO(5) R-symmetry in
one null and four space dimensions. In particular we showed how the classical equations can be
reduced to motion on the instanton moduli space. This allows us to quantise the system. In so
doing we obtained the light-cone quantisation proposal of [88, 89], generalised to include a potential
that arises when the scalars (or gauge field A−) have a nonvanishing vacuum expectation value,
corresponding to the Coulomb branch where the M5-branes are separated. We were also able
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to obtain expressions for the six-dimensional supersymmetry and Poincare´ algebras in terms of
ADHM data of the instanton moduli space. This clarifies the relation of the quantum mechanical
system to the full six-dimensional one.
In our opinion the work in this chapter presents evidence that the (2, 0) system of [80] represents
a complete Lorentz covariant picture of the M5-brane on a six-dimensional spacetime of the form
M× S1. In particular it is capable of including and interpolating between two conjectures on the
dynamics of M5-branes: namely the recent suggestions that the (2, 0) theory on a space-like circle
is precisely five-dimensional maximally supersymmetric Yang-Mills [100, 101] and also the older
light-cone proposal of [88]. In particular the latter can now be seen to arise as a space-like boost of
the former in accordance with the general prescription of [113]. Nevertheless it remains to be seen
if these conjectures can be made to lead to a more robust and complete description of the (2, 0)
theory and hence the M5-brane, particularly on uncompactified spacetimes.
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8 Summary and Further Work
8.1 Thesis Summary
Let us summarise what we have done in this thesis. We began in chapter 2 by describing the
expected properties of the worldvolume theory of multiple M2-branes. This was followed by a
review of the construction of the Bagger-Lambert-Gustavsson model which is superficially the
long sought for theory of arbitrary multiple M2-branes. The key to this construction was the
introduction of a novel algebraic structure called a real 3-algebra. The unique gauge algebra of the
Euclidean BLG theory restricts it to describing at most two M2-branes and we provided details of
this interpretation by examining its moduli space and outlining the ‘novel Higgs mechanism’. We
then mentioned work to circumvent the uniqueness theorem for the A4 3-algebra by relaxing the
assumption of a positive definite 3-algebra metric and noted that the resulting ghost free theories
seem to describe D2-branes or other Dp-branes wrapped on tori. After this we gave some details on
how the Euclidean BLG can be rewritten as an ordinary gauge theory albeit with matter fields in
the bifundamental representation of SU(2)×SU(2). We then introduced the ABJM theory which
generalises the SU(2)× SU(2) model to gauge groups of the form U(N)× U(N) and describes N
M2-branes in a C4/Zk orbifold but has only manifest N = 6 supersymmetry. In the final part of
the chapter we discussed complex 3-algebras and ultimately showed that for a particular choice of
structure constants the ABJM theory is recovered.
The N = 6, 8 supersymmetric 3-algebra Lagrangians detailed in chapter 2 are only leading
order terms. The full actions involve an infinite expansion in powers of 1/TM2 and also include the
coupling to the M-theory background 3-form gauge field. These full actions are expected to remain
supersymmetric (with N = 6, 8 as appropriate) and consequently the lowest order supersymmetry
transformations must also be modified. We have extended the Lagrangians of chapter 2 in the
following ways.
In chapter 3 we were able to construct the coupling, in the infinite tension limit and at linear
order, of both the N = 8 and N = 6 Lagrangians to the background 3-form gauge field under the
assumption that its 4-form field strength was constant. These coupling terms are gauge invariant
and we showed explicitly that they were invariant under suitably modified supersymmetry trans-
formations. We were also able to understand the origin of the mass terms on the worldvolume in
terms of the back-reaction of the geometry. Subsequent work by other groups extending our results
beyond linear order and for non-constant field strength can be found in [54, 114, 115].
In chapter 4 we tackled the next order Lagrangian and supersymmetry transformations for
the Euclidean N = 8 theory. We started by positing an ansatz for both the 1/TM2 corrections
to the Lagrangian and supersymmetry transformations (both to lowest order in fermions). The
Lagrangian was then varied and we showed that it was invariant if the coefficients in our ansatz
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satisfied certain relations. We were able to solve the simultaneous equations relating the coeffi-
cients up to an overall parameter. By looking to the Abelian DBI action for a single M2-brane
the overall parameter was itself fixed. As a consistency check we computed the commutator of two
supersymmetries on the scalar and gauge fields (again to lowest order in fermions). Pleasingly,
the resulting simultaneous equations are solved by the numerical values we identified in the in-
variance calculations and consequently the superalgebra closes. We have provided the full backing
calculations, which were not included in [4], in appendix B and C.
By M-theory/IIA string theory duality, circle compactification of a direction transverse to
the worldvolume of N M2-branes should lead to N D2-branes in ten dimensions. One method
of constructing a circle of radius R is to take the infinite real line and quotient by a discrete
symmetry group generated by the integers i.e. S1 ∼= R/(2piRZ). In chapter 5 we considered such
a compactification by taking an infinite array of M2-branes in the ABJM model and imposing
translational invariance on all the fields except for the imaginary component of one of the scalars.
We then evaluated the effect on the ABJM Lagrangian of imposing translational invariance. We
found that the resulting theory incorporates three-dimensional maximally supersymmetric Yang-
Mills but is slightly more general as it allows for the appearance of nondynamical moduli. We also
considered a cubic array of M2-branes and found a non-Lorentz invariant version of five-dimensional
maximally supersymmetric Yang-Mills.
Our focus switched from M2-branes to M5-branes in chapter 6. Here we reviewed the field
content of the worldvolume theory of a single M5-brane. We built on this by explaining the
expected properties of a theory of multiple M5-branes and some of the obstacles in constructing
such a theory. The focus of the early part of this thesis means we are primarily interested in a
3-algebra formulation of the non-Abelian (2, 0) theory which describes the dynamics of M5-branes.
Such a formulation is known in the literature and we outlined its construction. We saw that the
3-algebra (2, 0) theory involves an auxiliary vector field whose equation of motion restricts the
nontrivial dynamics of the system to be five-dimensional. We also showed that five-dimensional
supersymmetric Yang-Mills could be found from this non-Abelian 3-algebra system by choosing a
space-like vacuum expectation value for the auxiliary field.
In the penultimate chapter we constructed the conserved energy-momentum tensor and super-
current associated with the 3-algebra formulation of the (2, 0) system. Both of these quantities are
genuinely six-dimensional. We then investigated the (2, 0) equations of motion when the auxiliary
vector field was given a null vacuum expectation value. Importantly, in light-cone coordinates the
scalar potential vanishes and the equation of motion for the self-dual 3-form identifies a 2-form
gauge field strength which is self-dual in Euclidean space. This allows us to solve all but one (the
time evolution equation) of the null reduced (2, 0) equations of motion in terms of ADHM data.
In light-cone coordinates the momentum parallel to the null auxiliary field is quantised and this is
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interpreted as compactification of the M5-branes on a null circle. We were also able to quantise
the null reduced system and connect with much earlier work involving the light-cone quantisation
proposal of the (2, 0) theory. The work in chapter 7 together with the reduction to five-dimensional
supersymmetric Yang-Mills in chapter 6 suggests that the 3-algebra formulation of the non-Abelian
(2, 0) system describes multiple M5-branes whose worldvolume is of the form M× S1.
The original construction of the BLG model is a wonderful example of the power of supersym-
metry. Armed with only a few basic properties of the field content and a willingness to not be
limited by any preconceived notion of gauge symmetry, the requirements of supersymmetry deter-
mine the structure of the theory. The most striking aspect of the BLG theory is the appearance
of a 3-algebra. That they can also appear in the description of M5-branes suggests a deeper role
in M-theory. However, this is tempered by the fact that there exist dual formulations of the three-
dimensional 3-algebra theories in terms of bifundamental gauge theories. It is therefore debatable
whether 3-algebras are fundamental in M-theory or not. Whatever the outcome of that debate,
it is the view of this author that the 3-algebra formulations have a certain beauty to them and it
would be disappointing if 3-algebras did not play a wider role in M-theory.
8.2 Further Work
Our original research in this thesis has hopefully made a modest but useful contribution to the
collective body of M-theory knowledge. To finish, we offer some suggestions for extending our
work. In establishing the higher derivative results in chapter 4 we have made use of the identity
f [abcdfe]fgh = 0, which is trivially satisfied by the structure constants of the A4 3-algebra as
fabcd ∝ abcd and a, b, c, d ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. However, the Lorentzian and other non-Euclidean 3-
algebras of [32–37] do not necessarily satisfy this identity and it is clear that our results do not
hold for these wider classes of theories. Therefore, to extend our results to the non-Euclidean BLG
theories we must abandon use of the identities which follow from f [abcdfe]fgh = 0 i.e. Eqs. (4.9),
(4.10), (4.25) and (4.26). Consequently, we should reinstate the g, mˆ and oˆ terms in L1/TM2 (4.3)
as well as adding terms to the order 1/TM2 supersymmetry transformations. The coefficients of
the new terms would then be determined by repeating the analysis for the A4 case.
Our higher derivative work is incomplete in the sense that we have only worked to lowest order
in fermions. The quartic fermion terms in the action, which coincide for the Lorentzian [69] and
Euclidean [70] BLG theories, are known. Incorporating higher fermions in the supersymmetry
transformations would, in principle, allow us to verify that the entire theory at O(1/TM2) is
maximally supersymmetric and additionally, to close the superalgebra on all the fields. To proceed
at this level would require the addition of supersymmetry transformations of the form
TM2 δ
′X = + (¯Γψ)(ψ¯ΓDψ) + (¯Γψ) ψ¯Γ[ψ,X,X] , (8.1)
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TM2 δ
′A˜ = + (¯Γψ)(ψ¯ΓDψ)X + (¯Γψ) ψ¯Γ[ψ,X,X]X , (8.2)
TM2 δ
′ψ = + Γ(ψ¯ΓDψ)DX + Γ(ψ¯ΓDψ)[X,X,X]
+ Γ ψ¯Γ[ψ,X,X]DX + Γ ψ¯Γ[ψ,X,X][X,X,X] . (8.3)
The most general starting point would then involve taking all independent Lorentz invariant com-
binations. However, the presence of two sets of Γ-matrices in the supersymmetries allows for
many ways of contracting Lorentz indices and also brings into play the transverse duality relation
?Γ(n) ∝ ε(8)Γ(8−n). In addition, the cubic fermions in Eqs. (8.1) and (8.2) can be rearranged using
the Fierz relation. The impact of these features is to obscure which terms are independent so
that even the starting point is difficult to determine. Moreover, the subsequent invariance and
closure calculations would involve heavy use of the Fierz rearrangement and whilst tractable would
represent a formidable computational challenge.
With the exception of the Abelian U(1)×U(1) theory [116], the order 1/TM2 higher derivative
extension of the ABJM model has not been examined. Possible methods of approaching the ABJM
higher derivative extension have been discussed in [70] and [72]. A separate brute force approach
is simply to consider the most general action and supervariations which are consistent with all
symmetries of the system and try to demonstrate invariance and closure as we have done for the
A4 BLG theory. It is conceivable that the arbitrary coefficients in the 1/TM2 extension of ABJM
can likewise be determined up to an overall scaling parameter. It would then remain to fix this
scale parameter and there are at least two possible ways of doing this. First, we could directly
compare against multiple D2-branes written in a suitable complex format by using the ‘novel Higgs
mechanism’ for ABJM [43, 44] or perhaps by taking an infinite periodic array of M2-branes as we
did in chapter 5. Secondly we could rewrite the results of chapter 4 in complex SU(2) × SU(2)
form [42] and exploit the equivalence, at levels k = 1, 2 of the U(2) × U(2) ABJM and A4 BLG
theories. More generally it would be interesting to investigate the possibility of a 3-algebra DBI
action for M2-branes.
In chapter 6 we saw that multiple D4-branes could be recovered by choosing a space-like vacuum
expectation value for the auxiliary field in the 3-algebra formulation of (2, 0) theory. Chapter 7 was
concerned with giving the auxiliary field a light-like vev. There is one remaining choice for Cµa which
is to give it a time-like vev. The resulting system is very similar to five-dimensional maximally
supersymmetric Yang-Mills but in Euclidean signature. There has recently been interest in placing
Euclideanised supersymmetric Yang-Mills on compact manifolds, particularly spheres. After taking
the time-like reduction of the (2, 0) system it may be possible to put the theory on a five-sphere
and use localisation techniques to exactly compute the partition function. This would hopefully
lead to an improved understanding of the relationship between the six-dimensional (2, 0) theory
and five-dimensional supersymmetric Yang-Mills.
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A Conventions and Useful Identities
Throughout this thesis we have adopted the mostly plus convention for the Minkowski metric. We
denote brane worldvolume indices by lower case Greek letters, µ, ν, . . . and directions transverse
to the brane worldvolume by upper case Roman letters, I, J, . . .. In eleven dimensions our Clifford
algebra matrices are Γm, m = 0, 1, . . . , 10. We always take the Clifford matrices to be real.
The totally antisymmetric products of k Γ-matrices have transposes given by;
(
Γ(mk)
)T
= (−1) 12k(k+1)CΓ(mk)C−1 =

−CΓ(mk)C−1 if k = 1, 2, 5, 6, 9 or 10, ,
+CΓ(mk)C−1 if k = 0, 3, 4, 7, 8 or 11,
(A.1)
where C = Γ0 is the antisymmetric charge conjugation matrix. We denote by Γ
(µn) and Γ(Im) the
totally antisymmetric product of n worldvolume and m transverse Γ-matrices respectively. Using
the transpose property (A.1) together with {ΓI ,Γµ} = 0 we find for any two spinors χ and λ
χ¯Γ(Im)Γ(Jn)Γ(µp)λ =(−1)θ(m,n,p)λ¯Γ(Jn)Γ(Im)Γ(µp)χ ,
χ¯Γ(µm)Γ(νn)Γ(Ip)λ =(−1)θ(m,n,p)λ¯Γ(νn)Γ(µm)Γ(Ip)χ ,
(A.2)
where χ¯ = χTC and θ(m,n, p) = p(m+n) + 12m(m+ 1) +
1
2n(n+ 1) +
1
2p(p+ 1). Hence for χ = 2
and λ = 1
¯2Γ
(Im)Γ(Jn)Γ(µp)1 − (1↔ 2) =

¯2
[
Γ(Im),Γ(Jn)
]
Γ(µp)1 if (−1)θ(m,n,p) = +1,
¯2
{
Γ(Im),Γ(Jn)
}
Γ(µp)1 if (−1)θ(m,n,p) = −1.
(A.3)
The Fierz identity in eleven dimensions is
(¯χ)φ = −2−[ 112 ]
(
+ (¯φ)χ+ (¯Γmφ)Γ
mχ− 1
2!
(¯Γmnφ)Γ
mnχ− 1
3!
(¯Γmnpφ)Γ
mnpχ
+
1
4!
(¯Γmnpqφ)Γ
mnpqχ+
1
5!
(¯Γmnpqrφ)Γ
mnpqrχ
)
, (A.4)
where [n] denotes the integer part of n. The Fierz relations for eleven-dimensional spinors living
on the worldvolume of either M2- or M5-branes are found by splitting the indices into worldvolume
and transverse indices as appropriate.
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A.1 M2-branes
A.1.1 N = 8
The M2-brane worldvolume indices are µ, ν, . . . = 0, 1, 2 and the transverse indices are I, J, . . . =
3, 4, . . . , 10. The unbroken supersymmetry parameters, which are 32-component Majorana spinors,
satisfy the following chirality conditions
Γ012 = +  , (A.5)
Γ012ψ =− ψ . (A.6)
From the chirality conditions and the choices Γ0123456789(10) = +1, ε012 = −1, we deduce the
following M2-brane Γ-matrix duality relations
Γµνλ = −εµνλ , Γνλ = −εµνλΓµ , Γλ = +1
2
εµνλΓ
µν , (A.7)
Γµνλψ = +εµνλψ , Γνλψ = +εµνλΓ
µψ , Γλψ = −1
2
εµνλΓ
µνψ , (A.8)
ΓI1...Ik = − (−1)
1
2 (8−k−1)(8−k)
(8− k)! ε
I1...IkJk+1...J8ΓJk+1...J8 , (A.9)
ΓI1...Ikψ = +
(−1) 12 (8−k−1)(8−k)
(8− k)! ε
I1...IkJk+1...J8ΓJk+1...J8ψ , (A.10)
where ε(8) is the totally antisymmetric tensor in eight dimensions.
For the N = 8 calculations in chapter 3 we have used the following identities found in [13]
ΓMΓ
IJΓM = + 4ΓIJ , (A.11)
ΓMΓ
IJKLΓM =0 , (A.12)
ΓIJPΓKLMNΓP =− ΓIΓKLMNΓJ + ΓJΓKLMNΓI , (A.13)
ΓIΓKLΓJ − ΓJΓKLΓI = + 2ΓKLΓIJ − 2ΓKJδIL + 2ΓKIδJL − 2ΓLIδJK
+ 2ΓLJδIK − 4δKJδIL + 4δKIδJL , (A.14)
ΓIJMΓKLΓM = + 2Γ
KLΓIJ − 6ΓKJδIL + 6ΓKIδJL − 6ΓLIδJK
+ 6ΓLJδIK + 4δKJδIL − 4δKIδJL . (A.15)
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We have also used the eleven-dimensional Fierz identity, which for three spinors of the same chirality
with respect to Γ012, is
(¯χ)φ− (φ¯χ) = − 1
16
(
2(¯Γµφ)Γ
µχ− (¯ΓIJφ)ΓIJχ+ 1
4!
(¯ΓµΓIJKLφ)Γ
µΓIJKLχ
)
. (A.16)
A.1.2 N = 6
The M2-brane worldvolume indices are µ, ν, . . . = 0, 1, 2 and the transverse indices are A,B, . . . =
1, 2, 3, 4. For the ABJM model we use two-component Majorana spinors and a real three-dimensional
Clifford algebra with matrices γµ such that γ012 = 1.
For the N = 6 calculations in chapter 3 we have used the following identities found in [18]
1
2
¯CD1 γν2CD δ
A
B = + ¯
AC
1 γν2BC − ¯AC2 γν1BC , (A.17)
2¯AC1 2BD − 2¯AC2 1BD = + ¯CE1 2DEδAB − ¯CE2 1DEδAB
− ¯AE1 2DEδCB + ¯AE2 1DEδCB
+ ¯AE1 2BEδ
C
D − ¯AE2 1BEδCD
− ¯CE1 2BEδAD + ¯CE2 1BEδAD , (A.18)
1
2
εABCD ¯
EF
1 γµ2EF = + ¯1ABγµ2CD − ¯2ABγµ1CD
+ ¯1ADγµ2BC − ¯2ADγµ1BC
− ¯1BDγµ2AC + ¯2BDγµ1AC . (A.19)
We have also used the three-dimensional Fierz identity, which for three spinors of the same chirality
with respect to γ012, is
(λ¯χ)ψ = −1
2
(λ¯ψ)χ− 1
2
(λ¯γνψ)γ
νχ . (A.20)
A.2 M5-branes
The M5-brane worldvolume indices are µ, ν, . . . = 0, 1, . . . , 5 and the transverse indices are I, J, . . . =
6, 7, . . . , 10. The unbroken supersymmetry parameters, which are 32-component Majorana spinors,
satisfy the following chirality conditions
Γ012345 = +  , (A.21)
Γ012345ψ =− ψ . (A.22)
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From the chirality conditions and the choices Γ0123456789(10) = +1, ε012345 = −1, we deduce the
following M5-brane Γ-matrix duality relations
Γµ1...µk = +
(−1)[ k2 ]
(6− k)!ε
µ1...µkν1...ν(6−k)Γν1...ν(6−k) , (A.23)
Γµ1...µkψ = − (−1)
[ k2 ]
(6− k)!ε
µ1...µkν1...ν(6−k)Γν1...ν(6−k)ψ , (A.24)
ΓI1...Il = +
(−1)[ l2 ]
(5− l)! ε
I1...IlJ1...J(5−l)ΓJ1...J(5−l) , (A.25)
ΓI1...Ilψ = − (−1)
[ l2 ]
(5− l)! ε
I1...IlJ1...J(5−l)ΓJ1...J(5−l)ψ , (A.26)
where ε(5) and ε(6) are the totally antisymmetric tensors in five and six dimensions. For the
calculations in chapter 7 the following identities are useful
ΓKΓK = +5 , (A.27)
ΓKΓIΓK = −3ΓI , (A.28)
ΓKΓIJΓK = +ΓIJ . (A.29)
We will also need the Fierz identity, which for two spinors , φ of the same chirality with respect
to Γ012345 and a spinor χ of opposite chirality, is
(¯χ)φ− (φ¯χ) = − 1
16
(
2(¯Γµφ)Γµχ− 2(¯ΓµΓIφ)ΓµΓIχ+ 1
3!
1
2!
(¯ΓµνλΓIJφ)ΓµνλΓ
IJχ
)
. (A.30)
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B Higher Derivative BLG Invariance Calculations
In this appendix we show in detail the calculations behind the invariance of the higher derivative
corrected Lagrangian of chapter 4. The variation of the 1/TM2 corrected Lagrangian is
δ˜L = δ′LBLG + δL1/TM2 , (B.1)
where (setting TM2 = 1 for convenience)
δ′LBLG = Tr
{
−Dµ
(
δ′2DXX
I + δ′1DXX
I + δ′0DXX
I
)
DµXI
+
(
δ′2DXA˜µ + δ
′
1DXA˜µ + δ
′
0DXA˜µ
)
XIDµXI
− 12XIJK [(δ′2DXXI + δ′1DXXI + δ′0DXXI), XJ , XK ]
+ i2
(
δ′3DX ψ¯ + δ
′
2DX ψ¯ + δ
′
1DX ψ¯ + δ
′
0DX ψ¯
)
ΓµDµψ
+ i2 ψ¯Γ
µDµ
(
δ′3DXψ + δ
′
2DXψ + δ
′
1DXψ + δ
′
0DXψ
)
+ i4
(
δ′3DX ψ¯ + δ
′
2DX ψ¯ + δ
′
1DX ψ¯ + δ
′
0DX ψ¯
)
ΓIJ [XI , XJ , ψ]
+ i4 ψ¯Γ
IJ [XI , XJ , (δ′3DXψ + δ
′
2DXψ + δ
′
1DXψ + δ
′
0DXψ)]
+ 12ε
µνλFνλ
(
δ′2DXA˜µ + δ
′
1DXA˜µ + δ
′
0DXA˜µ
)}
+O(ψ3) , (B.2)
δLT−1M2 = STr
{
+ 4aDµ(δXI)DµX
JDνXJDνX
I − 4a (δA˜µXI)DµXJDνXJDνXI
+ 4bDµ(δXI)DµX
IDνXJDνX
J − 4b (δA˜µXI)DµXIDνXJDνXJ
+ 3c εµνλ [δXI , XJ , XK ]DµX
IDνX
JDλX
K
+ 3c εµνλXIJKDµ(δX
I)DνX
JDλX
K − 3c εµνλXIJK(δA˜µXI)DνXJDλXK
+ 4d [δXI , XJ , XK ]XIJLDµXKDµX
L + 2d [XI , XJ , δXK ]XIJLDµXKDµX
L
+ 2dXIJKXIJLDµ(δXK)DµX
L − 2dXIJKXIJL(δA˜µXK)DµXL
+ 6e [δXI , XJ , XK ]XIJKDµXLDµX
L
+ 2eXIJKXIJKDµ(δXL)DµX
L − 2eXIJKXIJK(δA˜µXL)DµXL
+ 12f [δXI , XJ , XK ]XIJKXLMNXLMN
+ idˆδ0DX ψ¯Γ
µΓIJDνψDµX
IDνXJ + idˆψ¯ΓµΓIJDν(δ0DXψ)DµX
IDνXJ
+ idˆδ1DX ψ¯Γ
µΓIJDνψDµX
IDνXJ + idˆψ¯ΓµΓIJDν(δ1DXψ)DµX
IDνXJ
+ ieˆδ0DX ψ¯Γ
µDνψDµX
IDνXI + ieˆψ¯ΓµDν(δ0DXψ)DµX
IDνXI
+ ieˆδ1DX ψ¯Γ
µDνψDµX
IDνXI + ieˆψ¯ΓµDν(δ1DXψ)DµX
IDνXI
+ ifˆδ0DX ψ¯Γ
IJKLDνψX
IJKDνXL + ifˆ ψ¯ΓIJKLDν(δ0DXψ)X
IJKDνXL
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+ ifˆδ1DX ψ¯Γ
IJKLDνψX
IJKDνXL + ifˆ ψ¯ΓIJKLDν(δ1DXψ)X
IJKDνXL
+ igˆδ0DX ψ¯Γ
IJDνψX
IJKDνXK + igˆψ¯ΓIJDν(δ0DXψ)X
IJKDνXK
+ igˆδ1DX ψ¯Γ
IJDνψX
IJKDνXK + igˆψ¯ΓIJDν(δ1DXψ)X
IJKDνXK
+ ihˆδ0DX ψ¯Γ
IJ [XJ , XK , ψ]DµXIDµX
K + ihˆψ¯ΓIJ [XJ , XK , δ0DXψ]D
µXIDµX
K
+ ihˆδ1DX ψ¯Γ
IJ [XJ , XK , ψ]DµXIDµX
K + ihˆψ¯ΓIJ [XJ , XK , δ1DXψ]D
µXIDµX
K
+ iˆiδ0DX ψ¯Γ
µν [XI , XJ , ψ]DµX
IDνX
J + iˆiψ¯Γµν [XI , XJ , δ0DXψ]DµX
IDνX
J
+ iˆiδ1DX ψ¯Γ
µν [XI , XJ , ψ]DµX
IDνX
J + iˆiψ¯Γµν [XI , XJ , δ1DXψ]DµX
IDνX
J
+ iˆjδ0DX ψ¯Γ
µνΓIJ [XJ , XK , ψ]DµX
IDνX
K + iˆjψ¯ΓµνΓIJ [XJ , XK , δ0DXψ]DµX
IDνX
K
+ iˆjδ1DX ψ¯Γ
µνΓIJ [XJ , XK , ψ]DµX
IDνX
K + iˆjψ¯ΓµνΓIJ [XJ , XK , δ1DXψ]DµX
IDνX
K
+ ikˆδ0DX ψ¯Γ
µΓIJ [XK , XL, ψ]DµX
IXJKL + ikˆψ¯ΓµΓIJ [XK , XL, δ0DXψ]DµX
IXJKL
+ ikˆδ1DX ψ¯Γ
µΓIJ [XK , XL, ψ]DµX
IXJKL + ikˆψ¯ΓµΓIJ [XK , XL, δ1DXψ]DµX
IXJKL
+ iˆlδ0DX ψ¯Γ
µ[XI , XJ , ψ]DµX
KXIJK + iˆlψ¯Γµ[XI , XJ , δ0DXψ]DµX
KXIJK
+ iˆlδ1DX ψ¯Γ
µ[XI , XJ , ψ]DµX
KXIJK + iˆlψ¯Γµ[XI , XJ , δ1DXψ]DµX
KXIJK
+ inˆδ0DX ψ¯Γ
µΓIJ [XK , XL, ψ]XIJKDµX
L + inˆψ¯ΓµΓIJ [XK , XL, δ0DXψ]X
IJKDµX
L
+ inˆδ1DX ψ¯Γ
µΓIJ [XK , XL, ψ]XIJKDµX
L + inˆψ¯ΓµΓIJ [XK , XL, δ1DXψ]X
IJKDµX
L
+ ipˆδ0DX ψ¯Γ
IJ [XK , XL, ψ]XIJMXKLM + ipˆψ¯ΓIJ [XK , XL, δ0DXψ]X
IJMXKLM
+ ipˆδ1DX ψ¯Γ
IJ [XK , XL, ψ]XIJMXKLM + ipˆψ¯ΓIJ [XK , XL, δ1DXψ]X
IJMXKLM
}
+O(ψ3) , (B.3)
and the variations δ and δ′ have been given in Eqs. (2.19) - (2.20) and (4.13) - (4.24) in the main body
of this thesis. From δ′LBLG and δL1/TM2 we can pick terms according to the number of derivatives
they contain. We will consider these terms separately and in decreasing order of derivatives in the
following sections.
After selecting the required terms we perform the following manipulations which are common
to each section. Into the chosen terms we insert the appropriate supersymmetry transformations
and use the spinor flip condition (A.2) to place the supersymmetry parameter  to the left of the
fermions ψ and Dψ. We then commute the worldvolume Γ-matrices through the transverse ones
so that they lie next to the fermions. The next step is to dualise the worldvolume Γ-matrices
using (A.8) whenever they are accompanied by εµνλ. We are then in a position to expand out all
Γ-matrices using the Clifford algebra. The matrix algebra, which we perform separately in each
subsection below, has been aided by use the Cadabra symbolic computer algebra package [73, 74].
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B.1 Four Derivative Terms - δ˜L4
These terms have been covered in chapter 4.
B.2 Three Derivative Terms - δ˜L3
The terms from (B.2) and (B.3) which contain a total of three derivatives are
STr
{
− is5¯ΓIJKLMΓµDν(ψDµXJXKLM )DνXI − is6¯ΓKLMΓµDν(ψDµXIXKLM )DνXI
− is7¯ΓJLMΓµDν(ψDµXJXILM )DνXI − is8¯ΓILMΓµDν(ψDµXJXJLM )DνXI
− is9¯ΓMΓµDν(ψDµXJXIJM )DνXI
− ig1¯ΓJΓµψ[XJ , XI , DµXI ]DνXKDνXK − ig2¯ΓJΓνψ[XJ , XI , DµXI ]DµXKDνXK
− ig3¯ΓJΓνψ[XK , XI , DµXI ]DµXJDνXK − ig4¯ΓJΓνψ[XK , XI , DµXI ]DµXKDνXJ
− ig5¯ΓJΓµψ[XK , XI , DµXI ]DνXJDνXK − ig6¯ΓJΓµνλψ[XK , XI , DµXI ]DνXJDλXK
− ig7¯ΓJKLΓµνλψ[XJ , XI , DµXI ]DνXKDλXL − ig8¯ΓJKLΓνψ[XJ , XI , DµXI ]DµXKDνXL
+ i2f4¯Γ
IJKLMΓνλΓµDµψDνX
IDλX
JXKLM − i2f4¯ΓIJKLMΓνλΓµψDµ(DνXIDλXJXKLM )
− i2f5¯ΓKLMΓνλΓµDµψDνXJDλXKXJLM + i2f5¯ΓKLMΓνλΓµψDµ(DνXJDλXKXJLM )
+ i2f6¯Γ
MΓνλΓµDµψDνX
JDλX
KXJKM − i2f6¯ΓMΓνλΓµψDµ(DνXJDλXKXJKM )
+ i2f7¯Γ
KLMΓµDµψDνX
JDνXJXKLM − i2f7¯ΓKLMΓµψDµ(DνXJDνXJXKLM )
+ i2f8¯Γ
KLMΓµDµψDνX
JDνXKXJLM − i2f8¯ΓKLMΓµψDµ(DνXJDνXKXJLM )
− i4f1¯ΓKLMΓIJΓµνλ[XI , XJ , ψ]DµXKDνXLDλXM
+ i4f1¯Γ
KLMΓIJΓµνλψ[XI , XJ , DµX
KDνX
LDλX
M ]
− i4f2¯ΓKΓIJΓµ[XI , XJ , ψ]DµXLDνXLDνXK
+ i4f2¯Γ
KΓIJΓµψ[XI , XJ , DµX
LDνX
LDνXK ]
− i4f3¯ΓKΓIJΓµ[XI , XJ , ψ]DµXKDνXLDνXL
+ i4f3¯Γ
KΓIJΓµψ[XI , XJ , DµX
KDνX
LDνXL]
− ig9¯ΓKLMΓλψDνXIXKLM (F˜νλXI)− ig10¯ΓJLMΓλψDνXJXILM (F˜νλXI)
− ig11¯ΓMΓλψDνXJXIJM (F˜νλXI) + i2g12¯ΓKLMΓµρσψDµXIXKLM (F˜ρσXI)
+ i2g13¯Γ
JLMΓµρσψDµX
JXILM (F˜ρσX
I) + i2g14¯Γ
MΓµρσψDµX
JXIJM (F˜ρσX
I)
− 4ia ¯ΓKΓµ[XK , XI , ψ]DµXJDνXJDνXI − 4ib ¯ΓKΓµ[XK , XI , ψ]DµXIDνXJDνXJ
+ 3ic ¯ΓIΓµνλ[ψ,XJ , XK ]DµX
IDνX
JDλX
K + 3ic ¯ΓIΓµνλDµψDνX
JDλX
KXIJK
− i6 dˆ¯ΓKLMΓIJΓµDνψDµXIDνXJXKLM − i6 dˆ¯ΓKLMΓIJΓµψDν(XKLM )DµXIDνXJ
− i6 eˆ¯ΓKLMΓµDνψDµXIDνXIXKLM + i6 eˆ¯ΓKLMΓµψDν(XKLM )DµXIDνXI
+ ifˆ ¯ΓMΓIJKLΓµDνψX
IJKDνXLDµX
M + ifˆ ¯ΓMΓIJKLΓµψDν(DµX
M )XIJKDνXL
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+ igˆ¯ΓLΓIJΓµDνψX
IJKDνXKDµX
L − igˆ¯ΓLΓIJΓµψDν(DµXL)XIJKDνXK
+ ihˆ¯ΓLΓIJΓµ[XJ , XK , ψ]DνXIDνX
KDµX
L − ihˆ¯ΓLΓIJΓµψ[XJ , XK , DµXL]DνXIDνXK
+ iˆi¯ΓKΓλΓµν [XI , XJ , ψ]DµX
IDνX
JDλX
K − iˆi¯ΓKΓλΓµνψ[XI , XJ , DλXK ]DµXIDνXJ
+ iˆj¯ΓLΓIJΓλΓµν [XJ , XK , ψ]DµX
IDνX
KDλX
L
+ iˆj¯ΓLΓIJΓλΓµνψ[XJ , XK , DλX
L]DµX
IDνX
K
}
, (B.4)
where we have used εµρσΓµνψF˜ρσ = −2ΓλψF˜νλ. Expanding out the Γ-matrices we find six distinct
types of index structure:
Γ(5)Γµνλ , Γ(3)Γµνλ , Γ(1)Γµνλ , Γ(5)Γµ , Γ(3)Γµ , Γ(1)Γµ , (B.5)
where Γ(n) represents Γ-matrices with n antisymmetric transverse Lorentz indices. We now consider
each of these in turn.
B.2.1 Γ(5)Γµνλ terms
The Γ(5)Γµνλ terms are
STr
{
+ i
(− 14f1) ¯ΓIJKLMΓµνλ[XI , XJ , ψ]DµXKDνXLDλXM
+ i
(
+ 34f1 − 32f4
)
¯ΓIJKLMΓµνλψ[XI , XJ , DµX
K ]DνX
LDλX
M
+ i
(
+ 12f4
)
¯ΓIJKLMΓµνλDµψDνX
IDλX
JXKLM
+ i
(− 12f4) ¯ΓIJKLMΓµνλψDµ(DνXIDλXJ)XKLM} . (B.6)
The final term STr{¯ΓIJKLMΓµνλψDµ(DνXIDλXJ)XKLM} is zero because
STr{¯ΓIJKLMΓµνλψDµ(DνXIDλXJ)XKLM} = 2STr{¯ΓIJKLMΓµνλψ(F˜µνXI)XKLMDλXJ}
(B.7)
and the right hand side vanishes after application of Eq. (4.26). We can therefore add any multiple
of this term as we please. This allows us to write the variation as
STr
{
+ i
(− 14f1) ¯ΓIJKLMΓµνλ[XI , XJ , ψ]DµXKDνXLDλXM
+ i
(− 32f4) ¯ΓIJKLMΓµνλψ[XI , XJ , DµXK ]DνXLDλXM
+ i
(
+ 12f4
)
¯ΓIJKLMΓµνλDµψDνX
IDλX
JXKLM
+ i
(
+ 34f1
)
¯ΓIJKLMΓµνλψ[XI , XJ , DµX
K ]DνX
LDλX
M
}
(B.8)
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= STr
{
+ i
(− 14f1) ¯ΓIJKLMΓµνλ[XI , XJ , ψ]DµXKDνXLDλXM
+ i
(− 12f4) ¯ΓIJKLMΓµνλψ[XI , XJ , DµXKDνXLDλXM ]
+ i
(
+ 12f4
)
¯ΓIJKLMΓµνλDµψDνX
IDλX
JXKLM
+ i
(
+ 14f1
)
¯ΓIJKLMΓµνλψDνX
IDλX
JDµ(X
KLM )
}
(B.9)
= STr
{
+ i
(− 14f1) ¯ΓIJKLMΓµνλ[XI , XJ , ψ]DµXKDνXLDλXM
+ i
(− 12f4) ¯ΓIJKLMΓµνλψ[XI , XJ , DµXKDνXLDλXM ]
+ i
(
+ 12f4
)
¯ΓIJKLMΓµνλDµψDνX
IDλX
JXKLM
+ i
(
+ 14f1
)
¯ΓIJKLMΓµνλψDµ(DνX
IDλX
JXKLM )
}
. (B.10)
If f4 =
1
2f1 the first two lines vanish through the gauge invariance condition (4.5) and the last two
lines are a total derivative. In the analysis of δ˜L4 in chapter 4 we found f1 = + 16 dˆ hence invariance
demands that f4 = +
1
12 dˆ.
B.2.2 Γ(3)Γµνλ terms
The Γ(3)Γµνλ terms are
STr
{
+ i
(− 12f5) ¯ΓIJKΓµνλDµψDνXMDλXIXJKM
+ i
(
+ 12f5
)
¯ΓIJKΓµνλψDµ(DνX
MDλX
IXJKM )
+ i
(
+ 12g12
)
¯ΓIJKΓµνλψDµX
M (F˜νλX
M )XIJK
+ i
(
+ 12g13
)
¯ΓIJKΓµνλψDµX
I(F˜νλX
M )XJKM
+ i
(
+ 32f1 + jˆ
)
¯ΓIJKΓµνλ[XI , XM , ψ]DµX
MDνX
JDλX
K
+ i
(− 32f1 − g7) ¯ΓIJKΓµνλψ[XI , XM , DµXM ]DνXJDλXK
+ i
(
− 32f1 + 12 jˆ
)
¯ΓIJKΓµνλψDµX
M [XI , XM , DνX
JDλX
K ]
}
. (B.11)
The identity (4.26) can be used to show
+ i2g12STr{¯ΓIJKΓµνλψDµXM (F˜νλXM )XIJK} = + 3i2 g12STr{¯ΓIJKΓµνλψDµXM (F˜νλXI)XJKM} .
(B.12)
Using this result and expanding out the f5 terms leads to
STr
{
+ i
(− 12f5) ¯ΓIJKΓµνλDµψDνXMDλXIXJKM
+ i
(
+ 12f5 +
1
2g13
)
¯ΓIJKΓµνλψDµ(DνX
M )DλX
IXJKM
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+ i
(
+ 12f5 − 32g12
)
¯ΓIJKΓµνλψDνX
MDµ(DλX
I)XJKM
+ i
(
+ 12f5
)
¯ΓIJKΓµνλψDνX
MDλX
IDµ(X
JKM )
+ i
(
+ 32f1 + jˆ
)
¯ΓIJKΓµνλ[XI , XM , ψ]DµX
MDνX
JDλX
K
+ i
(− 32f1 − g7) ¯ΓIJKΓµνλψ[XI , XM , DµXM ]DνXJDλXK
+ i
(
− 32f1 + 12 jˆ
)
¯ΓIJKΓµνλψDµX
M [XI , XM , DνX
JDλX
K ]
}
. (B.13)
The final three terms are zero by the gauge invariance condition if
3
2f1 + jˆ = − 32f1 − g7 = − 32f1 + 12 jˆ . (B.14)
Solving these simultaneous equations yields f1 = − 16 jˆ and f1 = + 13g7. The first four lines vanish
only if f5 = 0 which forces g12 = 0 and g13 = 0. We know from the δ˜L4 terms that f1 = + 16 dˆ so
we find jˆ = −dˆ and g7 = + 12 dˆ.
B.2.3 Γ(1)Γµνλ terms
The Γ(1)Γµνλ terms are
STr
{
+ i
(
+ 12f6 + 3c
)
¯ΓIΓµνλDµψDνX
JDλX
KXIJK
+ i
(− 12f6 + 12g14) ¯ΓIΓµνλψDµ(DνXJDλXK)XIJK
+ i
(− 12f6) ¯ΓIΓµνλψDνXJDλXK [DµXI , XJ , XK ]
+ i
(
− 12f6 − 12 jˆ
)
¯ΓIΓµνλψDνX
JDλX
K [XI , DµX
J , XK ]
+ i
(
− 12f6 − 12 jˆ
)
¯ΓIΓµνλψDνX
JDλX
K [XI , XJ , DµX
K ]
+ i
(
+ 32f1 + 3c+ iˆ+ jˆ
)
¯ΓIΓµνλ[XJ , XK , ψ]DµX
IDνX
JDλX
K
+ i
(
− 32f1 − iˆ
)
¯ΓIΓµνλψDνX
JDλX
K [XJ , XK , DµX
I ]
+ i
(
− 32f1 − 12g6 + 12 jˆ
)
¯ΓIΓµνλψDµX
I [XJ , XK , DνX
JDλX
K ]
}
. (B.15)
To proceed we see that we have two terms which are identical and so we can redistribute their
coefficients in the following way
STr
{
+ i
(− 12f6) ¯ΓIΓµνλψDνXJDλXK [DµXI , XJ , XK ]
+ i
(
− 32f1 − iˆ
)
¯ΓIΓµνλψDνX
JDλX
K [XJ , XK , DµX
I ]
}
(B.16)
= STr
{
+ i
(
− 12f6 − 12 jˆ
)
¯ΓIΓµνλψDνX
JDλX
K [DµX
I , XJ , XK ]
+ i
(
− 32f1 − iˆ+ 12 jˆ
)
¯ΓIΓµνλψDνX
JDλX
K [XJ , XK , DµX
I ]
}
. (B.17)
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This allows us to write the ΓIΓµνλ terms as
STr
{
+ i
(
+ 12f6 + 3c
)
¯ΓIΓµνλDµψDνX
JDλX
KXIJK
+ i
(− 12f6 + 12g14) ¯ΓIΓµνλψDµ(DνXJDλXK)XIJK
+ i
(
− 12f6 − 12 jˆ
)
¯ΓIΓµνλψDνX
JDλX
KDµ(X
IJK)
+ i
(
+ 32f1 + 3c+ iˆ+ jˆ
)
¯ΓIΓµνλ[XJ , XK , ψ]DµX
IDνX
JDλX
K
+ i
(
− 32f1 − iˆ+ 12 jˆ
)
¯ΓIΓµνλψ[XJ , XK , DµX
I ]DνX
JDλX
K
+ i
(
− 32f1 − 12g6 + 12 jˆ
)
¯ΓIΓµνλψDµX
I [XJ , XK , DνX
JDλX
K ]
}
. (B.18)
The first three terms form a total derivative if
+ 12f6 + 3c = − 12f6 + 12g14 = − 12f6 − 12 jˆ , (B.19)
which are solved by f6 = −3c − 12 jˆ and g14 = −jˆ. The final three terms are zero by the gauge
invariance condition if
+ 32f1 + 3c+ iˆ+ jˆ = − 32f1 − iˆ+ 12 jˆ = − 32f1 − 12g6 + 12 jˆ . (B.20)
This gives g6 = +2ˆi and f1 = −c − 23 iˆ − 16 jˆ. Using the value g6 = −2dˆ from the four derivative
section and the value f1 =
1
6 dˆ from both the four derivative section and the Γ
3Γµνλ section above,
we find iˆ = −dˆ and c = + 23 dˆ. This then forces the values g14 = +dˆ and f6 = − 32 dˆ.
B.2.4 Γ(5)Γµ terms
The Γ(5)Γµ terms are
STr
{
+ i
(
+f4 + s5 − 16 dˆ− fˆ
)
¯ΓIJKLMΓµDνψDµX
IDνX
JXKLM
+ i
(
−f4 + s5 − fˆ
)
¯ΓIJKLMΓµψDν(DµX
I)DνX
JXKLM
+ i (−f4) ¯ΓIJKLMΓµψDµXIDν(DνXJ)XKLM
+ i
(
−f4 + s5 − 16 dˆ
)
¯ΓIJKLMΓµψDµX
IDνX
JDν(XKLM )
}
. (B.21)
This forms a total derivative if
+ f4 + s5 − 16 dˆ− fˆ = −f4 + s5 − fˆ = −f4 = −f4 + s5 − 16 dˆ . (B.22)
The solution to these equations is f4 = +
1
12 dˆ, s5 = +
1
6 dˆ and fˆ = +
1
6 dˆ.
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B.2.5 Γ(3)Γµ terms
The Γ(3)Γµ terms are
STr
{
+ i
(
−s8 − 12 dˆ+ 3fˆ
)
¯ΓIJKΓµDνψDµX
LDνX
IXJKL
+ i
(
−2s8 − dˆ− jˆ
)
¯ΓIJKΓµψDµX
LDνX
I [DνXJ , XK , XL]
+ i
(
−s7 + 12 dˆ+ gˆ
)
¯ΓIJKΓµDνψDµX
IDνX
LXJKL
+ i
(
−2s7 + dˆ+ jˆ
)
¯ΓIJKΓµψDµX
IDνX
L[DνXJ , XK , XL]
+ i
(
+ 12f3 +
1
2 dˆ
)
¯ΓIJKΓµψDµX
IDνX
L[XJ , XK , DνXL]
+ i
(
+hˆ+ jˆ
)
¯ΓIJKΓµ[XJ , XL, ψ]DνXIDνX
LDµX
K
+ i (−s7) ¯ΓIJKΓµψDµXIDνXL[XJ , XK , DνXL]
+ i (−s8) ¯ΓIJKΓµψDµXLDνXI [XJ , XK , DνXL]
+ i (−g8) ¯ΓIJKΓµψDνXKDµXI [XJ , XL, DνXL]
+ i
(
+ 12f8
)
¯ΓIJKΓµDµψDνX
LDνXIXJKL
+ i
(− 12f8) ¯ΓIJKΓµψDµ(DνXL)DνXIXJKL
+ i
(
−s8 + 3fˆ
)
¯ΓIJKΓµψDν(DµX
L)DνXIXJKL
+ i
(− 12f8) ¯ΓIJKΓµψDνXLDµ(DνXI)XJKL
+ i (−s7 − gˆ) ¯ΓIJKΓµψDνXLDν(DµXI)XJKL
+ i
(
−f8 + hˆ
)
¯ΓIJKΓµψDνX
LDνXI [DµX
J , XK , XL]
+ i
(
+ 12f2 − 12f8
)
¯ΓIJKΓµψDνX
LDνXI [XJ , XK , DµX
L]
+ i
(− 14f2) ¯ΓIJKΓµ[XI , XJ , ψ]DµXLDνXLDνXK
+ i
(− 14f2) ¯ΓIJKΓµψ[XI , XJ , DµXL]DνXLDνXK
+ i
(
+ 14f2 − 12 dˆ
)
¯ΓIJKΓµψDµX
L[XI , XJ , DνXL]DνX
K
+ i
(
+ 14f2 +
1
2 eˆ
)
¯ΓIJKΓµψDµX
LDνX
L[XI , XJ , DνXK ]
+ i (−3s6) ¯ΓIJKΓµψDµXLDνXL[XI , XJ , DνXK ]
+ i
(− 14f3) ¯ΓIJKΓµ[XI , XJ , ψ]DµXKDνXLDνXL
+ i
(
+ 12f7
)
¯ΓIJKΓµDµψDνX
LDνXLXIJK
+ i (−f7) ¯ΓIJKΓµψDµ(DνXL)DνXLXIJK
+ i
(
−s6 − fˆ
)
¯ΓIJKΓµψDν(DµX
L)DνXLXIJK
+ i
(
+ 14f3 − 32f7
)
¯ΓIJKΓµψDνX
LDνXL[XI , XJ , DµX
K ]
+ i
(
−s6 − fˆ − 16 eˆ
)
¯ΓIJKΓµDνψDµX
LDνX
LXIJK
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+ i (+g9) ¯Γ
IJKΓµψDνXL(F˜µνX
L)XIJK
+ i (+g10) ¯Γ
IJKΓµψDνXI(F˜µνX
L)XJKL
}
. (B.23)
We know + 14f2− 12 dˆ = + 14f2 + 12 eˆ = − 14f2 , + 12 dˆ+ 12f3 = − 12f3, dˆ = −jˆ, dˆ = −eˆ and fˆ = − 16 eˆ. In
addition we have previously found f5 and g8 to be zero. Using this coefficient data and swapping
the order of the covariant derivatives in some terms at the expense of introducing a field strength
we get
STr
{
+ i (−s6) ¯ΓIJKΓµDν(ψDµXLDνXLXIJK)
+ i (+s6) ¯Γ
IJKΓµψDµX
LXIJKDν(DνX
L)
+ i (−s7) ¯ΓIJKΓµψDµXIDνXL[XJ , XK , DνXL]
+ i (−s8) ¯ΓIJKΓµDν(ψDµXLDνXIXJKL)
+ i (+s8) ¯Γ
IJKΓµψDµX
LXJKLDν(DνX
I)
+ i
(
−s7 + 12 dˆ+ gˆ
)
¯ΓIJKΓµDνψDµX
IDνX
LXJKL
+ i
(
+dˆ− hˆ
)
¯ΓIJKΓµ[XJ , XL, ψ]DµX
IDνXKDνX
L
+ i (+2s7) ¯Γ
IJKΓµψDµX
I [XJ , XL, DνXK ]DνX
L
+ i
(
+ 12 dˆ− 12 hˆ
)
¯ΓIJKΓµψDνX
LDνXI [XJ , XK , DµX
L]
+ i
(
+ 12f8
)
¯ΓIJKΓµDµψDνX
LDνXIXJKL
+ i
(
− 12f8 + 12 dˆ
)
¯ΓIJKΓµψDµ(DνX
L)DνXIXJKL
+ i
(− 12f8 − s7 − gˆ) ¯ΓIJKΓµψDνXLDµ(DνXI)XJKL
+ i
(
− 12f8 + 12 hˆ
)
¯ΓIJKΓµψDνX
LDνXIDµ(X
JKL)
+ i
(
+ 12f7
)
¯ΓIJKΓµDµψDνX
LDνXLXIJK
+ i
(
− 12f7 − 112 dˆ
)
¯ΓIJKΓµψDµ(DνX
LDνXL)XIJK
+ i
(
− 12f7 − 112 dˆ
)
¯ΓIJKΓµψDνX
LDνXLDµ(X
IJK)
+ i (+s7 + gˆ) ¯Γ
IJKΓµψDνXL(F˜µνX
I)XJKL
+ i
(
+g10 − 12 dˆ
)
¯ΓIJKΓµψ(F˜µνX
L)DνXIXJKL
+ i
(
+g9 +
1
6 dˆ
)
¯ΓIJKΓµψ(F˜µνX
L)DνXLXIJK
}
. (B.24)
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Many of these terms cannot be formed into total derivatives or be removed through the gauge
invariance condition and so we must set their coefficients to zero. This tells us
s6 = 0 , s7 = 0 , s8 = 0 , gˆ = − 12 dˆ , hˆ = +dˆ . (B.25)
Further, we get two total derivatives if
+ 12f8 = − 12f8 + 12 dˆ = − 12f8 − s7 − gˆ = − 12f8 + 12 hˆ (B.26)
and
+ 12f7 = − 12f7 − 112 dˆ . (B.27)
Solving these simultaneous equations we find f7 = − 112 dˆ and f8 = + 12 dˆ. The remaining terms are
STr
{
+ i (+gˆ) ¯ΓIJKΓµψDνXL(F˜µνX
I)XJKL
+ i
(
+g10 − 12 dˆ
)
¯ΓIJKΓµψ(F˜µνX
L)DνXIXJKL
+ i
(
+g9 +
1
6 dˆ
)
¯ΓIJKΓµψ(F˜µνX
L)DνXLXIJK
}
(B.28)
= STr
{
+ i
(
+3g9 + gˆ +
1
2 dˆ
)
¯ΓIJKΓµψDνXL(F˜µνX
I)XJKL
+ i
(
+g10 − 12 dˆ
)
¯ΓIJKΓµψ(F˜µνX
L)DνXIXJKL
}
, (B.29)
where we have employed Eq. (4.26). Each coefficient above must be zero and because gˆ + 12 dˆ = 0
we see that g9 = 0 and g10 = +
1
2 dˆ.
B.2.6 Γ(1)Γµ terms
The Γ(1)Γµ terms are
STr
{
+ i
(
+f6 + s9 + dˆ− 2gˆ
)
¯ΓIΓµDνψDµX
JDνX
KXIJK
+ i (−f6 + s9 + 2gˆ) ¯ΓIΓµψDν(DµXJ)DνXKXIJK
+ i (−f6) ¯ΓIΓµψDµXJDν(DνXK)XIJK
+ i
(
−f6 + s9 + dˆ
)
¯ΓIΓµψDµX
JDνX
KDν(XIJK)
+ i
(
−hˆ− 2ˆi+ jˆ
)
¯ΓIΓµ[XJ , XK , ψ]DνXIDµX
JDνX
K
+ i
(
+2ˆi
)
¯ΓIΓµψ[XJ , XK , DνXI ]DµX
JDνX
K
+ i
(
+g5 + hˆ
)
¯ΓIΓµψDνXI [XJ , XK , DµX
J ]DνX
K
+ i
(
−g3 + jˆ
)
¯ΓIΓµψDνXIDµX
J [XJ , XK , DνX
K ]
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+ i
(
+g4 + jˆ
)
¯ΓIΓµψ[XJ , XK , DνXJ ]DµX
IDνX
K
+ i
(
+ 12f2 − 4a+ hˆ− jˆ
)
¯ΓIΓµ[XI , XJ , ψ]DµX
KDνX
KDνXJ
+ i
(
− 12f2 − hˆ
)
¯ΓIΓµψ[XI , XJ , DµX
K ]DνXKDνX
J
+ i
(
− 12f2 − jˆ
)
¯ΓIΓµψDµX
K [XI , XJ , DνXK ]DνX
J
+ i
(− 12f2 − g2) ¯ΓIΓµψDµXKDνXK [XI , XJ , DνXJ ]
+ i
(
+ 12f3 − 4b+ jˆ
)
¯ΓIΓµ[XI , XJ , ψ]DµX
JDνX
KDνXK
+ i
(− 12f3 − g1) ¯ΓIΓµψ[XI , XJ , DµXJ ]DνXKDνXK
+ i
(
− 12f3 + 12 jˆ
)
¯ΓIΓµψDµX
J [XI , XJ , DνXKDνX
K ]
+ i (−g11) ¯ΓIΓµψDνXJXIJK(F˜µνXK)
}
. (B.30)
To these terms we add zero in the following form
0 = STr
{(
−2dˆ+ 2dˆ
)
¯ΓIΓµψDµX
JDνX
KDν(XIJK)
}
(B.31)
= STr
{(
−2dˆ
)
¯ΓIΓµψDµX
JDνX
KDν(XIJK)(
+2dˆ
)
¯ΓIΓµψDµX
JDνX
K [DνXI , XJ , XK ](
+2dˆ
)
¯ΓIΓµψDµX
JDνX
K [XI , DνXJ , XK ](
+2dˆ
)
¯ΓIΓµψDµX
JDνX
K [XI , XJ , DνXK ]
}
. (B.32)
We then get after reordering some blocks of terms
STr
{
+ i
(
+f6 + s9 + dˆ− 2gˆ
)
¯ΓIΓµDνψDµX
JDνX
KXIJK
+ i (−f6 + s9 + 2gˆ) ¯ΓIΓµψDν(DµXJ)DνXKXIJK
+ i (−f6) ¯ΓIΓµψDµXJDν(DνXK)XIJK
+ i
(
−f6 + s9 − dˆ
)
¯ΓIΓµψDµX
JDνX
KDν(XIJK)
+ i
(
+ 12f2 − 4a+ hˆ− jˆ
)
¯ΓIΓµ[XI , XJ , ψ]DµX
KDνX
KDνXJ
+ i
(
− 12f2 − hˆ
)
¯ΓIΓµψ[XI , XJ , DµX
K ]DνXKDνX
J
+ i
(
− 12f2 − 2dˆ− jˆ
)
¯ΓIΓµψDµX
K [XI , XJ , DνXK ]DνX
J
+ i
(− 12f2 − g2) ¯ΓIΓµψDµXKDνXK [XI , XJ , DνXJ ]
+ i
(
−hˆ− 2ˆi+ jˆ
)
¯ΓIΓµ[XJ , XK , ψ]DνXIDµX
JDνX
K
+ i
(
+2dˆ+ 2ˆi
)
¯ΓIΓµψ[XJ , XK , DνXI ]DµX
JDνX
K
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+ i
(
+g5 + hˆ
)
¯ΓIΓµψDνXI [XJ , XK , DµX
J ]DνX
K
+ i
(
−g3 + jˆ
)
¯ΓIΓµψDνXIDµX
J [XJ , XK , DνX
K ]
+ i
(
+g4 + jˆ
)
¯ΓIΓµψ[XJ , XK , DνXJ ]DµX
IDνX
K
+ i
(
+ 12f3 − 4b+ jˆ
)
¯ΓIΓµ[XI , XJ , ψ]DµX
JDνX
KDνXK
+ i
(− 12f3 − g1) ¯ΓIΓµψ[XI , XJ , DµXJ ]DνXKDνXK
+ i
(
− 12f3 + dˆ+ 12 jˆ
)
¯ΓIΓµψDµX
J [XI , XJ , DνXKDνX
K ]
+ i (−g11) ¯ΓIΓµψDνXJXIJK(F˜µνXK)
}
. (B.33)
These terms group into total derivatives or are zero by the gauge invariance condition (4.5) with
the exception of the final term which must be zero, hence g11 = 0. The first block of terms gives
us
f6 + s9 + dˆ− 2gˆ = −f6 + s9 + 2gˆ = −f6 = −f6 + s9 − dˆ . (B.34)
This is solved by f6 = − 32 dˆ, s9 = +dˆ and gˆ = − 12 dˆ. The second block gives
+ 12f2 − 4a+ hˆ− jˆ = − 12f2 − hˆ = − 12f2 − 2dˆ− jˆ = − 12f2 − g2 . (B.35)
We have previously found a = +dˆ, f2 = +dˆ and g2 = +dˆ from δ˜L4. Using these values enables us
to identify jˆ = −dˆ and hˆ = +dˆ, which agree with the analysis of earlier sections above. The third
block gives us the conditions
− hˆ− 2ˆi+ jˆ = +2dˆ+ 2ˆi = +g5 + hˆ = −g3 + jˆ . (B.36)
Pleasingly these equations are satisfied with our previously discovered values for the coefficients
and our new value, hˆ = +dˆ. The fourth and fifth blocks of terms also confirm values we have
found earlier in our analysis.
B.3 Two Derivative Terms - δ˜L2
The terms from (B.2) and (B.3) which contain a total of two derivatives are
STr
{
− is10 ¯ΓIDµ(ψXJKLXJKL)DµXI − is11 ¯ΓIDµ(ψXJKLXIJK)DµXI
+ ig9¯Γ
KLMΓµνψ[XI , XJ , DµX
J ]DνX
IXKLM
+ ig10¯Γ
JLMΓµνψ[XI , XN , DµX
N ]DνX
JXILM
+ ig11¯Γ
MΓµνψ[XI , XL, DµX
L]DνX
JXIJM + ig12¯Γ
KLMψ[XI , XN , DµXN ]DµX
IXKLM
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+ ig13¯Γ
JLMψ[XI , XN , DµXN ]DµX
JXILM + ig14¯Γ
Mψ[XI , XL, DµXL]DµX
JXIJM
− i2s1¯ΓILMΓµν [XJ , XK , ψDµXLDνXM ]XIJK − i2s2¯ΓIΓµν [XJ , XK , ψDµXLDνXI ]XJKL
− i2s3¯ΓI [XJ , XK , ψDµXIDµXL]XJKL − i2s4¯ΓI [XJ , XK , ψDµXLDµXL]XIJK
− i2f9¯ΓIDµψDµXIXJKLXJKL + i2f9¯ΓIψDµ(DµXIXJKLXJKL)
+ i2f9¯Γ
IΓµνDµψDνX
IXJKLXJKL − i2f9¯ΓIΓµνψDµ(DνXIXJKLXJKL)
− i2f10¯ΓIDµψDµXJXJKLXIKL + i2f10¯ΓIψDµ(DµXJXJKLXIKL)
+ i2f10¯Γ
IΓµνDµψDνX
JXJKLXIKL − i2f10¯ΓIΓµνψDµ(DνXJXJKLXIKL)
+ i4f4 ¯Γ
KLMNOΓIJΓµν [XI , XJ , ψ]DµX
KDνX
LXMNO
− i4f4¯ΓKLMNOΓIJΓµνψ[XI , XJ , DµXKDνXLXMNO]
− i4f5 ¯ΓKLMΓIJΓµν [XI , XJ , ψ]DµXNDνXKXLMN
+ i4f5¯Γ
KLMΓIJΓµνψ[XI , XJ , DµX
NDνX
KXLMN ]
+ i4f6 ¯Γ
KΓIJΓµν [XI , XJ , ψ]DµX
LDνX
MXKLM
− i4f6¯ΓKΓIJΓµνψ[XI , XJ , DµXLDνXMXKLM ]
+ i4f7 ¯Γ
KLMΓIJ [XI , XJ , ψ]DµXNDµX
NXKLM
− i4f7¯ΓKLMΓIJψ[XI , XJ , DµXNDµXNXKLM ]
+ i4f8 ¯Γ
KLMΓIJ [XI , XJ , ψ]DµXNDµX
KXLMN
− i4f8¯ΓKLMΓIJψ[XI , XJ , DµXNDµXKXLMN ]
− i2g15¯ΓIΓµνψXJKLXJKL(F˜µνXI)
− 3ic εµνλ ¯ΓIΓµ[XI , XJ , ψ]XJKLDνXKDλXL
+ 4id ¯ΓI [XJ , XK , ψ]XIJLDµXKDµX
L + 2id ¯ΓI [XJ , XK , ψ]XJKLDµXIDµX
L
+ 2id ¯ΓIDµψXIJKXJKLDµX
L + 6ie ¯ΓI [XJ , XKψ]XIJKDµXLDµX
L
+ 2ie ¯ΓIDµψXJKLXJKLDµX
I
− i6 fˆ ¯ΓMNOΓIJKLDµψXIJKXMNODµXL − i6 fˆ ¯ΓMNOΓIJKLψDµ(XMNO)XIJKDµXL
− i6 gˆ ¯ΓLMNΓIJDµψXIJKXLMNDµXK + i6 gˆ ¯ΓLMNΓIJψDµ(XLMN )XIJKDµXK
− i6 hˆ ¯ΓLMNΓIJ [XJ , XK , ψ]XLMNDµXIDµXK
+ i6 hˆ ¯Γ
LMNΓIJψ[XJ , XK , XLMN ]DµXIDµX
K
+ ikˆ ¯ΓMΓIJ [XK , XL, ψ]DµXMDµX
IXJKL + ikˆ ¯ΓMΓIJψ[XK , XL, DµXM ]DµX
IXJKL
+ iˆl ¯ΓI [XJ , XK , ψ]DµXIDµX
LXJKL − iˆl ¯ΓIψ[XJ , XK , DµXI ]DµXLXJKL
+ inˆ ¯ΓMΓIJ [XK , XL, ψ]XIJKDµXMDµX
L + inˆ ¯ΓMΓIJψ[XK , XL, DµXM ]XIJKDµX
L
− i6 iˆ ¯ΓKLMΓµν [XI , XJ , ψ]XKLMDµXIDνXJ
+ i6 iˆ ¯Γ
KLMΓµνψ[XI , XJ , XKLM ]DµX
IDνX
J
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− i6 jˆ ¯ΓLMNΓIJΓµν [XJ , XK , ψ]XLMNDµXIDνXK
− i6 jˆ ¯ΓLMNΓIJΓµνψ[XJ , XK , XLMN ]DµXIDνXK
− ikˆ ¯ΓMΓIJΓµν [XK , XL, ψ]DνXMDµXIXJKL
− ikˆ ¯ΓMΓIJΓµνψ[XK , XL, DνXM ]DµXIXJKL
− iˆl ¯ΓIΓµν [XJ , XK , ψ]DνXIDµXLXJKL + iˆl ¯ΓIΓµνψ[XJ , XK , DνXI ]DµXLXJKL
− inˆ ¯ΓMΓIJΓµν [XK , XL, ψ]XIJKDνXMDµXL
− inˆ ¯ΓMΓIJΓµνψ[XK , XL, DνXM ]XIJKDµXL
}
. (B.37)
Once expanded, the Γ-matrices have the following structure:
Γ(7)Γµν , Γ(7) , Γ(5)Γµν , Γ(5) , Γ(3)Γµν , Γ(3) , Γ(1)Γµν , Γ(1) . (B.38)
Once again, we will deal with these in turn.
B.3.1 Γ(7)Γµν terms
The Γ(7)Γµν terms are
STr
{
+ i
(
+ 14f4
)
¯ΓIJKLMNOΓµν [XI , XJ , ψ]DµX
KDνX
LXMNO
+ i
(− 14f4) ¯ΓIJKLMNOΓµνψ[XI , XJ , DµXKDνXLXMNO]} . (B.39)
Using Eqs. (4.25) and (4.26) as well as the fundamental identity we can show that each of these
terms is identically zero.
B.3.2 Γ(7) terms
Similarly, we find the Γ(7) terms are also zero
0 = STr
{
+ i
(
− 16 fˆ
)
¯ΓIJKLMNODµψXIJKXMNODµX
L
+ i
(
− 12 fˆ
)
¯ΓIJKLMNOψ[DµXM , XN , XO]XIJKDµX
L
}
. (B.40)
B.3.3 Γ(5)Γµν terms
The Γ(5)Γµν terms are (we have used f5 = 0 from the Γ
(3)Γµνλ section of L˜3)
STr
{
+ i
(
− 16 jˆ− f4
)
¯ΓIJKLMΓµν [XI , XN , ψ]XJKLDµX
MDνX
N
+ i
(− 32f4) ¯ΓIJKLMΓµν [XI , XN , ψ]XJKNDµXLDνXM
+ i
(
− 16 jˆ+ f4
)
¯ΓIJKLMΓµνψ[XI , XN , XJKL]DµX
MDνX
N
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+ i (+f4) ¯Γ
IJKLMΓµνψXJKL[XI , XN , DµX
M ]DνX
N
+ i (+f4) ¯Γ
IJKLMΓµνψXJKLDµX
M [XI , XN , DνX
N ]
+ i
(
+ 32f4
)
¯ΓIJKLMΓµνψ[XI , XN , XJKNDµX
LDνX
M ]
}
. (B.41)
Using the identity (4.10) we can show
STr{¯ΓIJKLMΓµν [XI , XN , ψ]XJKNDµXMDνXN} =0 , (B.42)
STr{¯ΓIJKLMΓµν [XI , XN , DµXLDνXM ]XJKN} =0 , (B.43)
STr{¯ΓIJKLMΓµν [XI , XN , ψ]XJKLDµXMDνXN} =0 , (B.44)
STr{¯ΓIJKLMΓµνψXJKL[XI , XN , DµXM ]DνXN} =0 , (B.45)
STr{¯ΓIJKLMΓµνψXJKL[XI , XN , DνXN ]DµXM} =0 . (B.46)
It then follows by the gauge invariance condition that
STr{¯ΓIJKLMΓµνψ[XI , XN , XJKN ]DµXLDνXM} =0 , (B.47)
STr{¯ΓIJKLMΓµνψ[XI , XN , XJKL]DµXMDνXN} =0 . (B.48)
Consequently all the Γ(5)Γµν terms are zero.
B.3.4 Γ(5) terms
The Γ(5) terms are
STr
{
+ i
(
− 32 fˆ
)
¯ΓIJKLMDµψXIJNXLMNDµX
K
+ i
(
−3fˆ
)
¯ΓIJKLMψ[DµXI , XJ , XN ]XLMNDµX
K
+ i
(− 14f8 + 12 gˆ) ¯ΓIJKLMψDµXN [XI , XJ , DµXK ]XLMN
+ i
(
− 14f8 − 32 fˆ
)
¯ΓIJKLMψ[XI , XJ , DµXN ]XLMNDµX
K
+ i
(
− 16 hˆ
)
¯ΓIJKLM [XL, XN , ψ]XIJMDµXKDµX
N
+ i
(
+ 16 hˆ
)
¯ΓIJKLMψ[XL, XN , XIJM ]DµXKDµX
N
+ i
(
+ 14f8
)
¯ΓIJKLM [XI , XJ , ψ]DµXNDµX
KXLMN
+ i
(− 14f8) ¯ΓIJKLMψDµXNDµXK [XI , XJ , XLMN ]} . (B.49)
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Once again the identities (4.25) and (4.26) simplify matters because
− 3i2 fˆ STr{¯ΓIJKLMDµψXIJNXLMNDµXK} = 0 , (B.50)
−3ifˆ STr{¯ΓIJKLMψ[DµXI , XJ , XN ]XLMNDµXK} = 0 , (B.51)
+i
(− 14f8 + 12 gˆ)STr{¯ΓIJKLMψDµXN [XI , XJ , DµXK ]XLMN} = 0 , (B.52)
+i
(
− 14f8 − 32 fˆ
)
STr{¯ΓIJKLMψ[XI , XJ , DµXN ]XLMNDµXK} = 0 , (B.53)
− i6 hˆSTr{¯ΓIJKLM [XL, XN , ψ]XIJMDµXKDµXN} = 0 , (B.54)
+ i4f8 STr{¯ΓIJKLM [XI , XJ , ψ]DµXNDµXKXLMN} = 0 . (B.55)
In particular we see that any multiple of STr{¯ΓIJKLM [XI , XJ , ψDµXNDµXK ]XLMN} is zero.
In addition the fundamental identity tells us
+ i6 hˆSTr{¯ΓIJKLMψ[XL, XN , XIJM ]DµXKDµXN}
= − i2 hˆSTr{¯ΓIJKLMψ[XI , XJ , XLMN ]DµXKDµXN} . (B.56)
Hence, we are left with
STr
{
+ i
(
− 14f8 − 12 hˆ
)
¯ΓIJKLMψDµXNDµX
K [XI , XJ , XLMN ]
}
= STr
{
+ i
(
− 14f8 − 12 hˆ
)
¯ΓIJKLM [XI , XJ , ψDµXNDµX
K ]XLMN
+ i
(
− 14f8 − 12 hˆ
)
¯ΓIJKLMψDµXNDµX
K [XI , XJ , XLMN ]
}
, (B.57)
which vanishes because of gauge invariance.
B.3.5 Γ(3)Γµν terms
The Γ(3)Γµν terms are
STr
{
+ i
(
− 32f4 − 12s1 + kˆ
)
¯ΓIJKΓµν [XL, XM , ψ]DµX
JDνX
KXILM
+ i
(
+ 32f4 − 12s1 + 12 kˆ
)
¯ΓIJKΓµνψ[XL, XM , DµX
JDνX
K ]XILM
+ i
(
+ 32f4
)
¯ΓIJKΓµνψDµX
JDνX
K [XL, XM , XILM ]
+ i
(
+3f4 +
1
2 jˆ+ nˆ
)
¯ΓIJKΓµν [XL, XM , ψ]DµX
KDνX
MXIJL
+ i (−3f4 + nˆ) ¯ΓIJKΓµνψ[XL, XM , DµXKDνXM ]XIJL
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+ i
(
−3f4 + 12 jˆ
)
¯ΓIJKΓµνψDµX
KDνX
M [XL, XM , XIJL]
+ i
(
− 12f4 + 112f6 − 16 iˆ− 16 jˆ
)
¯ΓIJKΓµν [XL, XM , ψ]DµX
LDνX
MXIJK
+ i
(
+ 12f4 − 112f6 − 12g9
)
¯ΓIJKΓµνψ[XL, XM , DµX
LDνX
M ]XIJK
+ i
(
+ 12f4 − 112f6 + 16 iˆ− 16 jˆ
)
¯ΓIJKΓµνψDµX
LDνX
M [XL, XM , XIJK ]
+ i (−g10 − nˆ) ¯ΓIJKΓµνψ[XL, XM , DνXM ]DµXKXIJL
}
, (B.58)
where we have used
+ i4f6 STr{¯ΓIJKΓµν [XI , XJ , ψ]DµXLDνXMXKLM}
= + i12f6 STr{¯ΓIJKΓµν [XL, XM , ψ]DµXLDνXMXIJK} , (B.59)
− i4f6 STr{¯ΓIJKΓµνψ[XI , XJ , DµXLDνXM ]XKLM}
=− i12 f6STr{¯ΓIJKΓµνψ[XL, XM , DµXLDνXM ]XIJK} , (B.60)
− i4f6 STr{¯ΓIJKΓµνψDµXLDνXM [XI , XJ , XKLM ]}
=− i12f6 STr{¯ΓIJKΓµνψDµXLDνXM [XL, XM , XIJK ]} , (B.61)
− i2 jˆSTr{¯ΓIJKΓµνψDµXMDνXL[XI , XL, XJKM ]}
=− i6 jˆSTr{¯ΓIJKΓµνψDµXLDνXM [XL, XM , XIJK ]} . (B.62)
The first block of terms in (B.58) is zero through gauge invariance if
− 32f4 − 12s1 + kˆ = + 32f4 − 12s1 + 12 kˆ = + 32f4 , (B.63)
which is solved by kˆ = s1 = +
1
2 dˆ and f4 = +
1
6s1. The second block is zero if
+3f4 +
1
2 jˆ+ nˆ = −3f4 + nˆ = −3f4 + 12 jˆ , (B.64)
and the third block is zero for
− 12f4 + 112f6 − 16 iˆ− 16 jˆ = + 12f4 − 112f6 − 12g9 = + 12f4 − 112f6 + 16 iˆ− 16 jˆ . (B.65)
The second block constraints are solved when f4 = − 112 jˆ and nˆ = −6f4 = − 12 dˆ. To solve the third
block constraints we use the previously found value f6 = − 32 dˆ from δ˜L3 together with f4 = − 112 jˆ.
We then find g9 = 0 together with f4 = − 118f6 and iˆ = jˆ. The final term in (B.58) is zero if
g10 = −nˆ = + 12 dˆ.
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B.3.6 Γ(3) terms
The Γ(3) terms are
STr
{
+ i
(
+3fˆ + gˆ
)
¯ΓIJKDµψXIJLXKLMDµX
M
+ i
(
+f8 − 12 hˆ− nˆ
)
¯ΓIJK [XI , XL, ψ]DµXKDµX
MXJLM
+ i
(
−f8 − 2gˆ − 2nˆ− 6fˆ
)
¯ΓIJKψ[XI , XL, DµXK ]DµX
MXJLM
+ i
(
−f8 + 6fˆ
)
¯ΓIJKψDµXK [XI , XL, DµX
M ]XJLM
+ i
(
−f8 + hˆ
)
¯ΓIJKψDµXKDµX
M [XI , XL, XJLM ]
+ i
(
− 12f8 − 12 hˆ
)
¯ΓIJK [XI , XL, ψ]DµXLDµX
MXJKM
+ i
(
+ 12f8 − hˆ
)
¯ΓIJKψ[XI , XL, DµXL]DµX
MXJKM
+ i
(
+ 12f8 − hˆ
)
¯ΓIJKψDµXL[XI , XL, DµX
M ]XJKM
+ i
(
− 12f8 − 12 hˆ
)
¯ΓIJKψDµXLDµX
M [XI , XL, XJKM ]
+ i
(
−3g12 − 3fˆ − gˆ
)
¯ΓIJKψ[XI , XJ , DµXL]DµX
MXKLM
+ i
(
+3fˆ − kˆ
)
¯ΓIJKψ[XL, XM , DµXI ]DµX
KXJLM
+ i (+g13) ¯Γ
IJKψ[XL, XM , DµXM ]DµX
KXIJL
+ i
(− 32f7) ¯ΓIJK [XI , XL, ψ]DµXMDµXMXJKL
+ i
(
+ 32f7 +
3
2 fˆ
)
¯ΓIJKψ[XI , XL, DµXMDµX
M ]XJKL
+ i
(− 32f7) ¯ΓIJKψDµXMDµXM [XI , XL, XJKL]} , (B.66)
where have used the following
+i
(
+ 12 hˆ+ nˆ
)
STr{¯ΓIJK [XL, XM , ψ]DµXKDµXMXIJL}
= + i
(
− 12 hˆ− nˆ
)
STr{¯ΓIJK [XI , XL, ψ]DµXKDµXMXJLM} , (B.67)
−ig12 STr{¯ΓIJKψ[XL, XM ,DµXL]DµXMXIJK
=− 3ig12 STr{¯ΓIJKψ[XI , XJ , DµXL]DµXMXKLM} , (B.68)
− i2 hˆSTr{¯ΓIJKψDµXKDµXM [XL, XM , XIJL]}
= + ihˆ STr{¯ΓIJKψDµXKDµXM [XI , XL, XJLM ]} , (B.69)
+inˆ STr{¯ΓIJKψ[XL, XM , DµXK ]XIJLDµXM
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=− 2inˆSTr{¯ΓIJKψ[XI , XL, DµXK ]DµXMXJLM} , (B.70)
+3ifˆ STr{¯ΓIJKψ[XL, XM , DµXI ]DµXMXJKL
=− 6ifˆ STr{¯ΓIJKψ[XI , XL, DµXK ]DµXMXJLM} , (B.71)
+iSTr{¯ΓIJKψ[XI , XL, DµXL]DµXMXJKM}
=− iSTr{¯ΓIJKψDµXL[XI , XL, DµXM ]XJKM} (B.72)
and
+ 3i2 f7 STr{¯ΓIJKψDµXMDµXM [XI , XL, XJKL]} =0 , (B.73)
+i
(
+ 12f8 +
1
2 hˆ
)
¯ΓIJKψDµXLDµX
M [XI , XL, XJKM ] =0 . (B.74)
We know the values of all the coefficients appearing in (B.66) from our work in previous sections.
With these values we see that the Γ(3) terms are zero by the gauge invariance condition.
B.3.7 Γ(1)Γµν terms
The Γ(1)Γµν terms are
STr
{
+ i
(− 12f6 − 3c) ¯ΓIΓµν [XI , XJ , ψ]DµXKDνXLXJKL
+ i
(
+ 12f6 − 2f10 − nˆ
)
¯ΓIΓµνψ[XI , XJ , DµX
KDνX
L]XJKL
+ i
(
+ 12f6 +
1
2 jˆ
)
¯ΓIΓµνψDµX
KDνX
L[XI , XJ , XJKL]
+ i
(
+jˆ− 2nˆ
)
¯ΓIΓµν [XJ , XK , ψ]DµX
KDνX
LXIJL
+ i (+2f10 + g11 + 2nˆ) ¯Γ
IΓµνψ[XJ , XK , DµX
K ]DνX
LXIJL
+ i
(
+kˆ+ lˆ
)
¯ΓIΓµν [XK , XL, ψ]DµX
IDνX
JXJKL
+ i
(
−f10 − lˆ
)
¯ΓIΓµνψ[XK , XL, DµX
I ]DνX
JXJKL
+ i
(
+6f9 + kˆ
)
¯ΓIΓµνψDµX
I [XK , XL, DνX
J ]XJKL
+ i
(
−f10 + kˆ
)
¯ΓIΓµνψ[XK , XL, DµX
J ]DνX
JXIKL
+ i
(
+ 12f9
)
¯ΓIΓµνDµψDνX
IXJKLXJKL
+ i
(
+ 12f9
)
¯ΓIΓµνψDµ(DνX
I)XJKLXJKL
+ i
(
+ 12f9
)
¯ΓIΓµνψDνX
IDµ(X
JKLXJKL)
+ i
(
+ 12f10
)
¯ΓIΓµνDµψDνX
JXJKLXIKL
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+ i
(
+ 12f10
)
¯ΓIΓµνψDµ(DνX
J)XJKLXIKL
+ i
(
+ 12f10
)
¯ΓIΓµνψDνX
JDµ(X
JKLXIKL)
+ i
(− 12f9 − 16f10 − 12g15) ¯ΓIΓµνψ(F˜µνXI)XJKLXJKL} , (B.75)
where we have used
+iˆjSTr{¯ΓIΓµνψDµXLDνXM [XM , XJ , XJLI ]}
= + i2 jˆSTr{¯ΓIΓµνψDµXKDνXL[XI , XJ , XJKL]} , (B.76)
+i (−2f10 − 2nˆ) STr{¯ΓIΓµνψ[XJ , XK , DµXL]DνXJXIKL}
= + i (−2f10 − 2nˆ) STr{¯ΓIΓµνψ[XK , XL, DµXL]DνXJXIJK}
+ i (−f10 − nˆ) STr{¯ΓIΓµνψ[XI , XJ , DµXKDνXL]XJKL} , (B.77)
and
STr{¯ΓIΓµνψ(F˜µνXJ)XJKLXIKL} = 13STr{¯ΓIΓµνψ(F˜µνXI)XJKLXJKL} . (B.78)
The terms in (B.75) are invariant (up to total derivatives) if
− 12f6 − 3c = + 12f6 − 2f10 − nˆ = + 12f6 + 12 jˆ , (B.79)
0 = +jˆ− 2nˆ = +2f10 + g11 + 2nˆ , (B.80)
0 = +kˆ+ lˆ = −f10 − lˆ = +6f9 + kˆ , (B.81)
0 = −f10 + kˆ , (B.82)
0 = − 12f9 − 16f10 − 12g15 . (B.83)
We have previously found values for f6, c, jˆ, kˆ and nˆ. Using these values here gives
lˆ =− kˆ = − 12 dˆ , (B.84)
f10 = + kˆ = +
1
2 dˆ , (B.85)
f9 =− 16f10 = − 112 dˆ , (B.86)
g11 = 0 , (B.87)
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g15 =− f9 − 13f10 = − 112 dˆ . (B.88)
B.3.8 Γ(1) terms
The Γ(1) terms are
STr
{
+ i
(
− 32f7 − 12s4 + 6e+ kˆ
)
¯ΓI [XJ , XK , ψ]DµXLDµX
LXIJK
+ i
(
+ 32f7 − 12s4 − 32 fˆ + 12 gˆ + 12 kˆ
)
¯ΓIψ[XJ , XK , DµXLDµX
L]XIJK
+ i
(
+ 32f7
)
¯ΓIψDµXLDµX
L[XJ , XK , XIJK ]
+ i
(
− 12f8 − 12s3 + 2d− kˆ+ lˆ
)
¯ΓI [XJ , XK , ψ]DµXIDµX
LXJKL
+ i
(
+ 12f8 − 12s3 − lˆ
)
¯ΓIψ[XJ , XK , DµXI ]DµX
LXJKL
+ i
(
+ 12f8 − 12s3 − lˆ
)
¯ΓIψDµXI [XJ , XK , DµX
L]XJKL
+ i
(
+ 12f8
)
¯ΓIψDµXIDµX
L[XJ , XK , XJKL]
+ i
(
−f8 + 4d− hˆ+ 2nˆ
)
¯ΓI [XJ , XK , ψ]DµXKDµX
LXIJL
+ i (+f8 + g14) ¯Γ
Iψ[XJ , XK , DµXK ]DµX
LXIJL
+ i
(
+f8 + 6fˆ − 2gˆ + 2nˆ
)
¯ΓIψDµX
K [XJ , XK , DµXL]XIJL
+ i
(
+f8 + hˆ
)
¯ΓIψDµXKDµX
L[XJ , XK , XIJL]
+ i
(− 12f10 − s11 + 2d) ¯ΓIDµψXIJKXJKLDµXL
+ i
(
+ 12f10 − s11 − gˆ
)
¯ΓIψDµ(XJKL)XIJKDµX
L
+ i
(
+ 12f10 − s11 − gˆ
)
¯ΓIψXJKLDµ(XIJK)DµX
L
+ i
(
+ 12f10
)
¯ΓIψXJKLXIJKDµ(DµX
L)
+ i
(
− 12f9 − s10 + 2e+ fˆ
)
¯ΓIDµψXJKLXJKLDµX
I
+ i
(
+ 12f9 − s10 + 12 fˆ − 16 kˆ+ 16 lˆ
)
¯ΓIψDµ(XJKLXJKL)DµX
I
+ i
(
+ 12f9
)
¯ΓIψXJKLXJKLDµ(DµX
I)
}
. (B.89)
Therefore for invariance we require
− 32f7 − 12s4 + 6e+ kˆ = + 32f7 − 12s4 − 32 fˆ + 12 gˆ + 12 kˆ = + 32f7 , (B.90)
− 12f8 − 12s3 + 2d− kˆ+ lˆ = + 12f8 − 12s3 − lˆ = + 12f8 , (B.91)
− f8 + 4d− hˆ+ 2nˆ = +f8 + g14 = +f8 + 6fˆ − 2gˆ + 2nˆ = +f8 + hˆ , (B.92)
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− 12f10 − s11 + 2d = + 12f10 − s11 − gˆ = + 12f10 , (B.93)
− 12f9 − s10 + 2e+ fˆ = + 12f9 − s10 + 12 fˆ − 16 kˆ+ 16 lˆ = + 12f9 . (B.94)
Using the values we have previously found for f7, f8, s3, s4, g14, fˆ , gˆ, hˆ, kˆ, lˆ and nˆ we can solve the
equations above to find
d = +dˆ , e = − 16 dˆ , s10 = − 112 dˆ , s11 = + 12 dˆ , f9 = − 112 dˆ , f10 = + 12 dˆ . (B.95)
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The terms from (B.2) and (B.3) which contain a single derivative are
STr
{
− ig15¯ΓIΓµψXJKLXJKL[XI , XM , DµXM ]
− i2s5¯ΓIJKLMΓµ[ψDµXJXKLM , XO, XP ]XIOP
− i2s6¯ΓKLMΓµ[ψDµXIXKLM , XO, XP ]XIOP
− i2s7¯ΓJLMΓµ[ψDµXJXILM , XO, XP ]XIOP
− i2s8¯ΓILMΓµ[ψDµXJXJLM , XO, XP ]XIOP
− i2s9¯ΓMΓµ[ψDµXJXIJM , XO, XP ]XIOP
+ i2f11¯Γ
NOPΓµDµψX
JKLXJKLXNOP
− i2f11¯ΓNOPΓµψDµ(XJKLXJKLXNOP )
− i4f9¯ΓJΓOPΓµ[XO, XP , ψ]DµXJXKLMXKLM
+ i4f9¯Γ
JΓOPΓµψ[XO, XP , DµX
JXKLMXKLM ]
− i4f10¯ΓMΓOPΓµ[XO, XP , ψ]DµXJXJKLXKLM
+ i4f10¯Γ
MΓOPΓµψ[XO, XP , DµX
JXJKLXKLM ]
+ 2id ¯ΓNΓµ[X
K , XN , ψ]DµXLXIJKXIJL
+ 2ie ¯ΓNΓµ[X
L, XN , ψ]DµXLXIJKXIJK
− i6 kˆ ¯ΓNOPΓIJΓµ[XK , XL, ψ]DµXIXNOPXJKL
− i6 kˆ ¯ΓNOPΓIJΓµψ[XK , XL, XNOP ]DµXIXJKL
− i6 lˆ ¯ΓNOPΓµ[XI , XJ , ψ]DµXKXNOPXIJK
+ i6 lˆ ¯Γ
NOPΓµψ[X
I , XJ , XNOP ]DµXKXIJK
− i6 nˆ ¯ΓNOPΓIJΓµ[XK , XL, ψ]DµXLXNOPXIJK
− i6 nˆ ¯ΓNOPΓIJΓµψ[XK , XL, XNOP ]DµXLXIJK
+ ipˆ ¯ΓNΓIJΓµ[X
K , XL, ψ]DµXNXIJMXKLM
− ipˆ ¯ΓNΓIJΓµψ[XK , XL, DµXN ]XIJMXKLM
}
. (B.96)
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Once expanded, the Γ-matrices have the following structure:
Γ(5)Γµ , Γ(3)Γµ , Γ(1)Γµ . (B.97)
As before, we will deal with these in turn.
B.4.1 Γ(5)Γµ terms
The terms with five transverse Γ-matrix indices are
STr
{
+ i
(
− 12s5 + 16 kˆ
)
¯ΓIJKLMΓµ[XN , XO, ψ]DµX
IXJKLXMNO
+ i
(− 12s5) ¯ΓIJKLMΓµψ[XN , XO, DµXI ]XJKLXMNO
+ i
(
− 12s5 + 16 kˆ
)
¯ΓIJKLMΓµψ[XN , XO, XJKL]XMNODµX
I
+ i
(
+ 16 nˆ
)
¯ΓIJKLMΓµ[X
N , XO, ψ]DµXNXIJKXLMO
+ i
(
+ 16 nˆ
)
¯ΓIJKLMΓµψ[X
N , XO, XIJK ]DµXNXLMO
}
. (B.98)
We note that terms which contain ΓIJKLMXJKLXMNO or ΓIJKLMXIJKXLMO are zero because
of Eq. (4.26) and so we are left with
STr
{
+ i
(
− 12s5 + 16 kˆ
)
¯ΓIJKLMΓµψ[XN , XO, XJKL]DµX
IXMNO
+ i
(
+ 16 nˆ
)
¯ΓIJKLMΓµψ[XN , XO, XIJK ]DµX
NXLMO
}
. (B.99)
Taking s5 = +
1
3 kˆ = +
1
6 dˆ removes the first term. The second term is identically zero as we will
now show. As terms with ΓIJKLMXIJKXLMO are zero we have by gauge invariance
0 = + STr
{
¯ΓIJKLMΓµ[X
N , XO, ψ]DµXNXIJKXLMO
}
+ STr
{
¯ΓIJKLMΓµψ[X
N , XO, DµXN ]XIJKXLMO
}
+ STr
{
¯ΓIJKLMΓµψD
µXN [XN , XO, XIJK ]XLMO
}
+ STr
{
¯ΓIJKLMΓµψD
µXNXIJK [XN , XO, XLMO]
}
(B.100)
= + STr
{
¯ΓIJKLMΓµψD
µXN [XN , XO, XIJK ]XLMO
}
+ STr
{
¯ΓIJKLMΓµψD
µXNXIJK [XN , XO, XLMO]
}
. (B.101)
However, using the fundamental identity we can show that
+STr
{
¯ΓIJKLMΓµψD
µXNXIJK [XN , XO, XLMO]
}
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= −2STr
{
¯ΓIJKLMΓµψD
µXNXIJK [XL, XO, XMNO]
}
. (B.102)
For the other term we use the fundamental identity and then Eq. (4.10) to get
+STr
{
¯ΓIJKLMΓµψD
µXN [XN ,XO, XIJK ]XLMO
}
= + 3STr
{
¯ΓIJKLMΓµψD
µXN [XI , XJ , XKNO]XLMO
}
(B.103)
= + STr
{
¯ΓIJKLMΓµψD
µXN [XL, XO, XMNO]XIJK
}
. (B.104)
Hence we see that (B.101) is
0 = + STr
{
¯ΓIJKLMΓµψD
µXN [XL, XO, XMNO]XIJK
}
− 2STr
{
¯ΓIJKLMΓµψD
µXNXIJK [XL, XO, XMNO]
}
(B.105)
=− STr
{
¯ΓIJKLMΓµψD
µXN [XL, XO, XMNO]XIJK
}
(B.106)
=− STr
{
¯ΓIJKLMΓµψD
µXN [XN , XO, XIJK ]XLMO
}
. (B.107)
Therefore
STr
{
+ i6 nˆ ¯Γ
IJKLMΓµψ[XN , XO, XIJK ]DµX
NXLMO
}
= 0 . (B.108)
B.4.2 Γ(3)Γµ terms
The terms with three transverse Γ-matrix indices are
STr
{
+ i
(
+ 12f11
)
¯ΓIJKΓµDµψX
LMNXLMNXIJK
+ i (−3f11) ¯ΓIJKΓµψXIJKXLMN [XM , XN , DµXL]
+ i
(
+ 12f11
)
¯ΓIJKΓµψDµ(X
IJK)XLMNXLMN
+ i
(− 14f9) ¯ΓIJKΓµ[XI , XJ , ψ]DµXKXLMNXLMN
+ i
(
+ 14f9 − 3f11
)
¯ΓIJKΓµψ[XI , XJ , DµX
K ]XLMNXLMN
+ i
(
+ 14f9
)
¯ΓIJKΓµψDµX
K [XI , XJ , XLMNXLMN ]
+ i
(− 14f10) ¯ΓIJKΓµ[XI , XJ , ψ]DµXLXLMNXKMN
+ i
(
+ 14f10
)
¯ΓIJKΓµψ[XI , XJ , DµX
L]XLMNXKMN
+ i
(
+ 14f10
)
¯ΓIJKΓµψDµX
L[XI , XJ , XLMN ]XKMN
+ i
(
+ 14f10
)
¯ΓIJKΓµψDµX
LXLMN [XI , XJ , XKMN ]
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+ i
(
+ 12 kˆ+ pˆ
)
¯ΓIJKΓµ[XL, XM , ψ]DµX
KXIJNXLMN
+ i (−pˆ) ¯ΓIJKΓµψ[XL, XM , DµXK ]XIJNXLMN
+ i
(
+ 12 kˆ
)
¯ΓIJKΓµψDµXK [XL, XM , XIJN ]XLMN
+ i
(
− 12 kˆ
)
¯ΓIJKΓµ[XM , XN , ψ]DµX
LXIJLXKMN
+ i
(
− 16 lˆ
)
¯ΓIJKΓµ[XM , XN , ψ]DµX
LXIJKXLMN
+ i
(
− 12 kˆ
)
¯ΓIJKΓµψDµX
L[XM , XN , XIJL]XKMN
+ i
(
+ 16 lˆ
)
¯ΓIJKΓµψDµX
L[XM , XN , XIJK ]XLMN
+ i (+nˆ) ¯ΓIJKΓµψDµX
L[XL, XM , XIJN ]XKMN
}
, (B.109)
where we have discarded terms with the coefficients s6, s7 and s8 which are zero. Using Eq. (4.25)
and Eq. (4.26) we can rewrite several of the terms to find
STr
{
+ i
(
+ 12f11
)
¯ΓIJKΓµDµψX
IJKXLMNXLMN
+ i
(
+ 12f11
)
¯ΓIJKΓµψDµ(X
IJK)XLMNXLMN
+ i
(
+ 12f11
)
¯ΓIJKΓµψXIJKDµ(X
LMNXLMN )
+ i
(
− 14f9 + 16 kˆ+ 13 pˆ
)
¯ΓIJKΓµ[XI , XJ , ψ]DµX
KXLMNXLMN
+ i
(
+ 14f9 − 3f11 − 13 pˆ
)
¯ΓIJKΓµψ[XI , XJ , DµX
K ]XLMNXLMN
+ i
(
+ 14f9 +
1
12 kˆ
)
¯ΓIJKΓµψDµX
K [XI , XJ , XLMNXLMN ]
+ i
(
− 14f10 − 12 kˆ− 12 lˆ
)
¯ΓIJKΓµ[XI , XJ , ψ]DµX
LXLMNXKMN
+ i
(
+ 14f10 − 18f11
)
¯ΓIJKΓµψ[XI , XJ , DµX
L]XLMNXKMN
+ i
(
+ 14f10
)
¯ΓIJKΓµψDµX
L[XI , XJ , XLMN ]XKMN
+ i
(
+ 14f10 +
1
2 lˆ
)
¯ΓIJKΓµψDµX
LXLMN [XI , XJ , XKMN ]
+ i
(
− 12 kˆ
)
¯ΓIJKΓµψDµX
L[XM , XN , XIJL]XKMN
+ i (+nˆ) ¯ΓIJKΓµψDµX
L[XL, XM , XIJN ]XKMN
}
. (B.110)
The fundamental identity can be used to show
¯ΓIJKΓµψDµX
L[XI , XJ , XLMN ]XKMN = + ¯ΓIJKΓµψDµX
L[XM , XN , XIJL]XKMN
+ 2¯ΓIJKΓµψDµX
L[XL, XM , XIJN ]XKMN .
(B.111)
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With the knowledge that nˆ = −kˆ, the final two terms in (B.110) combine with one of the f10 terms
to leave
STr
{
+ i
(
+ 12f11
)
¯ΓIJKΓµDµψX
IJKXLMNXLMN
+ i
(
+ 12f11
)
¯ΓIJKΓµψDµ(X
IJK)XLMNXLMN
+ i
(
+ 12f11
)
¯ΓIJKΓµψXIJKDµ(X
LMNXLMN )
+ i
(
− 14f9 + 16 kˆ+ 13 pˆ
)
¯ΓIJKΓµ[XI , XJ , ψ]DµX
KXLMNXLMN
+ i
(
+ 14f9 − 3f11 − 13 pˆ
)
¯ΓIJKΓµψ[XI , XJ , DµX
K ]XLMNXLMN
+ i
(
+ 14f9 +
1
12 kˆ
)
¯ΓIJKΓµψDµX
K [XI , XJ , XLMNXLMN ]
+ i
(
− 14f10 − 12 kˆ− 12 lˆ
)
¯ΓIJKΓµ[XI , XJ , ψ]DµX
LXLMNXKMN
+ i
(
+ 14f10 − 18f11
)
¯ΓIJKΓµψ[XI , XJ , DµX
L]XLMNXKMN
+ i
(
+ 14f10 − 12 kˆ
)
¯ΓIJKΓµψDµX
L[XI , XJ , XLMN ]XKMN
+ i
(
+ 14f10 +
1
2 lˆ
)
¯ΓIJKΓµψDµX
LXLMN [XI , XJ , XKMN ]
}
. (B.112)
The f11 terms form a total derivative. The remaining blocks of terms vanish when
− 14f9 + 16 kˆ+ 13 pˆ = + 14f9 − 3f11 − 13 pˆ = + 14f9 + 112 kˆ , (B.113)
− 14f10 − 12 kˆ− 12 lˆ = + 14f10 − 18f11 = + 14f10 − 12 kˆ = + 14f10 + 12 lˆ . (B.114)
From these equations we find f11 = +
1
36 kˆ = +
1
72 dˆ and pˆ = − 12 kˆ = − 14 dˆ.
B.4.3 Γ(1)Γµ terms
The terms with a single transverse Γ-matrix index are
STr
{
+ i
(
+ 12f9 − 2e
)
¯ΓIΓµ[XI , XJ , ψ]DµX
JXKLMXKLM
+ i
(− 12f9 − g15) ¯ΓIΓµψ[XI , XJ , DµXJ ]XKLMXKLM
+ i
(− 12f9) ¯ΓIΓµψDµXJ [XI , XJ , XKLMXKLM ]
+ i
(− 12f10 + 2d) ¯ΓIΓµ[XI , XL, ψ]DµXJXJKMXKLM
+ i
(
+ 12f10
)
¯ΓIΓµψ[XI , XL, DµX
J ]XJKMXKLM
+ i
(
+ 12f10
)
¯ΓIΓµψDµX
J [XI , XL, XJKM ]XKLM
+ i
(
+ 12f10
)
¯ΓIΓµψDµX
JXJKM [XI , XL, XKLM ]
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+ i
(
+ 12s9 + kˆ− 2pˆ
)
¯ΓIΓµ[XK , XL, ψ]DµX
JXIJMXKLM
+ i
(
+ 12s9 + 2pˆ
)
¯ΓIΓµψ[XK , XL, DµX
J ]XIJMXKLM
+ i
(
+ 12s9 + kˆ
)
¯ΓIΓµψDµX
J [XK , XL, XIJM ]XKLM
+ i (−nˆ) ¯ΓIΓµ[XJ , XK , ψ]DµXJXILMXKLM
+ i (−nˆ) ¯ΓIΓµψDµXJ [XJ , XK , XILM ]XKLM
}
. (B.115)
The [X,X,ψ] terms are not independent. They are related by
+¯ΓIΓµ[XI , XJ , ψ]DµX
JXKLMXKLM =− 3¯ΓIΓµ[XI , XL, ψ]DµXJXJKMXKLM (B.116)
= + 3ΓIΓµ[XK , XL, ψ]DµX
JXIJMXKLM (B.117)
=− 3¯ΓIΓµ[XJ , XK , ψ]DµXJXILMXKLM . (B.118)
We can similarly show
+¯ΓIΓµψDµX
J [XI , XJ , XKLM ]XKLM = + 3¯ΓIΓµψDµX
J [XK , XL, XIJM ]XKLM (B.119)
=− 3¯ΓIΓµψDµXJ [XJ , XK , XILM ]XKLM . (B.120)
Using these results we can write the terms in Eq. (B.115) as
STr
{
+ i
(
+ 12f9 +
1
3f10 +
1
6s9 − 23d− 2e+ 13 kˆ+ 13 nˆ− 23 pˆ
)
¯ΓIΓµ[XI , XJ , ψ]DµX
JXKLMXKLM
+ i
(− 12f9 − g15) ¯ΓIΓµψ[XI , XJ , DµXJ ]XKLMXKLM
+ i
(
− 12f9 + 112s9 + 16 kˆ+ 16 nˆ
)
¯ΓIΓµψDµX
J [XI , XJ , XKLMXKLM ]
+ i
(
+ 12f10
)
¯ΓIΓµ[XI , XL, ψ]DµX
JXJKMXKLM
+ i
(
+ 12f10
)
¯ΓIΓµψ[XI , XL, DµX
J ]XJKMXKLM
+ i
(
+ 12f10
)
¯ΓIΓµψDµX
J [XI , XL, XJKM ]XKLM
+ i
(
+ 12f10
)
¯ΓIΓµψDµX
JXJKM [XI , XL, XKLM ]
+ i
(
+ 12s9 + 2pˆ
)
¯ΓIΓµψ[XK , XL, DµX
J ]XIJMXKLM
}
. (B.121)
We have previously found values for all the coefficients appearing above. Using this data we see the
final term disappears because its coefficient is zero and the remaining two blocks of terms vanish
through the gauge invariance condition.
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B.5 Zero Derivative Terms - δ˜L0
The terms from (B.2) and (B.3) which contain no covariant derivatives are
STr
{
− i2s10¯ΓI [XQ, XR, ψXJKLXJKL]XIQR
− i2s11¯ΓL[XQ, XR, ψXJKLXJKI ]XIQR
+ i4f11¯Γ
NOPΓQR[XQ, XR, ψ]XJKLXJKLXNOP
− i4f11¯ΓNOPΓQRψ[XQ, XR, XJKLXJKLXNOP ]
+ 12if ¯ΓI [ψ,XJ , XK ]XIJKXLMNXLMN
− i6 pˆ ¯ΓPQRΓIJ [XK , XL, ψ]XPQRXIJMXKLM
+ i6 pˆ ¯Γ
PQRΓIJψ[XK , XL, XPQR]XIJMXKLM
}
. (B.122)
We deal separately with the Γ(5), Γ(3) and Γ(1) terms which result from expanding out the Γ-
matrices below.
B.5.1 Γ(5) terms
The terms with five Γ-matrix indices are
STr
{
+ i
(
+ 14f11
)
¯ΓIJKLM [XI , XJ , ψ]XKLMXNOPXNOP
+ i
(− 14f11) ¯ΓIJKLMψ[XI , XJ , XKLM ]XNOPXNOP
+ i
(− 12f11) ¯ΓIJKLMψXKLM [XI , XJ , XNOP ]XNOP
+ i
(− 16 pˆ) ¯ΓIJKLM [XN , XO, ψ]XIJKXLMPXNOP
+ i
(
+ 16 pˆ
)
¯ΓIJKLMψ[XN , XO, XIJK ]XLMPXNOP
}
. (B.123)
Using the fundamental identity and antisymmetry in the Γ-matrix indices we can show that
STr{¯ΓIJKLMψ[XI , XJ , XKLM ]XNOPXNOP } = 0 . (B.124)
Applying Eq. (4.10) with the indices I1I2 = IJ and J1J2J3 = KLM we find
STr{¯ΓIJKLM [XI , XJ , ψ]XKLMXNOPXNOP } = 0 . (B.125)
When we combine these two expressions with the gauge invariance condition in Eq. (4.5) we con-
clude
STr{¯ΓIJKLMψXKLM [XI , XJ , XNOP ]XNOP } = 0 , (B.126)
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and hence all the f11 terms are zero.
Focusing now on the pˆ terms. We find
STr{¯ΓIJKLM [XN , XO, ψ]XIJKXLMPXNOP } = 0 , (B.127)
after applying Eq. (4.10). We can also show
STr{¯ΓIJKLMψ[XN , XO, XLMP ]XIJKXNOP } = 13STr{¯ΓIJKLMψ[XI , XJ , XNOP ]XKLMXNOP } ,
(B.128)
=0 , (B.129)
STr{¯ΓIJKLMψXIJKXLMP [XN , XO, XNOP ]} =0 . (B.130)
Therefore the Γ(5) terms can be written as
STr
{
+ i
(
+ 16 pˆ
)
¯ΓIJKLM [XN , XO, ψ]XIJKXLMPXNOP
+ i
(
+ 16 pˆ
)
¯ΓIJKLMψ[XN , XO, XIJK ]XLMPXNOP
+ i
(
+ 16 pˆ
)
¯ΓIJKLMψXIJK [XN , XO, XLMP ]XNOP
+ i
(
+ 16 pˆ
)
¯ΓIJKLMψXIJKXLMP [XN , XO, XNOP ]
}
, (B.131)
and are zero as a consequence of gauge invariance.
B.5.2 Γ(3) terms
The terms with three Γ-matrix indices are
STr
{
+ i
(− 32f11) ¯ΓIJK [ψ,XI , XL]XJKLXMNOXMNO
+ i
(
+ 32f11
)
¯ΓIJKψ[XI , XL, XJKL]XMNOXMNO
+ i (+3f11) ¯Γ
IJKψXJKLXMNO[XI , XL, XMNO]
+ i (+pˆ) ¯ΓIJK [ψ,XL, XM ]XIJNXKNOXLMO
+ i (−pˆ) ¯ΓIJKψ[XL, XM , XIJN ]XKNOXLMO
}
. (B.132)
We can then show
STr{¯ΓIJK [XI , XL, ψ]XJKLXMNOXMNO]} =0 , (B.133)
STr{¯ΓIJKψ[XI , XL, XJKL]XMNOXMNO} =0 , (B.134)
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STr{¯ΓIJKψXJKL[XI , XL, XMNO]XMNO} =0 , (B.135)
so the f11 terms are all removed as was the case in the Γ
(5) subsection above. We also find
STr{¯ΓIJK [XL, XM , ψ]XIJNXKNOXLMO} =0 , (B.136)
STr{¯ΓIJKψXIJNXKNO[XL, XM , XLMO]} =0 , (B.137)
STr{¯ΓIJKψXIJN [XL, XM , XKNO]XLNO} =− 13STr{¯ΓIJKψXJKL[XI , XL, XMNO]XMNO}
(B.138)
=0 . (B.139)
Therefore the Γ(3) terms can be written as
STr
{
+ i (−pˆ) ¯ΓIJK [ψ,XL, XM ]XIJNXKNOXLMO
+ i (−pˆ) ¯ΓIJKψ[XL, XM , XIJN ]XKNOXLMO
+ i (−pˆ) ¯ΓIJKψXIJN [XL, XM , XKNO]XLMO
+ i (−pˆ) ¯ΓIJKψXIJNXKNO[XL, XM , XLMO]
}
, (B.140)
and vanish because of the gauge invariance condition.
B.5.3 Γ(1) terms
The terms with a single Γ-matrix index are
STr
{
+ i
(− 32f11 − 12s10 + 12f) ¯ΓI [XJ , XK , ψ]XLMNXLMNXIJK
+ i
(
+ 32f11 − 12s10
)
¯ΓIψ[XJ , XK , XLMNXLMN ]XIJK
+ i
(
+ 32f11
)
¯ΓIψ[XJ , XK , XIJK ]XLMNXLMN
+ i
(− 12s11 + pˆ) ¯ΓI [XJ , XK , ψ]XJKNXLMNXILM
+ i
(− 12s11 − pˆ) ¯ΓIψ[XJ , XK , XILM ]XLMNXJKN
+ i
(− 12s11) ¯ΓIψ[XJ , XK , XLMN ]XILMXJKN} . (B.141)
We then apply Eq. (4.9) to the two terms which contain XILMXJKN to find
(− 12s11 + pˆ)STr{¯ΓI [ψ,XJ , XK ]XILMXJKNXLMN}
=
(− 16s11 + 13 pˆ) STr{¯ΓI [ψ,XJ , XK ]XIJKXLMNXLMN} , (B.142)
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and
− 12s11 STr{¯ΓIψ[XJ , XK , XLMN ]XILMXJKN} = − 16s11 STr{¯ΓIψ[XJ , XK , XLMN ]XIJKXLMN} .
(B.143)
Hence, we are left with
STr
{
+ i
(− 32f11 − 12s10 − 16s11 + 12f + 13 pˆ) ¯ΓI [XJ , XK , ψ]XLMNXLMNXIJK
+ i
(
+ 32f11 − 12s10 − 112s11
)
¯ΓIψ[XJ , XK , XLMNXLMN ]XIJK
+ i
(
+ 32f11
)
¯ΓIψXLMNXLMN [XJ , XK , XIJK ]
+ i
(− 12s11 − pˆ) ¯ΓIψ[XJ , XK , XILM ]XLMNXJKN} . (B.144)
The last line vanishes because s11 = −2pˆ = + 12 dˆ. The remaining terms are then zero by the gauge
invariance condition if
− 32f11 − 12s10 − 16s11 + 12f + 13 pˆ = + 32f11 − 12s10 − 112s11 = + 32f11 . (B.145)
Using previously found values this condition identifies f = + 172 dˆ.
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C Higher Derivative BLG Closure Calculations
In this appendix we show in detail how the supersymmetries detailed in chapter 4 close on the
scalar and gauge fields. The steps in the calculations are repeated in each of the subsections
and are as follows; we first separate out certain terms according to their number of covariant
derivatives and then we insert the relevant supersymmetry transformations. Next, we use the
relation {Γµ,ΓI} = 0 to group all worldvolume Γ-matrices together and then expand them out
using the Clifford algebra relation. Following this, we perform the (1 ↔ 2) antisymmetrisation in
the supersymmetry parameters making heavy use of Eq. (A.3). The transverse Γ-matrix algebra
is performed next and our calculations have been aided by using the symbolic computer package
Cadabra [73, 74]. Finally, we simplify the remaining expressions wherever possible using the
identities in Eqs. (4.25) and (4.26).
C.1 Closure on the Scalar Fields
C.1.1 3 DX terms
Firstly we consider terms which involve three covariant derivatives.
TM2
(
δ1δ
′
2 + δ
′
1δ2)X
I
a − (1↔ 2)
)
3DX
= + is1(¯2Γ
IJKΓµνΓλΓL1)DλX
L
b DµX
J
c DνX
K
d d
bcd
a
+ is2(¯2Γ
JΓµνΓλΓL1)DλX
L
b DµX
I
cDνX
J
d d
bcd
a
+ is3(¯2Γ
JΓλΓL1)DλX
L
b DµX
I
cD
µXJd d
bcd
a
+ is4(¯2Γ
IΓλΓL1)DλX
L
b DµX
J
c D
µXJd d
bcd
a
+ if1(¯2Γ
IΓJKLΓµνλ1)DµX
J
b DνX
K
c DλX
L
d d
bcd
a
+ if2(¯2Γ
IΓKΓµ1)DµX
J
b DνX
J
c D
νXKd d
bcd
a
+ if3(¯2Γ
IΓKΓµ1)DµX
K
b DνX
J
c D
νXJd d
bcd
a
− (1↔ 2) (C.1)
= + i(6f1 − 2s1 − 2s2)(¯2ΓJKΓµνλ1)DµXIbDνXJc DλXKd dbcda
+ i(2f2 + 2s2 − 2s3)(¯2Γµ1)DµXJb DνXIcDνXJd dbcda
+ i(2f3 − 2s2 − 2s4)(¯2Γµ1)DµXIbDνXJc DνXJd dbcda . (C.2)
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C.1.2 2 DX terms
The two covariant derivative terms are
TM2
(
δ1δ
′
2 + δ
′
1δ2)X
I
a − (1↔ 2)
)
2DX
=− i6s1(¯2ΓIJKΓµνΓLMN 1)XLMNb DµXJc DνXKd dbcda
− i6s2(¯2ΓJΓµνΓLMN 1)XLMNb DµXIcDνXJd dbcda
− i6s3(¯2ΓJΓLMN 1)XLMNb DµXIcDµXJd dbcda
− i6s4(¯2ΓIΓLMN 1)XLMNb DµXJc DµXJd dbcda
+ is5(¯2Γ
IJKLMΓµΓνΓN 1)DνX
N
b DµX
J
c X
KLM
d d
bcd
a
+ is6(¯2Γ
KLMΓµΓνΓN 1)DνX
N
b DµX
I
cX
KLM
d d
bcd
a
+ is7(¯2Γ
JLMΓµΓνΓN 1)DνX
N
b DµX
J
c X
ILM
d d
bcd
a
+ is8(¯2Γ
ILMΓµΓνΓN 1)DνX
N
b DµX
J
c X
JLM
d d
bcd
a
+ is9(¯2Γ
MΓµΓνΓN 1)DνX
N
b DµX
J
c X
IJM
d d
bcd
a
+ if4(2Γ
IΓJKLMNΓµν1)DµX
J
b DνX
K
c X
LMN
d d
bcd
a
+ if5(2Γ
IΓKLMΓµν1)DµX
J
b DνX
K
c X
JLM
d d
bcd
a
+ if6(2Γ
IΓMΓµν1)DµX
J
b DνX
K
c X
JKM
d d
bcd
a
+ if7(2Γ
IΓKLM 1)DµX
J
b D
µXJc X
KLM
d d
bcd
a
+ if8(2Γ
IΓKLM 1)DµX
J
b D
µXKc X
JLM
d d
bcd
a
− (1↔ 2) (C.3)
= + i(6f4 − s1 + 2s7)(¯2ΓJKLMΓµν1)DµXJb DνXKc XILMd dbcda
+ i
(
4f4 − 2s5 − 2s6 − 13s2
)
(¯2Γ
JKLMΓµν1)DµX
I
bDνX
J
c X
KLM
d d
bcd
a
+ i(2f5 + 2s1 + 2s8 − 6s5)(¯2ΓIKLMΓµν1)DµXJb DνXKc XJLMd dbcda
+ i(2f6 + 2s1 + 2s9)(¯2Γ
µν1)DµX
J
b DνX
K
c X
IJK
d d
bcd
a
+ i(6f7 − s4 + 2s7)(¯2ΓJK1)DµXLb DµXLc XIJKd dbcda
+ i(2f8 − s3 + 2s8 + 6s6)(¯2ΓKL1)DµXIbDµXJc XJKLd dbcda
+ i(−4f8 + 2s9 + 4s7)(¯2ΓKL1)DµXJb DµXLc XIJKd dbcda . (C.4)
C.1.3 1 DX terms
The single covariant derivative terms are
TM2
(
δ1δ
′
2 + δ
′
1δ2)X
I
a − (1↔ 2)
)
1DX
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=− i6s5(¯2ΓIJKLMΓµΓPQR1)XPQRb DµXJc XKLMd dbcda
− i6s6(¯2ΓKLMΓµΓPQR1)XPQRb DµXIcXKLMd dbcda
− i6s7(¯2ΓJLMΓµΓPQR1)XPQRb DµXJc XILMd dbcda
− i6s8(¯2ΓILMΓµΓPQR1)XPQRb DµXJc XJLMd dbcda
− i6s9(¯2ΓMΓµΓPQR1)XPQRb DµXJc XIJMd dbcda
+ is10(¯2Γ
IΓµΓP 1)DµX
P
b X
JKL
c X
JKL
d d
bcd
a
+ is11(¯2Γ
LΓµΓP 1)DµX
P
b X
JKL
c X
JKI
d d
bcd
a
+ if11(¯2Γ
IΓLMNΓµ1)DµX
J
b X
JKL
c X
KMN
d d
bcd
a
+ if9(¯2Γ
IΓJΓµ1)DµX
J
b X
KLM
c X
KLM
d d
bcd
a
− (1↔ 2) (C.5)
= + i(3s6)(¯2Γ
KLMNΓµ1)DµX
I
bX
JKL
c X
JMN
d d
bcd
a
+ i(6s5 − 2s7)(¯2ΓJMNOΓµ1)DµXJb XIKMc XKNOd dbcda
+ i
(
2s5 +
1
3s9
)
(¯2Γ
KMNOΓµ1)DµX
J
b X
IJK
c X
MNO
d d
bcd
a
+ i(s7 + s8)(¯2Γ
KLMNΓµ1)DµX
J
b X
IKL
c X
JMN
d d
bcd
a
+ i(−6s5 − 2s8)(¯2ΓILMNΓµ1)DµXJb XJKLc XKMNd dbcda
+ i(2f9 − 2s6 − 2s10)(¯2Γµ1)DµXIbXJKLc XJKLd dbcda
+ i(2f10 − 2s7 − 2s8 − 2s11)(¯2Γµ1)DµXJb XIKLc XJKLd dbcda . (C.6)
The presence of two 3-brackets in each of these terms allows us use of Eq. (4.9). As an example
of how this helps us we take the first of the preceding terms with the choice I1I2I3 = KLJ ,
J1J2J3 = MNJ in Eq. (4.9),
i(3s6)(¯2Γ
KLMNΓµ1)DµX
I
bX
JKL
c X
JMN
d d
bcd
a
= +i(3s6)(¯2Γ
KLMNΓµ1)DµX
I
b (X
MLJ
c X
KNJ
d +X
KMJ
c X
LNJ
d +X
KLM
c X
JNJ
d ) d
bcd
a (C.7)
= −2i(3s6)(¯2ΓKLMNΓµ1)DµXIbXJKLc XJMNd dbcda , (C.8)
where in the last line we used antisymmetry in K ↔ L and also L↔M . Thus,
+ i(3s6)(¯2Γ
KLMNΓµ1)DµX
I
bX
JKL
c X
JMN
d d
bcd
a = 0 . (C.9)
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In a similar fashion we can show that the rest of the terms with four transverse Γ-matrix indices
vanish. Hence, we are left with
TM2
(
δ1δ
′
2 + δ
′
1δ2)X
I
a − (1↔ 2)
)
1DX
= + i(2f9 − 2s6 − 2s10)(¯2Γµ1)DµXIbXJKLc XJKLd dbcda
+ i(2f10 − 2s7 − 2s8 − 2s11)(¯2Γµ1)DµXJb XIKLc XJKLd dbcda . (C.10)
C.1.4 0 DX terms
The terms which feature no covariant derivatives are
TM2
(
δ1δ
′
2 + δ
′
1δ2)X
I
a − (1↔ 2)
)
0DX
=− i6s10(¯2ΓIΓPQR1)XPQRb XJKLc XJKLd dbcda
− i6s11(¯2ΓLΓPQR1)XPQRb XJKLc XJKId dbcda
+ if11(¯2Γ
IΓPQR1)X
JKL
b X
JKL
c X
PQR
d d
bcd
a
− (1↔ 2) (C.11)
= + i (6f11 − s10) (2ΓJK1)XIJKb XLMNc XLMNd dbcda
− is11(¯2ΓMN 1)XLMNb XJKLc XIJKd dbcda . (C.12)
After applying Eq. (4.25) twice to the s11 term and relabelling the transverse Lorentz indices, we
get
−is11(¯2ΓMN 1)XLMNb XJKLc XIJKd dbcda =− i3s11(¯2ΓJK1)XLMNc XIJKb XLMNd dbcda . (C.13)
Thus,
TM2
(
δ1δ
′
2 + δ
′
1δ2)X
I
a − (1↔ 2)
)
0DX
= +i
(
6f11 − s10 − 13s11
)
(2Γ
JK1)X
IJK
b X
LMN
c X
LMN
d d
bcd
a .
(C.14)
C.2 Closure on the Gauge Field
C.2.1 3 DX terms
The terms with three covariant derivatives are
TM2
(
(δ1δ
′
2 + δ
′
1δ2)A˜µ
b
a − (1↔ 2)
)
3DX
= + ig1(¯2ΓµΓ
IΓρΓ
L1)D
ρXLe DνX
J
fD
νXJgX
I
c d
efg
df
cdb
a
+ ig2(¯2Γ
νΓIΓρΓL1)DρX
L
e DµX
J
fDνX
J
gX
I
c d
efg
df
cdb
a
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+ ig3(¯2Γ
νΓJΓρΓL1)DρX
L
e DµX
J
fDνX
I
gX
I
c d
efg
df
cdb
a
+ ig4(¯2Γ
νΓJΓρΓL1)DρX
L
e DµX
I
fD
νXJgX
I
c d
efg
df
cdb
a
+ ig5(¯2ΓµΓ
JΓρΓ
L1)D
ρXLe DνX
J
fD
νXIgX
I
c d
efg
df
cdb
a
+ ig6(¯2ΓµνλΓ
JΓρΓ
L1)D
ρXLe D
νXJfD
λXIgX
I
c d
efg
df
cdb
a
+ ig7(¯2ΓµνλΓ
IJKΓρΓ
L1)D
ρXLe D
νXJfD
λXKg X
I
c d
efg
df
cdb
a
+ ig8(¯2Γ
νΓIJKΓρΓL1)DρX
L
e DµX
J
fD
νXKg X
I
c d
efg
df
cdb
a
+ if1(¯2ΓµΓ
IΓJKLΓνλρ1)D
νXJe D
λXKf D
ρXLg X
I
c d
efg
df
cdb
a
+ if2(¯2ΓµΓ
IΓKΓν1)D
νXJe DλX
J
fD
λXKg X
I
c d
efg
df
cdb
a
+ if3(¯2ΓµΓ
IΓKΓν1)D
νXKe DλX
J
fD
λXJgX
I
c d
efg
df
cdb
a
− (1↔ 2) (C.15)
= + i(2f2 − 2g5 − 2g6)εµνλ(¯2Γν1)XIcDρXIeDλXJfDρXJg defgdf cdba
+ i(2f3 − 2g1 + 2g6)εµνλ(¯2Γν1)XIcDλXIeDρXJfDρXJg defgdf cdba
+ i(−2g2 + 2g3 − 2g6)ενλρ(¯2Γν1)XIcDλXIeDµXJfDρXJg defgdf cdba
+ i(−2g3 + 2g5 − 2g8)(¯2ΓJK1)DµXJe DνXKf DνXIgXIc defgdf cdba
+ i(−6f1 + 2g7 + 2g8)ενλρ(¯2ΓIJKLΓρ1)XIcDµXJe DνXKf DλXLg defgdf cdba
+ i(2f3 − 2g1 − 2g8)(¯2ΓIJ1)XIcDµXJe DνXKf DνXKg defgdf cdba
+ i(2f2 − 2g2 + 2g8)(¯2ΓIK1)XIcDµXJe DνXJfDνXKg defgdf cdba . (C.16)
C.2.2 2 DX terms
The terms with two covariant derivatives are
TM2
(
(δ1δ
′
2 + δ
′
1δ2)A˜µ
b
a − (1↔ 2)
)
2DX
=− i6g1(¯2ΓµΓIΓPQR1)XPQRe DνXJfDνXJgXIc defgdf cdba
− i6g2(¯2ΓνΓIΓPQR1)XPQRe DµXJfDνXJgXIc defgdf cdba
− i6g3(¯2ΓνΓJΓPQR1)XPQRe DµXJfDνXIgXIc defgdf cdba
− i6g4(¯2ΓνΓJΓPQR1)XPQRe DµXIfDνXJgXIc defgdf cdba
− i6g5(¯2ΓµΓJΓPQR1)XPQRe DνXJfDνXIgXIc defgdf cdba
− i6g6(¯2ΓµνλΓJΓPQR1)XPQRe DνXJfDλXIgXIc defgdf cdba
− i6g7(¯2ΓµνλΓIJKΓPQR1)XPQRe DνXJfDλXKg XIc defgdf cdba
− i6g8(¯2ΓνΓIJKΓPQR1)XPQRe DµXJfDνXKg XIc defgdf cdba
+ ig9(¯2ΓµνΓ
KLMΓλΓ
P 1)D
λXPe D
νXIfX
KLM
g X
I
c d
efg
df
cdb
a
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+ ig10(¯2ΓµνΓ
JLMΓλΓ
P 1)D
λXPe D
νXJfX
ILM
g X
I
c d
efg
df
cdb
a
+ ig11(¯2ΓµνΓ
MΓλΓ
P 1)D
λXPe D
νXJfX
IJM
g X
I
c d
efg
df
cdb
a
+ ig12(¯2Γ
KLMΓλΓ
P 1)D
λXPe DµX
I
fX
KLM
g X
I
c d
efg
df
cdb
a
+ ig13(¯2Γ
JLMΓλΓ
P 1)D
λXPe DµX
J
fX
ILM
g X
I
c d
efg
df
cdb
a
+ ig14(¯2Γ
MΓλΓ
P 1)D
λXPe DµX
J
fX
IJM
g X
I
c d
efg
df
cdb
a
+ if4(¯2ΓµΓ
IΓJKLMNΓνλ1)D
νXJe D
λXKf X
LMN
g X
I
c d
efg
df
cdb
a
+ if5(¯2ΓµΓ
IΓKLMΓνλ1)D
νXJe D
λXKf X
JLM
g X
I
c d
efg
df
cdb
a
+ if6(¯2ΓµΓ
IΓMΓνλ1)D
νXJe D
λXKf X
JKM
g X
I
c d
efg
df
cdb
a
+ if7(¯2ΓµΓ
IΓKLM 1)DνX
J
e D
νXJfX
KLM
g X
I
c d
efg
df
cdb
a
+ if8(¯2ΓµΓ
IΓKLM 1)DνX
J
e D
νXKf X
JLM
g X
I
c d
efg
df
cdb
a
− (1↔ 2) (C.17)
= + i(4f6 + 2g8 − 2g11 − 2g14)(¯2Γν1)DµXJe DνXKf XIJKg XIc defgdf cdba
+ i(2f5 − g6 + 6g9 − 2g12)εµνλ(¯2ΓKL1)DνXIeDλXJfXJKLg XIc defgdf cdba
+ i(−2f6 − 2g7 − 4g12)εµνλ(¯2ΓIJ1)DνXKe DλXLf XJKLg XIc defgdf cdba
+ i(+4f5 + 4g7 − 4g10 + 2g11)εµνλ(¯2ΓKL1)DνXJe DλXLf XIJKg XIc defgdf cdba
+ i(2f8)(¯2ΓµΓ
IJKL1)D
νXJe DνX
M
f X
KLM
g X
I
c d
efg
df
cdb
a
+ i(2g9 − 13g5)(¯2ΓµΓJKLM 1)DνXIeDνXJfXKLMg XIc defgdf cdba
+ i(−2f5 − g8)(¯2ΓνΓIJLM 1)DνXKe DµXJfXKLMg XIc defgdf cdba
+ i(−4f4)(¯2ΓνΓJKLM 1)DνXIeDµXJfXKLMg XIc defgdf cdba
+ i(− 13g3 − 2g9)(¯2ΓνΓJKLM 1)DνXIeDµXJfXKLMg XIc defgdf cdba
+ i(2f5 + g8)(¯2Γ
νΓIJKL1)D
νXJe DµX
M
f X
KLM
g X
I
c d
efg
df
cdb
a
+ i(4f4)(¯2ΓνΓ
JKLM 1)D
νXJe DµX
I
fX
KLM
g X
I
c d
efg
df
cdb
a
+ i(− 13g4 + 2g12)(¯2ΓνΓJKLM 1)DνXJe DµXIfXKLMg XIc defgdf cdba
+ i(12f4 − g8 − 2g10 − 2g13)(¯2ΓνΓJKLM 1)DµXJe DνXKf XILMg XIc defgdf cdba
+ i(2f7 − 13g1)(¯2ΓµΓIJKL1)DνXMe DνXMf XJKLg XIc defgdf cdba
+ i(− 13g2)(¯2ΓνΓIJKL1)DνXMe DµXMf XJKLg XIc defgdf cdba
+ i(2f4 − 13g7)(¯2ΓµνλΓIJKLMN 1)DνXJe DλXKf XLMNg XIc defgdf cdba. (C.18)
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Applying Eq. (4.26) to these terms we find that the last three lines are identically zero and several
of the other terms combine. Ultimately we are left with
TM2
(
(δ1δ
′
2 + δ
′
1δ2)A˜µ
b
a − (1↔ 2)
)
2DX
= + i(4f6 + 2g8 − 2g11 − 2g14)(¯2Γν1)XIcDµXJe DνXKf XIJKg defgdf cdba
+ i(2f5 + 2f6 − g6 + 2g7 + 6g9)εµνλ(¯2ΓKL1)XIcDνXIeDλXJfXJKLg defgdf cdba
+ i(4f5 + 4g7 − 4g10 + 2g11)εµνλ(¯2ΓKL1)XIcDνXJe DλXLf XIJKg defgdf cdba
+ i(2f8 + g5 − 6g9)(¯2ΓµΓIJKL1)XIcDνXJe DνXMf XKLMg defgdf cdba
+ i(12f4 − 2f5 + g3 − g8 + 6g9)(¯2ΓνΓIJLM 1)XIcDµXJe DνXKf XKLMg defgdf cdba
+ i(−12f4 + 2f5 + g4 + g8 − 6g12)(¯2ΓνΓIJKL1)XIcDνXJe DµXMf XKLMg defgdf cdba
+ i(12f4 − g8 − 2g10 − 2g13)(¯2ΓνΓJKLM 1)XIcDµXJe DνXKf XILMg defgdf cdba .
(C.19)
C.2.3 1 DX terms
The terms with a single covariant derivative are
TM2
(
(δ1δ
′
2 + δ
′
1δ2)A˜µ
b
a − (1↔ 2)
)
1DX
=− i6g9(¯2ΓµνΓKLMΓPQR1)XPQRe DνXIfXKLMg XIc defgdf cdba
− i6g10(¯2ΓµνΓJLMΓPQR1)XPQRe DνXJfXILMg XIc defgdf cdba
− i6g11(¯2ΓµνΓMΓPQR1)XPQRe DνXJfXIJMg XIc defgdf cdba
− i6g12(¯2ΓKLMΓPQR1)XPQRe DµXIfXKLMg XIc defgdf cdba
− i6g13(¯2ΓJLMΓPQR1)XPQRe DµXJfXILMg XIc defgdf cdba
− i6g14(¯2ΓMΓPQR1)XPQRe DµXJfXIJMg XIc defgdf cdba
+ ig15(¯2ΓµΓ
IΓνΓ
P 1)D
νXPe X
JKL
f X
JKL
g X
I
c d
efg
df
cdb
a
+ if9(¯2ΓµΓ
IΓJΓν1)D
νXJe X
KLM
f X
KLM
g X
I
c d
efg
df
cdb
a
+ if10(¯2ΓµΓ
IΓMΓν1)D
νXJe X
JKL
f X
KLM
g X
I
c d
efg
df
cdb
a
− (1↔ 2) (C.20)
= + i(2f9 + 2g9 − 2g15)(¯2Γν1)εµνλDλXIeXJKLf XJKLg XIc defgdf cdba
+ i(2f10 + 2g10)(¯2Γ
ν1)εµνλD
λXJe X
JKL
f X
IKL
g X
I
c d
efg
df
cdb
a
+ i(2f9 − 2g15)(¯2ΓIJ1)DµXJe XKLMf XKLMg XIc defgdf cdba
+ i(−2g13)(¯2ΓLM 1)DµXMe XIJKf XJKLg XIc defgdf cdba
+ i(−g14)(¯2ΓLM 1)DµXJe XIJKf XKLMg XIc defgdf cdba
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+ i(2f10)(¯2Γ
IJ1)DµX
M
e X
JKL
f X
KLM
g X
I
c d
efg
df
cdb
a
+ i(4g13)(¯2Γ
KL1)DµX
M
e X
IJK
f X
JLM
g X
I
c d
efg
df
cdb
a
+ i(−3g9)(¯2ΓJKLMΓµν1)DνXIeXJKNf XLMNg XIc defgdf cdba
+ i(−2g10)(¯2ΓJKLMΓµν1)DνXJe XIMNf XKLNg XIc defgdf cdba
+ i(− 13g11)(¯2ΓKLMNΓµν1)DνXJe XIJKe XLMNg XIc defgdf cdba
+ i(−g10)(¯2ΓJKLMΓµν1)DνXNe XIJKf XLMNg XIc defgdf cdba
+ i(− 13g13)(¯2ΓJKLMNO1)DµXOe XIJKf XLMNg XIc defgdf cdba . (C.21)
The presence of two 3-brackets means we can use both Eq. (4.25) and Eq. (4.26) here. Using
Eq. (4.25) we can show that the terms with four or more transverse Γ-matrix indices are all iden-
tically zero. After using Eq. (4.26) on the remaining terms we are left with
TM2 (δ1δ
′
2A˜µ
b
a + δ
′
1δ2A˜µ
b
a)1DX − (1↔ 2)
= + i(2f9 +
2
3f10 + 2g9 +
2
3g10 − 2g15)(¯2Γν1)εµνλDλXIeXJKLf XJKLg XIc defgdf cdba
+ i(2f9 − 23g13 − 2g15)(¯2ΓIJ1)DµXJe XKLMf XKLMg XIc defgdf cdba
+ i(2f10 + 2g13 − g14)(¯2ΓLM 1)DµXJe XIJKf XKLMg XIc defgdf cdba . (C.22)
C.2.4 0 DX terms
The terms with feature no covariant derivatives are
TM2
(
(δ1δ
′
2 + δ
′
1δ2)A˜µ
b
a − (1↔ 2)
)
0DX
=− i6g15(¯2ΓµΓIΓPQR1)XPQRe XJKLf XJKLg XIc defgdf cdba
+ if11(¯2ΓµΓ
IΓNOP 1)X
JKL
e X
JKL
f X
NOP
g X
I
c d
efg
df
cdb
a
− (1↔ 2) (C.23)
= + i(2f11 − 13g15)(¯2ΓµΓIJKL1)XJKLe XMNOf XMNOg XIc defgdf cdba . (C.24)
Using Eq. (4.26) with J1J2J3 = JKL and then exploiting the antisymmetry in IJKL shows that
the above term is zero.
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